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Abstract

Hyperspectral imaging allows quantitative evaluation of material composition and spatial dis-

tribution, and finds numerous applications in areas such as remote sensing and military recon-

naissance. Hyperspectral images contain quantitative spectral information for each pixel and a

useful model is to assume all pixels are linear combinations of so-called “pure” endmembers. Tra-

ditionally, hyperspectral algorithms have considered only static images and existing “real-time

algorithms” process single frames without regard for sequential similarities or correlations.

Recent advances suggest that hyperspectral video streaming hardware will be technically

feasible in the near future. This will stimulate applications in novel areas such as real-time

crime scene analysis. The difficulty in capturing and processing hyperspectral video sequences

in real-time can be traced directly to the high-dimensionality of the data. To realise these

applications and explore potential benefits, further work on hyperspectral video algorithms is

required.

This thesis focuses on hyperspectral video processing using linear mixing and geometric

endmember determination. This broadly involves four steps: dimension reduction, endmember

determination, abundance map generation and visualisation. An overarching aim of the work

has been to exploit inter-frame redundancies to make hyperspectral video a reality.

Methods to reduce the computational complexity of dimension reduction and endmember

determination are presented. These methods rely on information obtained from previously cap-

tured hyperspectral frames and exploit temporal correlations inherent in the data.

The widely-used convex combination of endmembers is shown to be ineffective in the presence

of non-uniform illumination. An improvement to Abundance Guided Endmember Selection

(AGES) is proposed. This improvement, termed Shadow-corrected AGES (SAGES), uses a

modified simplex that compensates for illumination variations and is shown to be more effective

across a range of scenes.

The problem of visualising changing abundance maps in the video stream is addressed and

a novel method to display abundance information is presented. This method uses a reduced

colour-space to visualise areas of interest, intelligently updates the display to reduce viewer

fatigue, and caters for colour blind operators.

Finally, a hardware implementation using CUDA-enabled devices is considered. AGES-like

algorithms are shown as effective alternatives to existing real-time algorithms. Recommendations

are made for further development of video streaming hyperspectral imaging systems.
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Symbols and Notation

Throughout this thesis there are a number of mathematical concepts and algorithms presented.

Before introducing common symbols and abbreviations, we will discuss the nomenclature used

for mathematical notation:

Scalars are represented using unembellished variables e.g. a, N , λ. Vectors are represented

using lower case bold variables e.g. a or b. When an individual element of a vector is required, it

will be indexed as a scalar with a lower subscript. For example a1 represents the first element in

vector a. All vectors are column vectors if a row vector is required it is written as the transpose

e.g. a⊤.

Matrices are represented using a bold upper-case variable e.g. A. Columns of matrices are

represented as vectors e.g. a1 represents the first column of A. Rows are represented using row

vectors e.g. a⊤
1 is the first row of A. Individual elements of a matrix are represented as scalars

with two separate indices e.g. aij represents the scalar in the ith row and jth column of A.

Relating the video frame in which data originates requires specific notation. Similar to digital

signal processing, square brackets are used to describe a time varying scalar e.g. a [n] represents

a at frame n. We use the same notation to describe vectors and matrices, e.g. a [n] is vector a

in frame n. Similarly, this notation is used for vectors and scalars that make up matrices e.g.

ai [n] is the ith column of A in frame n.

When referring to other authors work symbols and notation may not be the same, this keeps

consistent labelling and styling throughout this thesis.
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I identity matrix

1 column vector of ones
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aj ∈ R
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V ∈ R
λ×λ orthonormal matrix of sorted eigenvectors
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hyperspectral and multispectral imaging systems offer significantly more information than stand-

ard colour or monochromatic cameras. Typically used in satellite systems, common uses include

geological surveying and military surveillance. Hyperspectral systems capture a contiguous range

of discrete wavelengths. This allows effective quantitative material distribution and analysis over

a wide area. These images are generally processed individually and not considered part of an

overall video sequence. This is because real-time capture of hyperspectral video sequences is re-

latively difficult, and existing uses do not require streaming video. Hyperspectral video systems

are relatively new when compared to single-frame capture devices. There is a much smaller body

of work focusing specifically on the problems associated with video sequences, as much of the

existing literature focuses on single image processing.

This thesis represents further work on algorithms and methods that are relevant to video

streaming of hyperspectral image data. The central theme of this thesis is investigating the

relationship between sequential frames in hyperspectral video systems. This relationship is im-

portant both for the processing of hyperspectral data sets and the display of material abundance

maps. Despite the maturity of hyperspectral imaging, it is not widely understood outside specific

scientific, military and academic settings. For this reason, a considerable part of this chapter will

detail some of the critical knowledge required to understand the steps involved in hyperspectral

image analysis.

Once this core-knowledge has been established, more specific concepts related to video-rate

processing, visualisation and temporal redundancies will be introduced. Finally, this chapter

concludes with a summary of the research and contributions detailed within.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Spectroscopy and Hyperspectral Images

Two hundred years ago, Joseph Fraunhofer first examined the spectrum of visible radiation

from the sun and stars. He noticed they were unexpectedly different; the radiation produced

was not uniform for all stars. This marked the beginning of the science we call spectroscopy

[1]. Spectroscopy is the science of determining material properties by interactions with radiated

electromagnetic waves. When an electromagnetic wave interacts with an atomic particle or mo-

lecular bond, it is potentially: absorbed, reflected or, causes the material to emit light at another

wavelength (fluorescence) [1]. By measuring this response over a range of known wavelengths, it

is possible to garner information about the properties of the material, or materials in question

[1, 2].

Spectroscopy has become a large scientific field with numerous uses in science and engineering

[2]. Within the context of this thesis, we focus specifically on the visible (VIS) and near-infrared

(NIR) sections of the electromagnetic spectrum. These wavelengths of light exist between ap-

proximately 400nm - 1100nm. This makes them readily detectable by common imaging sensors

and thus many imaging spectrometers [3].

Hyperspectral imaging, or imaging spectroscopy, collects spectral information over a wide

spatial area. It is used to relate spatial locations with material presence or properties. In

essence, it is a form of sensor fusion between standard imaging systems and spectrometers i.e.

each pixel in an image contains a complete reflectance spectrum. The initial development of

hyperspectral imaging was in the area of remote sensing. Here it is widely used for mapping

geological features and for surveillance and intelligence applications [4].

More recently, attention has turned to the development of terrestrial applications, such as

medicine, biometrics, safety and manufacturing. Some examples of these uses are: detecting

ischemic tissue [5], monitoring food safety [6], detecting grape variety [7] and oil spill mitigation

[8]. Hyperspectral imaging techniques have also been used in forensic science applications such

as in fraudulent document examination [9], detecting mass graves [10] and in estimating the age

of bruises [11].

This shows the scope for terrestrial hyperspectral imaging is vast. Indeed, video processing

would likely enhance existing applications in addition to unlocking novel ones. Recently, Dowler

conducted an investigation into hyperspectral imaging for crime scene analysis [12]. His thesis

focused on the development of video-rate hyperspectral systems and their application to forensic

analysis. This thesis represents an extension to Dowler’s work on hyperspectral video systems
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and proposes a number of improvements to his work.

1.1.1 Hyperspectral Image Capture

There are primarily two forms of electronic devices used to capture images in the VIS and

NIR spectrum of light: Charged Coupled Devices (CCD) and Complementary Metal-Oxide

Semiconductor (CMOS). A CCD is a grid of metal-oxide semiconductor capacitors on a silicon

substrate where each junction is a photo-detector [3]. Photons that hit the silicon are converted

to electrons that discharge these capacitors. Amplifying and measuring the charge in these

capacitors gives a representation of the total light falling on that photo-site. These measurements

are then ultimately represented as pixels in a digital image [3].

Wavelengths of light above 1100nm do not have the energy to excite an electron into the

conduction band. This is due to the energy gap in silicon and provides a hard upper limit

for detection in CCD and CMOS sensors [3]. Similarly, as the wavelength of light approaches

400nm the silicon becomes increasingly reflective. This creates a lower limit of operation when

insufficient photons enter the silicon substrate [3].

CMOS devices are similar to CCD devices, as they contain a grid of photosensitive sites on

a silicon substrate. Unlike CCD technology, each CMOS photo-site has its own amplifier and

readout hardware [3]. These technologies provide a measure of the total number of photons at

each spatial location, with energy between 400nm-1100nm, but no information on the individual

wavelengths received. Ultimately, these measurements are represented as pixel brightness in a

monochromatic image.

Since CCD and CMOS sensors are sensitive to light over a wide range of wavelengths, using

these sensors coupled with focusing optics, only a monochromatic image is obtained. That is,

each individual pixel is charged by photons over a wide range of energies, albeit at different

efficiencies depending on the absorbed wavelength. An m × n monochromatic image could be

thought of as matrix F ∈ R
m×n, where each element (fij) represents the intensity of that pixel.

This intensity fij is expressed as fij =
´

λ
aij (λ) Q (λ) dλ, where Q (λ) is the quantum efficiency

of the sensor at wavelength λ, and aij (λ) is the amount of light absorbed at wavelength λ for

pixel ij. The individual spectral components of the source illumination and reflectance cannot

be separated from this data alone. CCD and CMOS sensors provide a plane of intensity values,

but no information about the intensity of specific wavelengths. A CCD (or CMOS) alone is

unable to provide the spectral or colour information for a picture.
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As the primary viewer of digital images is human, digital colour images have evolved to suit

the human optical system. Human eyes see colours using three sets of cones that are sensitive

to three broad ranges across the visible spectrum. These cones align roughly with red, green

and blue [13]. To accommodate this visual system, a filter is fitted over a CCD/CMOS surface

to provide discrete colour selectivity for individual pixels. This filter is called a “Bayer Filter”

and its layout is shown in Figure 1.1 [3]. Using this layout, software interpolates the red, green

and blue values for each pixel from its neighbours. This provides a full colour image.
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Figure 1.1: Bayer Filter

These reconstructed images are stored as three discrete image planes, each plane represents

the intensity of the red, green and blue wavelengths. This can be visualised as an image cube

with two spatial dimensions and a spectral dimension as shown in Figure 1.2a. Hyperspectral

images are represented in much the same way. However, instead of three spectral measurements

a much larger number of much narrower spectral bands are stored, as represented in Figure 1.2b.

Throughout this thesis we consider individual hyperspectral images as matrices where X ∈

R
λ×N represents a hyperspectral image with λ bands captured per pixel and N pixels. This

removes morphological information from the hyperspectral data by considering pixels as column

vectors in a matrix. The equivalent monochromatic image would be represented as a single row

vector x⊤ ∈ R
N . An RGB colour image would be written as X ∈ R

3×N .
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Figure 1.2: Image cubes representing trichromatic and hyperspectral images. (a) Typical RGB
colour image. (b) Hyperspectral image.

Hyperspectral image capture generally requires observations of two spatial and one spectral
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dimension. However, a CCD system can only capture two dimensions simultaneously. Hyper-

spectral systems generally compromise between capturing spectral bands sequentially, or cap-

turing one spatial and the spectral dimension simultaneously. Figure 1.3a illustrates how a focal

plane system captures a single wavelength sequentially in time. Focal plane systems rely on elec-

tronically variable optical filters to capture a complete image frame at a specific wavelength [14].

Commonly used optical filters include Liquid Crystal Tunable Filters (LCTF), Acousto-Optic

Tunable Filters (AOTF) and Electro-Optic Fabry-Perot (EOFP) devices [14]. Bowmaker et al.

detail some challenges in the construction of focal plane imaging systems [15].

Figure 1.3b shows how the complete spectrum of a single line captured sequentially collects

the same data. Here, a diffraction grating (or similar) separates a single line into discrete

wavelength bands. Systems that capture a complete line are called push broom sensors and rely

on moving a line-spectrometer over the area required [4]. Aikio presents a comprehensive look at

how to construct Prism-Grating-Prism hyperspectral systems that capture hyperspectral images

in this manner [16].
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Figure 1.3: Image cube generation using focal-plane and line-scanning techniques. (a) Complete
images at individual wavelengths are sequentially captured in time. (b) The same hyperspectral
cube is collected using one spectral and one spatial capture dimension.

Both these techniques use time to capture the third dimension. More recently, simultaneous

capture of all three dimensions has been achieved, but these systems currently only offer very

limited spatial (or temporal) resolutions [17, 18, 19]. One example of this is the work by Habel

et al. [19]. This uses sophisticated inversion techniques to reconstruct the hyperspectral data

cube from a bi-directional diffraction grating attached to a consumer camera.

Many hyperspectral imaging systems rely on solar radiation, as they are typically imaging

outdoor targets. Adequate lighting conditions are essential for meaningful hyperspectral im-

ages. This means many terrestrial applications of hyperspectral imaging, such as indoor uses,
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may need their own illumination sources. One solution to this was proposed by Nischan who

investigated the active illumination of hyperspectral scenes using a white light laser [20]. Given

the difficulties in capturing high spatial and spectral resolution hyperspectral images, work has

been completed on expanding the dimensionality of limited spectral resolution images using

morphological information [21].

This thesis does not focus on construction of hyperspectral imaging systems. Indeed, our

focus is on video stream processing. To this end this thesis will consider that a hypothetical

hyperspectral video system exists. This system captures full hyperspectral cubes simultaneously

at a relatively high frame rate (≈ 30 FPS).

1.2 Hyperspectral Image Algorithms

Processing hyperspectral images is accomplished using a number of varying methodologies. In-

deed, there are numerous examples in the literature where algorithms are evaluated or compared

[22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Despite this research, there is no overwhelming consensus that

one technique is the most effective in all situations. Ultimately, we can classify these algorithms

into some discrete categories.

Firstly, consider the underlying model used to represent individual pixel reflectance. The

linear mixing model assumes every pixel in an image is a linear combination of a finite number

of pure materials (endmembers). This explains the received reflectance at each spatial location

[22] (§1.2.1). In contrast, non-linear mixing assumes these spectral mixtures are not explained

though purely linear combinations of these endmember spectra. These techniques often account

for more subtle imaging artefacts, but can use more complex models.

Regardless of which model is used, determining these pure materials or endmembers is not

trivial. Specifically, within the context of the linear mixing model, endmember determination

methods are largely separated into two major categories. Geometric algorithms exploit the shape

and form of hyperspectral data sets in multidimensional spaces. Statistical algorithms rely on

exploiting a statistical relationship in the hyperspectral data [26]. More recently, methods that

find endmembers and abundance maps based on sparsity have been developed. These methods

assume each pixel is a combination of only a small number of pure material spectra [30].

Despite the wealth of information on hyperspectral algorithms, a complete summary of all

available hyperspectral processing techniques is too lengthy to include in this thesis. Acknow-

ledging the wide variety of alternative methods available in the literature, this author has in-
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cluded the details of the methods and algorithms that are directly relevant to the content of

this thesis. Since Dowler made the case for geometric endmember determination and the linear

mixing model, we will largely limit this thesis to discussion of these methods [12].

1.2.1 Linear Mixing Model

Hyperspectral imaging generally acknowledges that limited spatial resolution causes each in-

dividual pixel to contain reflectance data from multiple materials. Most analysis routines use

some form of spectral unmixing to separate pixels into this mixture of core material spectra.

The resulting spectrum will be some combination of the materials present at a sub-pixel level.

This means the spectrum measured in any given pixel will not match exactly to a single ma-

terial. Sub-pixel mixing of reflectance spectra is commonly modelled as a linear combination

of endmember spectra [23]. This model is only accurate when the ground within the pixel is a

patchwork style mix of different pure materials. If this mixture of materials is at a molecular

level, light will mix in a non-linear fashion [23].

Figure 1.4 illustrates the distinction between pure, linearly mixed and non-linearly mixed

pixels. Here we see the pure pixel will return only the reflectance spectrum of a single material.

The linearly mixed pixel will contain reflectance spectra from multiple (two in this example)

materials, this ultimately results in the sensor returning a mixed spectrum. In contrast, the

non-linearly mixed pixel will have reflectance data where photons have interacted with multiple

materials. This means received reflectance spectra will no longer be a linear combination of

these two material spectra, as individual photons have interacted with multiple materials in the

scene.

Pure Pixel
Linear

Mixed Pixel

Nonlinear

Mixed Pixel

Figure 1.4: Illustration of areas corresponding to three pixels. Pure, linear mixed, non-linear
mixed respectively.

Linear mixing is described in Equation 1.1, where xj ∈ R
λ is the detected reflectance spec-

trum for the jth pixel. ei ∈ R
λ is the reflectance spectrum of endmember i, and ai ∈ R is its
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abundance within this pixel. E ∈ R
λ×M is a matrix of all endmember spectra and aj ∈ R

M

is a vector of abundances of those spectra. w ∈ R
λ represents added noise, λ is the number

of spectral bands captured and M is the number of endmembers present [23]. Abundances are

modelled as the fractional quantity of each endmember within the pixel. This means abundances

sum to 1, representing a sensible real world proportion. This constraint is shown in Equation 1.2.

To represent a real world material fraction abundances must also be constrained to non-negative

quantities as shown in Equation (1.3) [23, 22, 31]. This is because real-world materials do not

have negative reflectance spectra.

xj =
M
∑

i=1

aiei + w = Eaj + w (1.1)

M
∑

i=1

ai = 1 (1.2)

0 6 ai 6 1 for i = 1 . . . M (1.3)

The combined effect of the additivity constraint (Equation 1.2) and the non-negativity con-

straint (Equation 1.3) means each pixel will be a convex combination of the endmembers. This

convexity constraint is shown in Figure 1.5 where pixels contained in the simplex (grey area)

defined by the highlighted endmembers (red ×) are convex combinations. This fact is used in a

number of endmember detection algorithms such as N-FINDR [32] and AGES [33]. Linear mix-

ing of reflectance spectra has been shown to be appropriate in many cases and is mathematically

easy to model [23].
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Figure 1.5: Geometric meaning of convex combinations. Any pixel in the grey area is a convex
combination of the endmembers (red ×)
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1.2.2 Least Squares Unmixing

Regardless of how endmembers are determined it is desirable to convert the original hyperspectral

image into a material abundance map. Showing where materials lie is essentially showing the

fractions of the linear combinations of these endmembers. A common way to describe this

problem is with a least squares minimisation problem

ui = argmina ‖Ea − xi‖2

= argmin
a

(Ea − xi)
⊤ (Ea − xi)

where E ∈ R
λ×M =

[

e1 . . . eM

]

is a matrix of the endmember set, xi ∈ R
λ is the

reflectance spectrum for pixel i, and ui ∈ R
M represents the abundance of each endmember for

pixel i.

The most straightforward way to produce abundance maps is with unconstrained inversion.

Unconstrained inversion places no constraints on a and has a closed form solution, as defined

by Equation (1.4) [23]. This represents the abundances that produce the smallest least squared

reconstruction error. However, the results of unconstrained inversion do not match the linear

mixing model well. The abundances may contain negative numbers which have no real world

representation, and will not sum to a 1 as a fractional proportion should.

Equation 1.5 is the closed form of the additivity constrained least squares problem. It is

found using Lagrange multipliers where 1 ∈ R
M is a vector of ones, and ci ∈ R

M is the additivity

constrained abundances [23]. The additivity constraint ensures the abundances will always sum

to one i.e.
∑

an = 1. A fully constrained solution incorporates an additional non-negativity

constraint (a � 0∗ ) and does not have a closed form, requiring an iterative process to solve [23].

ui =
(

E⊤E
)−1

E⊤xi (1.4)

ci = ui −
(

E⊤E
)−1

1⊤
[

1
(

E⊤E
)

1⊤
]−1

(1ui − 1) (1.5)

∗This is the element-wise inequality i.e. all elements in the vector a will be non-negative.
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1.2.2.1 Improvements to Least Squares Unmixing

In addition to these approaches, there are numerous other methods used to unmix hyperspectral

data sets. Chang suggests each band in the captured image has different significance in the final

solution, so the unmixing problem should be reformulated as ui = argmina (Ea − xi)
⊤ W (Ea − xi),

where W ∈ R
λ×λ is the band weighting matrix. This method is shown as more effective in an-

omaly detection when compared to unconstrained least squares [34].

Rogge proposes an Iterated Spectral Mixture Analysis (ISMA), where the number of endmem-

bers used to unmix each pixel varies. By removing low abundance endmembers and measuring

the effect on the residual RMS error, an optimal endmember set is determined. This method is

shown to produce results that better align to real-world abundance fractions. When compared to

unconstrained inversion, ISMA produced smaller errors in abundance fractions. It also reduces

errors compared to fully constrained inversion, when the number of endmembers is low (< 7 )

[35]. An alternative projection and unmixing technique is sparse unmixing. Sparse unmixing

considers it unlikely that a pixel is a combination of a large number of endmembers and promotes

solutions with fewer endmembers using the l1 norm [36, 37].

Since it is unlikely images are uniformly lit, the effect of shadow must be considered. Winters

acknowledges an endmember will be selected to represent these effects. He suggests an endmem-

ber initialised to 0 can speed convergence [32]. In contrast, Iterated Constrained Endmembers

(ICE) normalises each individual pixel spectra to remove the effect of varying illumination [38].

The effect of shadowing of a hyperspectral system is further modelled in Roper’s paper, where

he shows the orthogonal projection used by additivity-constrained inversion produces incorrect

abundance fractions for a shadowed scene. He proposes a new projection, the Conical Sub-

simplex Projection, to overcome this limitation [39]. Roper also suggests correction methods

for shadowed scenes that account for the relative brightness of detected endmembers using a

reflectance standard [40].

The effect of noise was quantified by Mecocci, who shows the SNR of unconstrained abund-

ances is generally worse (≈ 0.5×) and that fully constrained inversion improves SNR (≈ 3×),

relative to the original image. He also notes that significant noise can cause a fully constrained

solution to converge on an incorrect abundance [41]. This work supports Gong, who showed

when using the linear mixing model, an error of 2.5% in received reflectance spectra can res-

ult in an error of up to 15% in endmember proportions [42]. Ultimately, these results show

noise performance is a significant consideration in the spectral unmixing problem. Since AGES
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focuses on additivity-constrained least squares inversion, we will restrict our investigation to

related least-squares unmixing techniques.

1.2.2.2 The non-negativity constraint

Unmixing with a non-negative constraint has better noise performance and removes any un-

wanted negative abundances from the resulting abundance maps. However, it comes at a signi-

ficant computational cost, as no analytical solution exists [43, 44]. Indeed, Heinz presents some

simple approaches to avoiding this significant cost in hyperspectral imaging, such as Normalised

Sum-to-one Constrained Least Squares (NSCLS) [44]. However, NSCLS method has reduced ac-

curacy compared to solutions which are explicitly optimised using the non-negativity constraint.

Non-negative least squares methods are often a focus of investigation and there exist numerous

approaches to solving these problems in the literature [45].

In addition to generalised techniques to solving the non-negative least squares problem there

are approaches that address it within the context of hyperspectral imaging. Some of the more

well known techniques are Expectation Maximization Maximum Likelihood (EMML) and Image

Space Reconstruction Algorithm (ISRA), summarised in [46]. Ultimately, these methods require

significantly more computational time than a simple unconstrained or additivity-constrained

inversion, with each iteration of ISRA requiring more computational complexity than the whole

unconstrained unmixing problem [12]. Dowler’s thesis provides a summary of the complexity

of these algorithms giving ≈ O (λNM) for unconstrained and additivity constrained inversion.

Calculation of non-negativity constrained inversion using IRSA or EMML is more complex at

≈ O (kλNM2), where k is the number of iterations required [12].

1.2.3 Endmember Determination

If all endmembers in a scene were known a priori, these unmixing techniques are all that is

required. Unfortunately, it is non-trivial to algorithmically extract or determine endmembers

from a hyperspectral image. As such, endmember determination is a widely studied subject

with many varying algorithms available. A common form of endmember determination is the

simplex growth model popularised by the success of N-FINDR. Simplex growth methods use the

volume of a simplex to determine the purist endmembers. Using the determinant of a matrix

containing the endmembers as a relative measure of volume, N-FINDR iteratively converges on

a simplex with maximal volume [32, 47]. It is assumed in N-FINDR that pixels representing
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these pure materials exist. In practice, if pure pixels do not exist the purist representations of

an endmember are selected. If all pixels are convex combinations of the detected endmembers,

these endmembers will exist on the points of the maximal volume simplex.

A similar simplex maximisation method is also used in Abundance Guided Endmember

Selection (AGES) [33]. AGES uses the geometric relationship between simplex volume and

additivity-constrained inversion. Another method, Vertex Component Analysis (VCA) [48],

uses orthogonal projections to find the endmember set. By sequentially projecting the data onto

the null space of the current endmember set, it extracts further endmembers [48]. Convex Cone

Analysis (CCA) finds endmembers on the boundary of a convex cone surrounding the data [49].

Pixel Purity Index (PPI) keeps an extremity score for each pixel as it projects the data onto

random vectors [50]. PPI works on the assumption that the purist pixels are at the extremes of

the data, this holds true in the case of a convex set.

There are numerous other algorithms such as: ICE [38], Multiple Endmember Spectral Mix-

ture Analysis (MESMA) [51], Minimum Volume Simplex Analysis (MVSA) [52, 53], Automated

Morphological Endmember Extraction (AMEE) [54], Unsupervised Fully Constrained Least

Squares (UFCLS) [43] and Successive Projection Algorithm (SPA) [55], each with different at-

tributes and performance characteristics. Critically, none of these endmember determination

methods is acknowledged as clearly superior and they do not explicitly consider video sequence

redundancies. However, N-FINDR is generally acknowledged as a de-facto standard for compar-

ison.

While most of the endmember determination algorithms are spatially agnostic and rely only

on spectral information, some, such as AMEE and SPA exploit spatial correlation between pixels.

Many of these endmember determination techniques are sensitive to initial conditions. There

has been work completed in prepossessing of data sets and initialisation of algorithms before the

endmember extraction step [56, 57, 58]. These methods aim to select initial candidate pixels to

use as endmembers for endmember determination methods such as N-FINDR and AGES that

require an initial simplex to function.

Any single endmember determination algorithm is unlikely to be the most effective algorithm

in all cases. Indeed, evaluation of these results is a non-trivial undertaking, as existing reports

often do not have directly comparable results [28, 29]. However, it is suggested that algorithms

which incorporate morphological information generally outperform those that do not [28]. Al-

gorithms that do not rely on the pure-pixel assumption are also suggested to produce more

accurate results [29].
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Despite AGES not belonging to these categories, AGES has been shown to be an effective

initial step at designing an algorithm specifically for high frame rate hyperspectral video systems.

The attractive feature of AGES is its reliance on unmixing to determine endmembers. This

means the algorithm is largely reduced to this inversion and projection if no changes are required.

Since this thesis is focussed on the development of hyperspectral video systems and is, in spirit, a

continuation of the work done by Dowler, we will focus on further investigation and enhancement

of the AGES algorithm. For comparison we will use the N-FINDR algorithm, the de-facto

standard for endmember determination.

1.2.3.1 N-FINDR

One of the most significant algorithms in hyperspectral imaging is N-FINDR. N-FINDR is a

simplex growing algorithm that was developed by Winter in 1999 [47, 32]. N-FINDR assumes

the most pure representations of underlying material spectra will be on the points of an M

dimensional simplex. It looks to maximise the volume of this simplex and thus find the best

suited endmembers [32]. The core of the N-FINDR algorithm relies on the assumption that

a pure pixel exists within the image for each material class [32]. This means assuming the

additivity and non-negativity conditions hold, linear mixing shows the data will exist as convex

combinations of these pure endmember spectra.

Like many endmember determination algorithms, N-FINDR first uses a dimensional reduc-

tion method to reduce the dimensionality of the data to M − 1 bands, where M is the number

of endmembers desired [32]. Consider Ē ∈ R
(M−1)×M is an initial random selection of M pixels

contained in the reduced space. Ēv represents an initial guess of endmembers augmented with

a row of ones:

Ēv =







1⊤

Ē





 =







1 1 · · · 1

ē1 ē2 · · · ēM





 (1.6)

where ēi ∈ R
M−1 is a column vector representing the reflectance spectra of the ith endmember

in the reduced space. We can calculate the relative volume of this simplex with Equation 1.7

[47, 32].

Volume(Ēv) =
1

(M − 1)!
abs

(∣

∣

∣Ēv

∣

∣

∣

)

(1.7)

Iterating through each pixel in the scene, and each endmember position, N-FINDR determ-
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ines which endmember replacements cause the simplex volume to increase. Larger volumes

correspond to a better estimate of the pure pixel set [32]. By repeatedly iterating through all

pixels until no replacements are made, the optimal set is found. Once the purest pixels have

been discovered, the endmembers are used to invert the data using least-squares or non-negative

least squares [32].

While an exact implementation of Winter’s N-FINDR algorithm is not available due to

the commercial nature of his original research, N-FINDR is still widely used as a target for

comparison and improvements in the literature [59, 60, 61, 62, 63]. However, recently it has

been shown by Dowler and Andrews that interpretation of the N-FINDR algorithm from Winter’s

original work has not been consistent with what Winter’s originally proposed [64].

The biggest distinction between these interpretations of N-FINDR is if pixels are considered

multiple times as eligible replacements [64]. If the pixels are not considered multiple times then

this interpretation of N-FINDR is not guaranteed to converge, given perfect data as Winter’s

original paper suggests [64]. It should also be noted that N-FINDR will favour bright pixels and

is vulnerable to noise, since it requires pure pixels that represent endmembers to exist within in

the current frame [32].

1.2.3.2 AGES

Another significant algorithm used in this thesis is Abundance Guided Endmember Selection

(AGES) [33]. While relatively new, AGES was specifically designed with operation in a video

hyperspectral system in mind. AGES uses the results of unmixing and abundance map gener-

ation to determine endmembers. This means the endmember determination step is largely an

inherent step in the unmixing operation. Indeed, in some circumstances only unmixing the data

is required. This means extremely low computational complexity per frame. This feature is the

primary reason that we will focus on AGES for endmember determination in this thesis.

Since AGES’s development there has not been a significant investigation to its performance

on GPU systems, nor any follow up on further video streaming issues. Dowler presents it as a low-

complexity method for determining endmembers with better performance to N-FINDR. AGES

uses the geometric information contained in additivity-constrained inversion to find endmembers

which make up the largest simplex volume. Consider an endmember set E ∈ R
λ×M made of pixels

in scene X ∈ R
λ×N . Unmixing X with E using additivity-constrained inversion, constrains the

resulting reconstructed pixels to the sum-to-one hyperplane spanned by E. These reconstructed

pixels will, however, not fit within the simplex defined by E as negative abundances may be
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present. Indeed, any pixel with a negative abundance will have a corresponding increase in

other endmember fractions due to the additivity constraint.

Dowler shows these abundances have a direct relationship to the change in volume of the

simplex defined by these endmembers. AGES completes this additivity-constrained inversion

and makes replacements based on the largest absolute abundance in the resulting abundance

map. Repeating this until the largest abundance is lower than a predefined threshold (ethresh),

completes the AGES algorithm [33, 12].

Figure 1.6 shows the geometric significance of additivity-constrained inversion, where in-

formation contained in the abundances of x relates to the increase in simplex volume. Here,

the simplex defined by the original endmembers (red ×) has a lower volume than the sim-

plex defined by e1, e3 and x (blue –). The additivity-constrained abundance of pixel x is

cx =
[

0.4 1.2 −0.6

]⊤

. The new simplex is 1.2× the volume of the original simplex, as evid-

enced by the 1.2 in cx. This corresponds to the highest abundance fraction, and indicates that

x should replace e2.
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the geometric significance of additivity-constrained inversion. Sim-
plexes are shown on the sum-to-one hyperplane of the first two principal components (v1 and
v2). The simplex defined by original endmembers (red ×) has lower volume than simplex defined
by e1, e3 and x.

Additionally, Dowler suggests a method to reduce AGES complexity by matching endmem-

bers from previous frames using image registration. This allows him to restrict the total number

of AGES iterations per frame to 1. Dowler also investigates a method (AGES-II) that initialises

AGES for consistent results and improves simplex volumes. The AGES algorithm is shown in
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Algorithm 1.1 [33].

Algorithm 1.1 Dowler’s original AGES

1. Calculate the scene covariance matrix Σ = E

(

XX⊤
)

− E (X)E (X)⊤

2. Calculate the PCA transformation matrix, the eigenvectors corresponding to the M largest
eigenvalues of the scene covariance matrix: Vr = eigM (Σ), Vr ∈ R

λ×M

3. Initialize the endmember matrix E ∈ R
λ×M , using M randomly selected pixels from X.

4. Project E onto the image of reduced PCA space: Ē = VrV
⊤
r E

5. Invert the data using additivity-constrained inversion ui =
(

Ē⊤Ē
)−1

Ē⊤xi

(a) ci = ui −
(

Ē⊤Ē
)−1

1
[

1⊤
(

Ē⊤Ē
)

1
]−1 (

1⊤ui − 1
)

(b) C =
[

c1 · · · cp

]

6. Find the pixel with the maximum abundance i, j = argmaxij (|cij [n]|)

7. If |cij | − 1 > ethresh then update the jth endmember ej = xi and goto 3, else, terminate.

1.2.3.3 Determining Dimensionality

Endmember determination methods often require initialisation of a number of different paramet-

ers. The most common requirement is an estimate of the number of endmembers to search for.

This is also known as the dimensionality of the data set. This estimate is critically important,

as the wrong numbers of endmembers can affect the underlying abundance maps significantly

[35]. Indeed, determining this number of endmembers is a common focus of existing research.

MNF can indicate if a data set has dimensionality equal to the number of captured bands,

meaning further reduction is not possible [65]. HFC or Virtual Dimensionality (VD) [66, 67] uses

the relative gaps between successive eigenvalues from the covariance and correlation matrices

to determine this dimensionality. However, Bajorski shows that HFC is variant under rotations

and translation. He also shows that HFC is ineffective in some images [68].

Bajorski proposes that SML is a more effective method for determining the number of end-

members in the scene [69]. SML expands on the work in HFC, and also uses the successive gap

between eigenvalues to determine dimensionality. For this thesis we use both HFC and SML

to evaluate changing dimensionality using estimated covariance matrices. However, in order to

reduce the scope of this investigation dimensionality will not be a major focus of this work.
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1.2.3.4 Initialisation

In addition to selecting the correct number of endmembers to unmix, many endmember determ-

ination methods such as N-FINDR and AGES require an initial set of endmembers. Examples of

algorithms which provide an initial selection of endmembers are presented by Plaza and Chang

[70] and Lopez et al. [71]. Indeed, Dowler developed AGES-II to initialise the initial frame of

AGES [12]. However, Dowler also acknowledges that endmembers determined in previous frames

should be used if available [12].

Since the focus of this thesis is on-going video analysis, we will concentrate on video sequences

where previous frames endmembers are available for use. This means the initialisation of AGES

and N-FINDR is less important, except for the first frame in the sequence. For this reason,

initialisation of endmember determination algorithms is not a focus of this investigation.

1.2.4 Dimension Reduction

The amount of information in a hyperspectral image is vast and is a hindrance to the development

of real-time systems. The high dimensionality of a large data set creates a significant mathemat-

ical problem. For example, the complexity of the determinant calculation for an M ×M matrix

is primarily dependent on the cube of M . This is shown in Equation (1.8) [72]. This operation

is widely used in simplex growth algorithms such as N-FINDR [47, 32].

Cdet =
2

3
M3 −

1

2
M2 +

5

6
M − 1 = O

(

M3
)

(1.8)

N-FINDR [47], AGES [72], VCA [48], ICE [38], PPI [50] and other algorithms all implement

a form of dimensional reduction as an initial step of their process. The most common techniques

of dimension reduction are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which orients basis vectors in

terms of maximum variance. Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) expands on PCA by accounting

for differing noise levels in each band using the SNR [73]. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

orders basis vectors according to maximum power, but it generally requires more computation

than PCA. These algorithms allow the data to be represented using a reduced set of basis vectors

that contain the vast majority of the information. Winter suggests using MNF will theoretically

provide better performance than PCA, but acknowledges that PCA works reasonably well [32].

Dimension reduction techniques have also been proposed as a method of compression of hyper-

spectral data [74, 75]. Compression would likely be required in any hyperspectral video storage

system but is outside of the scope of this thesis.
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The computational complexity of the dimension reduction step can be significant in the

overall complexity of the endmember determination and spectral unmixing algorithm. In order

to develop an on-line hyperspectral video approach, improving the speed of these dimension

reduction techniques will be essential. One simple method for dimension reduction is band

selection.

Band selection chooses a subset of the originally detected data and discards the remaining

bands. The advantage of these methods is they do not require a linear transformation of the

complete data set and retain the physical meaning of the selected bands [76]. These bands

are generally selected to minimise inter-band correlation and to retain as much of the overall

information in the original data. Band selection is effective when using hyperspectral systems to

identify relevant bands for discrete multispectral designs [77]. Since we are interested in using

the complete hyperspectral data set in a dynamic environment and that PCA is widely used in

Dowler’s and Winter’s work, we will restrict ourselves to PCA.

1.2.4.1 Principal Component Analysis

PCA is a statistical technique that performs an orthogonal transformation of a data set onto

a new set of basis vectors that are ordered by variance [23]. These basis vectors are known

as principal components. When discussing PCA, we will consider the principal component

associated with the highest variance as the first. Reorienting data onto variance dependant axis

allows dimensional reduction, as dimensions with the lowest energy are discarded while retaining

the vast majority of the information in the signal. This reduced space is a good approximation

of the overall data set, providing there is significant energy in the scene from objects of interest

[78].

Consider X ∈ R
λ×N =

[

x1 · · · xN

]

is a hyperspectral image, where xi ∈ R
λ represents

the reflectance spectrum of pixel i. We first find the covariance matrix (Σ ∈ R
λ×λ) of the mean

subtracted values as shown in Equation 1.9

Σ = E

(

XX⊤
)

− E (X)E (X)⊤ (1.9)

where E (X) represents the expected value of X. Once the covariance matrix has been found,

we find the eigenvectors V ∈ R
λ×λ and the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues D ∈ R

λ×λ (equation

1.10)
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V−1ΣV = D (1.10)

where V and D are sorted in order of decreasing eigenvalue. The eigenvalues represent the

variance in each of the corresponding basis vectors defined by the eigenvectors. To obtain the

reduced space representation of the data variables, the original data is projected onto the space

represented by the eigenvectors using Y = V⊤X where Y ∈ R
λ×N . This gives components that

are ordered by total variance.

When using PCA for dimension reduction, only the first M principal component vectors are

kept. If Vr =
[

v1 · · · vM

]

and v1 corresponds to the principal component vector with the

highest variance, then Ȳ =V⊤
r X represents the reduced space version of X where Ȳ ∈ R

M×N . A

simple example of principal component vectors is shown in Figure 1.7, where 95% of the variance

in the data is represented along the basis vector shown (red –).
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Figure 1.7: Illustration of PCA. A single basis vector (red –) can explain 95% of the variance
in this data set. This would result in 50% dimension reduction while retaining 95% of the
information.

The complexity of PCA is dominated by the calculation of the covariance matrix when

λ ≫ M giving complexity O (Nλ2) [12]. There are a number of optimisations or estimations

available to speed the dimension reduction process using PCA for hyperspectral images. Simple

PCA (SPCA) calculates only the principal components of interest and avoids the covariance

matrix calculation for a complexity of O (NλM) [79]. Blanes compares several divide and

conquer strategies for calculating PCA used in hyperspectral imaging, with the best running at
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4% of the cost of naïve PCA [80]. There are also GPU-specific implementations for use in high

performance computing applications [81, 82].

Despite significant optimisations being made to calculating the PCA of a data set, previous

work generally considers each frame as an independent data set. This is a significant distinction

in a video system where sequential images are likely to be highly correlated. In this case there is

significant information about the relationship between the bands of X [n] and X [n− 1] meaning

a complete calculation may not be required. Indeed in Dowler’s thesis he indicates that the

substantial cost of dimension reduction is one of the limiting factors of the performance of his

AGES algorithm. He suggests it as a prime candidate for optimisation in this manner [12].

1.2.4.2 PCA Updates and Estimates

The computational complexity of PCA is dominated by the covariance matrix calculation. This

means any method of estimating or updating the covariance matrix will lead to large performance

gains for hyperspectral video systems. Since there is significant redundancy between sequential

frames, it is logical to consider methods that adjust the covariance matrix over time in response

to new data. However, we will also investigate methods for direct estimation of the covariance

matrix. There is a large body of work on updating the principal components that primarily fo-

cuses on first order modifications. That is, given a covariance matrix Σ at time n−1 (Σ [n− 1])

and a time varying data stream x [n], what is the best method to find the new principal com-

ponents?

This is a first order update as it involves only a rank 1 change to the covariance matrix when

considering the addition of individual samples. There are two similar approaches used when

modelling this first order update. The first approach treats incoming data as part of a single

contiguous stationary data set, i.e. Σ [n] =
(

n−1
n

)

Σ [n− 1] + 1
n
x [n] x [n]⊤, where n ∈ {1 . . . N}.

In this case, a more accurate sample covariance is built over time. When the data is not

stationary, this is reformulated as Σ [n] = αΣ [n− 1]+(1− α) x [n] x [n]⊤, where α is a forgetting

factor that controls how significant previous samples are, affecting the tracking and variance of

the estimate [83, 84]. These first order updates are used as a basis to create fast estimates

of updated PCA or covariance matrices. Recursive Principal Components Analysis (RPCA)

[83, 84] is one example method which updates the principal component vectors as each x [n]

arrives. However, in these situations the recalculation of the eigenvectors is the significant cost

compared to the first-order update of the covariance matrix.

In hyperspectral video, the calculation of eigenvectors is much less computationally complex
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than the covariance matrix. This is because there are often many new data points each frame.

Indeed, a 512× 512 image has 262, 144 pixels per frame. This means we should focus primarily

on updating or estimating the covariance matrix. This is useful because there are methods such

as MNF which can provide better subspaces and use the covariance matrix in slightly different

ways than PCA. While updating the covariance or PCA from incoming data is an appropriate

method, there are also simple estimates of the hyperspectral data covariance.

One such estimate is a sub sample of the hyperspectral image [75]. While this can provide

a quick estimate of a covariance matrix, the accuracy of the estimated covariance matrices is

significantly reduced when using low sampling fractions. Given these existing results, we will

evaluate how these (and related) methods perform in the context of a hyperspectral video sys-

tem. Specifically, if multiple lower-complexity estimates are used over multiple frames, perhaps

computational complexity will be reduced without compromising numerical accuracy.

1.2.5 Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM)

When evaluating endmember determination methods, endmembers must be compared to each

other and to underlying ground truth. One method to quantitatively determine the similarity

of a reference spectra to an image spectra is Spectral Angle Mapping (SAM), developed by

Boardman et al. [85]. SAM is essentially the measure of the angle between two spectra, as

defined in Equation 1.11, where each spectra represents a vector in a λ dimensional space i.e

a, b ∈ R
λ [85].

SAM (a, b) = arccos

(

a · b

|a| |b|

)

(1.11)

One particularly favourable aspect of SAM is its independence from pixel intensity, as the

length of a vector does not change its angle. This means means laboratory spectra can be directly

compared with remote sensing data without having to correct for a gain factor. SAM remains a

popular method for determining the quality of endmembers compared to reference spectra and

is commonly used to quantify algorithm efficacy such as in [31, 48, 24, 33, 38].

1.3 Visualisation of Hyperspectral Data

Visualisation of any data set for human interpretation is a science in itself. There is a large body

of research exploring different aspects of how best to present data to a human operator. Within
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this thesis we are interested in the display of large dimensional data sets and methods which

correspond to the data in the image space. While feature space display techniques are useful

for the display of multidimensional data sets [86], we are interested in image space display, as

this is directly related to the output of a typical video camera. Figure 1.8 shows an example of

image space and feature space for the same 2D data set. Here, each variable of a data set has

been mapped onto separate colours (blue and red) in image space, and onto the x and y axis in

feature space.
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Figure 1.8: Red and Green channels of onion.png. (a) Image-space (b) Feature-space.

In order to create effective displays for human consumption, we must first understand human

vision. Human eyes have two sets of photosensitive cells: rods, and cones. Rods are the low-

light broadband sensitive cells which provide monochromatic lightness information. Cones are

the colour sensitive cells that are broadly classified into three colours, red, green and blue

[87, 88, 13]. These colour sensitive cones are responsible for the human ability to perceive

colour. These three cells are the reason that we typically define primary colours in sets of three

such as red, green and blue [89]. Figure 1.9 shows the normalized sensitivity (ρ) of rods and

the three types of cone in human eyes against wavelength (λ). Ware shows there are only eight

colours consistently named in human cultures, meaning there is a very limited set of colours

useful for category labels [89]. This is problematic when attempting to visualise large numbers

of endmembers as a sufficient number of colours may not be available.

Jacobson proposes a number of goals that should be met when visualising hyperspectral data

sets [90]:

1. Specific spectra should be displayed as consistent colours.
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Figure 1.9: Sensitivity of rods and cones. Data from [88]

2. Edges in the original image should be preserved.

3. Computational complexity should be minimal.

4. A lack of colour should represent a flat reflectance spectrum.

5. Use the smallest effective difference. This reduces visual clutter.

6. Minimise features that will distract the viewer i.e. small bright saturated regions on

background.

7. Use a natural colour-scheme as humans are adept at precessing natural scenes.

8. Wavelengths should have equal weightings.

While not all of these recommendations apply to methods which do not directly visualise spec-

tra, they are useful considerations in hyperspectral image visualisation. Despite a wealth of

information available from colour, human vision is largely dominated by changes in intensity

[89]. This means any visualisation method should focus on intensity changes to highlight the

most important information. Intensity aside, colourisation remains an important cue in the

rapid processing of images. However, mapping variables onto colours is a more difficult problem.

1.3.1 Colour-spaces

When displaying colour information, it is important to work in a colour-space that is appropriate

for the display technology, and the targeted observer. There are a number of different colour-

spaces that perform well in different areas. Red, Green, Blue (RGB) is one common colour-space.
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It was created to match the colour sensitive nature of human eyes and is found in most colour

display technology [89]. RGB separates representable colours within its gamut to a fraction of

red, green and blue light. With appropriate selection of colour elements, this can represent all

colours perceivable to a human.

One problem with the RGB colour-space is that changes in one parameter, e.g. red, do not

equate to a visually equivalent level of perceptible difference. A commonly used colour-space

that is favoured for its accuracy relating to perceptual changes is Lab∗.

Lab separates colours into three parameters; L: represents lightness, a: the red-green colour-

opposite and b: the blue-yellow pair. The Lab colour-space is designed such that a change in

any of the parameters results in an equivalent perceptual change for a human observer. This

means quantitative changes are more easily recognised in any image using this colour-space.

There are other common colour-spaces such as Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV) which maps the

RGB colour-space onto a cylinder in an attempt to be more perceptually relevant. The Cyan,

Magenta, Yellow, Key (CMYK) colour-space is commonly used in printmaking as it has the

natural colours of white (that matches paper) and black.

Within hyperspectral imaging, different colours spaces have been used for display of hyper-

spectral data sets with HSV [91, 92, 93] and RGB [94, 95, 96] being relatively popular. The Lab

colour-space is also used in a variety of display methods [97, 98, 93, 99]. Thoonen et al. uses the

Lab colour-space to isolate the lightness component from the colour information in their data

extraction algorithm, then ultimately converts back to RGB for display [100].

A simple method to display hyperspectral data is to use band selection, translating the

selected bands onto variables of a chosen colour-map. However, selecting these bands is non-

trivial [101]. Chong proposes a new perceptually based colour-space that is shown to be more

effective than using Lab colour-space for data display [102]. However, it has not been widely

adopted. In this thesis we will concentrate on two colour-spaces; RGB, as used in almost

all computer colour displays and Lab, a widely used perceptually based colour-space that has

parallels with human vision [89].

1.3.2 PCA Methods

One of the most common methods to display hyperspectral data is mapping PCA to display

dimensions. Using this method, data is transformed using PCA, the top M principal components

∗Lab is the commonly used name for CIE 1976 (L*, a*, b*) or CIELAB. There is a related colour-space
CIELUV that has similar perceptual properties to CIELAB.
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are then translated onto the colour-space of choice. Tyo uses this method to map the first three

principal components onto the HSV colour-space in a number of ways. This is an effective

technique to provide initial unsupervised classification. However, he notes it is more suited to

finding large overall trends, as low prevalence pixels may not appear as significant contributors

to the first three principal components [92].

The decreasing significance of principal component vectors will force each band to have a

different amount of overall variance (or overall information content). To overcome this, the

data can be segmented into partitions using a variety of different methods. The first principal

component of each partition is mapped onto the RGB colour-space variables [96, 103]. Moan

proposes another technique that uses partitioning based on a hypothetical human visual response,

extended outside the VIS spectrum. The top principal components are then mapped onto the

Lab colour-space to retain perceptual separability [97, 98]. ICA has also been used as a method

to segment data onto the RGB colour-space [95].

One problem with PCA mapping methods is that principal component vectors change for

each individual scene, meaning the display method is not invariant [92, 91]. This means in

each scene, colours correspond to different materials or properties. Konsolakis shows how to

create invariant PCA mappings. These mappings use the statistics of the overall environment

to map the first 3 principal components to an RGB or HSV colour-space in a consistent manner.

However, he acknowledges that selecting appropriate eigenvectors is difficult, as is creating a

colour-space mapping that is intuitively understandable by any operator [91].

1.3.3 Endmember Methods

The methods of visualisation we are interested in display endmember abundance maps produced

by least squares unmixing. Here, we are concerned with the actual display and interpretation

of the abundances generated in §1.2.2. Cai’s evaluation of hyperspectral image visualisation

technique categorises display methods for abundance maps into four categories: GREY, HARD,

SOFT and DBLY (Double Layer) [104]. GREY represents the intuitive methods where each

abundance map is displayed individually as a greyscale mapping. In order to see all abundance

maps simultaneously they are displayed side-by-side in an overall larger canvas. For our video

application it is not unreasonable to assume the we could select a specific abundance map and

display that if required. Cai suggests that GREY is effective at displaying perceptive edges and

estimating the absolute value of individual pixels. It was not effective at visualizing local pixel
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information relating to combined abundances of endmembers. This is because each endmember

was displayed on a separate plot [104]. The remaining methods discussed in Cai’s work assume

that there is a significant number of perceptually different colours to represent each endmember

class.

HARD colour-mapping assigns each pixel to a single endmember class. This is usually the

class with the highest material abundance in the pixel. HARD colour-maps provide a quick

overview of material dispersion and are quickly analysed by users. However, it is less effective at

showing detail [104]. SOFT colour-maps combine the proportional information about endmem-

ber abundances with the respective colours for each endmember class. This means, for example,

a pixel that is 50/50 split between two endmember classes displays as a coloured combination of

these endmembers. Naturally, as colour mixtures are used in SOFT colour-mapping, the number

of perceptually different colours is reduced. A colour such as purple in the RGB colour-space

is an even mix of red and blue and thus could not be used as an endmember class colour itself.

SOFT colour-maps are shown to be effective at estimating proportionality and at edge detection,

but less effective at showing localised detail [104].

The DBLY method was proposed by Cai and uses a SOFT colour-map combined with detail

provided by a fan shaped ’superpixel’ [105]. These two distinct layers give rise to the name

double-layer. DBLY is shown to be the most effective in accuracy tests, but involves an increased

response time [104]. Cai also investigated a number of other layered techniques in a extension

to the original double-layer work in [106]. Du acknowledges that if the incorrect number of

endmembers is chosen, then this will have an adverse effect on any system that displays material

abundances [107]. The number of endmembers that can be effectively displayed using these

methods is somewhat constrained by the number of easily discernible colours.

1.3.4 Other Methods

In addition to endmember and PCA display methods, there are a number of other approaches

to displaying hyperspectral images. Wilson discusses fusing multiple spectral bands to enhance

data display using a reduced set of images. These bands are selected to retain information that

is perceptible to the human visual system [108]. Thoonen demonstrates that image fusion is

appropriate to combine the results from a low-resolution spectral image with that of a high-

resolution RGB image for effective wide area classification [100]. Tarabalka uses the watershed

transformation to classify contiguous regions of materials within hyperspectral images [109].
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While we have largely avoided the discussion of feature space display of hyperspectral data,

there is also work that focuses on this method of hyperspectral image display. Foote uses

feature-space clustering to show discrete locations of material classification of hyperspectral

images [110]. Indeed there are numerous visualisation methods not discussed here. However, the

specific requirements of video-stream hyperspectral visualisation is not a focus of existing work.

Specifically, inter-frame continuity of hyperspectral image display is not adequately addressed.

In this thesis we will focus on methods to display abundance maps as this is the primary output

of the AGES algorithm.

1.4 GPU Computing

Widespread use of hyperspectral video systems in commercial applications requires high per-

formance at low cost. Affordable high performance computing is dominated by multi-core pro-

cessors. The introduction of massively parallel processors, used in modern Graphics Processing

Units (GPUs), has brought new gains in performance and throughput. Massively parallel sys-

tems have hundreds of simple cores and are highly suited to large engineering and scientific

calculations [111]. There are a number of competing platforms for massively parallel computing,

such as Khronos OpenCL [112], Microsoft DirectCompute [113] and NVidia CUDA [114]. For

this thesis we used CUDA, as it has the largest base of existing research and is the most mature

of these technologies.

CUDA was introduced in 2006 to provide a common programming architecture and interface

for Nvidia GPUs. As of 2013, all graphics cards currently produced by Nvidia are compatible

with the CUDA specification. The CUDA C programming interface provides extensions to the

C language that allows easy integration of GPU-specific concepts into application software [115].

Massively parallel computing platforms compatible with CUDA differ from regular computing

models in a number of ways. These platforms require special attention to concepts that can seem

esoteric when compared with traditional programming methods [111]. CUDA programming

generally focuses around the CUDA kernel, which is a small low-complexity algorithm run in

hundreds or thousands of threads simultaneously, using different input data. The most obvious

difference between kernel programming on CUDA and programming for single- or multi-core

processors, is the extensive use of the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture.

Each CUDA card has a number (14 for the Tesla C2070) of Streaming Multiprocessors (SM)

that execute instructions on multiple data elements at once. The number of simultaneous data
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operations is known as the warp size. Fermi-class cards use a warp size of 32 threads. To

access data using the optimal pattern, each warp on a Fermi device should access 32 consecutive

memory locations. This is known as coalesced memory access. Each warp should also take the

same execution path through the code. Any variation in the operation of a thread within a

warp, results in a warp divergence that must be serialised, reducing performance. Threads are

further grouped into blocks and organised into a grid. Threads within a block can co-operate and

have a number of synchronising tools available to them, including shared, fast, on-chip memory.

There is no guarantee of when a given block in the grid will execute relative to another and

co-operation between blocks is difficult. Blocks of threads organised in the grid are generally

allocated an independent section of the data to process, so execution order does not matter.

Fermi-class cards have several types of memory that differ in terms of storage capacity,

latency, and bandwidth. Memory latency is the time for a memory request to be completed and is

generally measured in cycles. Latency can range from≈ 1 cycle for on-chip fast registers to ≈ 800

cycles for the global memory store [116]. The largest memory store is global memory (6GB for

Tesla C2070) but it has the worst performance characteristics. There are also two levels of cache

(L1 and L2), a texture cache, a user-managed cache (48kB) and registers (32kB). These have

significantly less latency (up to 800×) and higher bandwidth (10 − 80×) than global memory,

but are orders of magnitudes smaller, making management of large data sets a considerable

challenge.

Figure 1.10 shows the relationship between these different memory stores. Optimisation is a

popular topic within the CUDA community and a number of guides have been released. Nvidia

has released extensive documentation on how to create efficient kernels. Many of these guides

focus on specific improvements, such as, increasing instruction level parallelism [117], targeting

the Fermi architecture [118], or efficiently using global memory [119]. There are also many

general performance guides available [120, 116, 121].

1.4.1 Kernel Functions and Data Parallelism

Achieving high performance on these GPU devices requires a significant level of parallelism, i.e.

large parts of any GPU algorithm must not depend on sequential operation. The key concept

in achieving this parallelism is the kernel function. That is, a function that can be run in a

highly parallel nature on a given set of data to produce the results in a parallel fashion. These
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Figure 1.10: The relationship between CUDA memories. Arrows represent accessibility

functions are executed by specialist hardware and are called from an application running on the

a host CPU system [111]. In order to develop suitable kernel functions it is essential to be aware

of data parallelism, that is, how the final result depends on the input and what aspects can be

processed independently.

Consider the rows and columns in the matrix multiplication C = AB. Each element in

matrix C ∈ R
k×k is the dot product of the rows of matrix A ∈ R

k×k, with the columns of matrix

B ∈ R
k×k. A matrix multiplication exhibits a high degree of parallelism. This is because each

element Cij can be calculated without any knowledge of the other elements of C and is based

purely on a single row column pair of the original data. This is shown in Figure 1.11 where

the kernel function in this instance is Cij = a⊤
i bj, where Cij is an element in C, a⊤

i is row i

in matrix A and bj is column j in matrix B. This kernel could be run in at least k2 parallel

threads as there are k2 individual elements in C. An element in a matrix multiplication is the

dot product of a row and column of the original arguments. A dot product can be broken down

in to the sum of a number of multiplications. It is possible to further parallelise this operation

due to the associative and commutative properties of additions and multiplications.

Figure 1.11: Matrix Multiplication Parallelism
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There are a number of further optimisations and limitations to be aware of when developing

efficient kernel functions. One such optimisation is memory coalescing, memory access times

are affected by the layout of memory requests compared to structure of stored data. Figure

1.12 shows parallel threads simultaneously accessing the elements in columns of a matrix stored

in row major format. In this case, the GPU must request non-contiguous blocks of RAM. If

the kernel function simultaneously accessed the rows of this matrix, the data access would be

coalesced. Non-coalesced data access will significantly slow down memory operations as the

GPU cannot optimally use cache and block read operations [111]. Another significant limitation

is the size of on-chip cache. In the latest generation of CUDA devices, this fast cache memory

is limited to 48kB per multiprocessor and must be shared with up to 1024 simultaneous threads

[111].

M0,0 M1,0 M3,0M2,0

M0,0 M1,0 M3,0M2,0

Load 1

Load 2

Figure 1.12: Example of non-coalesced memory access. Loads 1 and 2 represent column access.
These do not request memory in a sequential fashion in a row-major matrix.

1.4.2 Hyperspectral Imaging on GPU

There are numerous implementations of hyperspectral imaging techniques adapted to GPU pro-

cessing platforms. For the sake of brevity, a complete list of GPU implementations of hyperspec-

tral imaging routines is not included in this thesis. However, a summary of some key performance

results is included to show what is expected of state-of-the-art hyperspectral imaging techniques.

Zhang completed a GPU implementation of PCA on the GTX580, which is a relatively modern

(for 2013) graphics card [81]. However, while it showed significant improvements in speed for a

comparatively large hyperspectral image (316× 1000× 180), the execution time was still 0.25s

for PCA. This is an order of magnitude away from what is required for real-time high resolution

video processing. Sanchez implements the complete unmixing chain on a Tesla C1060 GPU, but

still takes ≈ 2s for each frame of a 350×350×188 image [122]. The majority of this time is spent
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on PCA. VCA was implemented on a GPU and completed in 0.375s on a 64× 64× 169 image

[123]. This smaller image took longer than the allowable time for a real-time video at 25-30 FPS.

Sanchez also presents a complete system that includes virtual dimensionality detection which

was able to process the Cuprite scene in 0.62s [124].

One of the best performing algorithms was an implementation of an orthogonal subspace

projection method, which completed unmixing of the 350× 350× 188 Cuprite scene in 81.01ms

[125]. This shows performance that would be suitable for a real-time video system. However,

it has a relatively low spatial resolution and frame rate (≈ 12.3 FPS). Ultimately, these results

show that any implementation developed or recommended in this thesis, must also perform

similarly, to be realistic contenders for streaming video systems. Since AGES is a comparatively

new algorithm, there is no data on how it or related algorithms perform on GPU platforms.

Additionally, GPU implementations generally consider each frame of the hyperspectral video-

stream as an independent data set. This means inter-frame continuity and redundancies are not

considered.

1.5 Video Redundancy

When optimising the abundance mapping process in a hyperspectral video system, an obvious

contender is exploitation of redundancy in temporally adjacent frames. If we assume a sufficient

frame rate, relative to any movement of the camera system, the information contained in sub-

sequent frames is almost identical. This provides ample opportunity for redundancy to exist and

removes the necessity of a complete recalculation of the unmixing process. The unmixing process,

as described in §1.2.1, consists of three distinct parts. It is worthwhile investigating each step

of the unmixing process when considering these redundancies. Figure 1.13 shows accentuated

translation, scaling and rotation between two sequential grey scale video frames∗; F [n] ∈ R
1×N

and F [n + 1] ∈ R
1×N . We can clearly see these two frames contain much of the same data. It is

not unreasonable to expect there is a relationship between each frame’s principal components,

endmembers and abundance maps.

∗These are strictly row vectors. However, a colour or hyperspectral image would be represented as F [n] ∈
R

λ×N and F [n + 1] ∈ R
λ×N and the same relationship applies.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 1.13: (a) Frame F [n]. (b) Frame F [n + 1]. (c) Relative locations of F [n] (green),
F [n + 1] (red) and overlap (yellow). (d) Pixels in F [n] that are also represented in F [n + 1]. (e)
Pixels in F [n] that are not represented in F [n + 1]. (f) Proportions of F [n] that are represented
in F [n + 1] (red) and unique to F [n] (green). (g) Pixels in F [n + 1] that are also represented in
F [n]. (h) Pixels in F [n + 1] that are not represented in F [n]. (i) Proportions of F [n + 1] that
are represented in F [n] (red) and unique to F [n + 1] (green).
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1.5.1 Hyperspectral Video Processing

Throughout this thesis we refer to video processing of hyperspectral data. It is important to

clarify a subtle difference between similar terms: video-rate, real-time and video processing.

Video-rate generally refers to processing hyperspectral data sets at a rate that could be used in

a video application i.e. 10−30 FPS. This is similar to some definitions of real-time hyperspectral

imaging, where algorithms run at rates fast enough for certain video applications. However, real-

time is sometimes used in the context of AVIRIS capture rates (5.09s for a 614× 512 scene), i.e.

considerably slower than required for video operation [126]. Regardless of speed comparisons,

these algorithms generally do not consider the hyperspectral data as a video stream. In this

context, each frame is calculated totally independently of the previous frame. This means

full covariance calculations and complete convergence of an N-FINDR (or similar) algorithm is

required each frame. When discussing video processing we are generally referring to a subtly

different concept.

Within this thesis we refer to processing streams of hyperspectral data. That is, a sequence

of hyperspectral images that are highly temporally (and often spatially) correlated. This has

an implied relationship between the covariance matrix, principal components, endmembers and

abundance maps between these frames. In addition to this temporal relationship between images,

we also desire relatively high frame rates i.e. 30 FPS. It is this distinction that separates much

of the work in this thesis from the real-time video methods that exist in the literature.

1.5.2 Image Redundancy and Movement

In order to exploit redundancy in a video system, we must attempt to quantify how much to

expect. This has ramifications on how temporally correlated we can expect images to be. To

investigate this, we will consider the movements of two separate camera systems. Firstly, a

human operated and portable system for terrestrial applications. Secondly, an airborne camera

with similar movement characteristics as the AVIRIS platform. These hypothetical systems

are considered to be full-cube imaging systems. Each frame produces a complete hyperspectral

image nx × ny × λ. nx and ny represent the number of pixels in the x and y dimensions of the

CCD sensor and λ is the number of captured bands.

We define a hypothetical real-world camera system that updates at 30 FPS (Frames Per

Second) with a CCD of dimension dx by dy millimetres. Attached to this camera is an ideal

and perfectly chromatically corrected lens with focal length f . To investigate how the image
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changes, we consider fixed points in space and where they form an image on the CCD. A specific

fixed point in space (px, py, pz) is shown in Figure 1.14, where the y plane extends out of the

page. Assuming the camera itself has undergone some translation δpx, δpz, and rotation δφ

(in the z − x plane), we can calculate how the resulting images are altered and how the pixels

representing a certain object move. If we assume the CCD sensor-plane moves to stay in focus,

a change in zoom can be modelled simply as a change in the effective focal length of the lens δf .

To simplify the maths, we will assume that movement in the y plane is zero, as the effects are

essentially the same as movement in the x plane. We also assume that rotation around the z

axis will not substantially alter the contents of the image, as any changes are largely restricted

to the corners. Similarly, rotation in the y − z plane has equivalent effects to rotation in z − x

plane.

We can derive an expression for the pixel that any fixed point in space relates to, and more

importantly how it relates to the movement of the camera in the real-world where xp is the pixel

location, pixel 0 is the middle of the CCD sensor and co-ordinate px = 0, pz = 0 is the centre of

the lens. px and pz are relative to the camera position and we can relate this to xp using basic

optical principals from any photography or optics text book[3, 1, 127].

xp =
fpxnx

2pzdx

(1.12)
δxp

δpx

=
fnx

2pzdx

(1.13)

δxp

δpz

= −
fpxnx

2p2
zdx

(1.14)
δxp

δf
=

pxnx

2pzdx

(1.15)

Using this relationship we can use partial derivatives to find how xp changes with the relative

movement of the camera system. To account for rotation we express pz and px in terms of

rotational co-ordinates. Giving px = prsin (pφ) and pz = prcos (pφ). Substituting into Equation

1.12 leads to Equations 1.16 and 1.17. From Equation 1.16 we can see the field of view is

Equation 1.18.

xp =
fnxsin (pφ)

dxcos (pφ)
(1.16)

δxp

δpφ

=
fnx

dxcos2 (pφ)
(1.17)

pφ = 2arctan

(

dx

2f

)

(1.18)
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Figure 1.14: Simple optical CCD camera showing relative pixel location.

Using the Equations 1.12 to 1.17 requires estimation of some real-world values. These para-

meters are dependant on the camera system and operator which vary for each individual ap-

plication. We will use some conservative values based on what could be considered a small

industrial vision camera. This emulates the form of a possible future commercial hyperspectral

video system. We will assume a square CCD sensor with 5mm sides, so dx = dy = 5mm, and

nx = ny = 1024 i.e. 1.049× 106 pixels. We are primarily interested in wide area analysis, so a

reasonably wide-angle lens is appropriate. For these examples, we will consider a focal length of

f = 6mm. Coupled with a 5mm CCD, this gives an approximate angle of view of 45◦. We will

assume a frame rate of 30 FPS, as in many current video systems, this is sufficient to display a

smooth video sequence for a human observer.

1.5.2.1 Terrestrial System

To describe the movement of a portable camera system, we need to explore how the indi-

vidual operating it might move. We can define reasonable values for this movement based

upon normal motion ranges of a human. The walking speed of an nominal human is between

≈ 0.8ms−1
(

2.9kmh−1
)

and ≈ 1.6ms−1
(

5.8kmh−1
)

[128]. With a frame-rate of 30 FPS, this

gives 0.023m ≤ ‖δx + δz‖2 ≤ 0.053m as a bound for the translation of the camera system. The

movement of objects in relation to the pixels that represent them is highly dependant on the
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objects proximity to the imaging system (Equation. 1.13, 1.14). We will consider an object that

is close pz = 1m, and further away at pz = 10m. Substituting these values into equations 1.13

and 1.14 gives limits for the pixel changes of ≈ 14 pixels at 1m and ≈ 1.4 pixels at 10m, when

moving at 0.023m per frame in the x direction.

Moving in the z direction requires a slightly more complicated expression, as the ultimate

pixel location also depends on the position in both the z and x dimensions. Negating the effects

of perspective provides a reasonable estimate of how objects move within this context. We will

consider an object near the middle of the displayed scene xp = 32 and an object at the edge of

the scene xp = 512. If the aforementioned object is pz = 1m away, this gives px = 52mm and

px = 833mm respectively. Conversely, if the object is considerably further away at pz = 10m,

then px = 520mm and px = 8.3m respectively (from equation 1.12). Using these values in

Equation 1.14, we can see the total number of pixels changed is ≈ 1 pixel at px = 520mm and

< 1 pixel at px = 8.3m for the objects at pz = 10m. The objects at pz = 1m give changes of

≈ 1 and ≈ 11 pixels respectively. These changes are relatively small considering the size of the

image itself, especially when the focus of a human observer is likely to be nearer the centre of

the image.

The parameters for our hypothetical camera system give an angle of view of 45◦. Using

equation 1.17 we can see a pixel at the edge of the field of view would potentially move ≈ 43

pixels. A pixel in the centre of the image would move ≈ 21 pixels for every degree the camera

rotated in a single frame. To keep this change small (≈ 1%), we could limit the total pixels

changed at the edges of the frame to ≈ 10 pixels. This equates to rate of rotation of 0.25◦

per frame or 7.5◦s−1 (one full rotation every 48s) at 30 frames per second. This rotational rate

is relatively slow, however, if one considers that detailed scene analysis could require careful

examination, it is not unrealistic. The exact calculations used in this section are shown in

Appendix B.

1.5.2.2 Airborne System

It is worthwhile to consider how a hyperspectral video camera might move in an airborne applic-

ation, such as search and rescue or surveillance. Using the same equations as detailed in §1.5.2,

we can obtain similar values for an aircraft moving over terrain. Here, using data from the flights

recorded for the AVIRIS sensor, the distance pz = 4km and the speed relative to the ground

is 130kmh−1(36.1ms−1) which is 3.61m/frame [129]. In keeping with the field of view used for

AVIRIS of 30◦[130], we can assume that f = 9.3mm (from Equation 1.18) for our hypothetical
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camera system. Substituting this into Equations 1.13 gives pixel movements of ≈ 27 per frame

at a height of 4km and ≈ 34 when at 100m. If we were using a camera with a wider angle of

view (45◦), smaller inter-frame movements in the order of < 1 pixel per frame is achievable at a

height of as low as 100m. Movement in the x direction corresponds to a change in altitude and

the total pixel movement is dependant location within the image. We will again consider pixels

near the edge and centre of the scene xp = 32, xp = 512 respectively. Here we see that with a

vertical movement rate equivalent to the horizontal airspeed, the change in the resulting images

is small,< 2 pixels. This shows that with careful selection of camera focal length, aircraft speed

and height, it is perfectly feasible to retain significant redundancies within the video stream.

The exact calculations used in this section are shown in Appendix B.

As with human movement, we can easily see there is adequate redundancy in the frames

of a sufficiently sophisticated video camera attached to an aircraft. These numbers, while not

exhaustive, show that in many full cube imaging systems, the majority of the image is redundant

information. Given the current hyperspectral data sets are predominantly from airborne sensors,

we will examine how these redundancies are useful in airborne applications. However, results

are likely transferable to a terrestrial platform.

1.5.2.3 Variable Lighting

While there is a clear correlation between frames in a video system, this requires consistent

illumination. If a scene had varying illumination, all assumptions around redundancies in hy-

perspectral imaging do not hold. This is because varying illumination introduces widely varying

measured material spectra. To evaluate the likelihood of significant variations in illumination, we

must define consistent illumination. Many environments have dramatic changes in illumination

over long periods of time (hours), for example, most places are affected by the illumination of

the sun. However, we could consider that over a short space of time (minutes), the illumination

of these scenes is constant. This is the definition of consistent illumination we will use. Specific-

ally, we will consider a scene consistently lit if over the space of minutes, the lighting remains

relatively stable. This assumption is not without merit when considering the environments we

find ourselves in on a daily basis. Consider now our hypothetical camera system operating at

30 FPS, this is at least 1800 frames of data (over 1 minute) where the lighting is considered

consistent.

Assuming the scene is consistently lit is convenient, however, it would be remiss to avoid dis-

cussion of why this is a requirement for existing single-frame hyperspectral imaging techniques.
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Indeed Dowler’s AGES algorithm requires it. Consider a scene that has rapidly changing illu-

mination; it is likely that AGES would produce different endmembers for each lighting scenario

as endmembers are related to the received reflectance. Using existing single-frame endmem-

ber determination systems, rapidly changing lighting causes rapidly changing abundance maps.

This is difficult for a human to interpret. Additionally, in such situations, Dowler’s method for

tracking the endmembers using image registration would break down. We could not guarantee

that the same endmembers would be selected under such differing lighting conditions. Given the

difficulties of rapidly changing lighting conditions, we make the assumption that in every scene,

the maximum change in lighting conditions is restricted to an insignificant level on a per frame

basis. This leaves the task of considering rapidly varying lighting conditions to other researchers.

1.5.3 Image Registration

It is advantageous in a moving video system to have some information on inter-frame camera

movement. Typically, this is accomplished with motion estimation or image registration tech-

niques. These techniques can account for basic movement (generally translation, rotation and

scaling) between two similar images. Movement of a camera system through a 3D environment

cannot be perfectly approximated with translation, scaling and rotation due to the effects of

perspective. However, for small movements of a camera (relative to the frame rate) these simple

metrics can provide a good approximation. This is especially true when considering the case of

an airborne sensor, where with sufficient altitude, the environment appears approximately flat

and parallel to the CCD sensor.

In addition to estimating camera motion, image registration allows us to make estimates of

which pixels in a frame are new, and which pixels are represented in a previous frame. We can

use image registration to detect if large scale movements are made, giving us the opportunity

to reset any estimates that may become outdated. However, the primary focus of this thesis is

not development of image registration nor motion estimation techniques. For the purposes of

this thesis, when considering techniques that rely upon image registration, we will concentrate

on modelling all movement of the camera as simple translation and rotation. We will assume

that the scaling factor is consistent. This represents what could be considered an ideal case,

providing us with the best possible outcome of using these methods.

In this thesis we use a phase correlation image registration technique [131, 132]. However,

there are numerous alternative image registration techniques available [133]. To lessen the com-
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plexity of the overall image registration exercise, we completed image registration only on a single

wavelength band of the overall hyperspectral image. This has some limitations i.e. it would miss

detail that is not present in that band. However, by selecting a band in the visible region of the

spectrum, motion estimation would accurately estimate what the human user expected.

1.6 Test Data

Throughout this thesis, we use a number of different hyperspectral data sets to investigate

hyperspectral video algorithms. Since a hyperspectral video system of suitable spatial, spectral

and temporal resolution was not available, we opted to use existing well known data sets. For

this purpose, we have used the Cuprite and Moffett Field scenes available from the AVIRIS

project [134]. These data sets provide a well known and well studied hyperspectral image. The

Moffett Field set is particularly appropriate, as it has large spatial resolution (1924×753). This

will allow us to move relatively large (512×512) image sequences through this scene to simulate

airborne video behaviour. We removed the water adsorption bands which reduces the native 224

band AVIRIS images to 189 spectral bands.

1.6.1 Simulated Data

One of the problems with the existing hyperspectral data sets, such as Cuprite and Moffett field,

is they lack a pixel-accurate ground truth representation. For this reason, we opted to create a

simulated data set that has pixel-accurate abundance maps. This allows quantitative analysis

of abundance map accuracy. When creating simulated endmembers for use in our data set, we

acknowledge that we cannot assume these endmembers will conform to any particular spectral

shape requirements. This is because a given hyperspectral system could sample different intervals

across the entire EM spectrum. Indeed, if the contiguous nature of the data was not required,

a high-dimensional multispectral system would also be appropriate, depending on application.

To create simulated endmembers, we first selected endmembers from the USGS spectral data-

base [135]. The selected spectra were Buddingtonite (GDS85D206), Gypsum (SU2202), Hemat-

ite (GDS27), Jarosite (JR2501K), LawnGrass (GDS91Green), Malachite (HS2543B), Muscovite

(GDS113Ruby), OakOakLeaf (1fresh) and Zoisite (HS3473B). To create uniform lighting across

our scene, we normalised all endmember spectra to have unit length. For this simulated data,

practically any linearly independent endmembers could have been used. We used endmembers

based on similar shapes to the USGS spectral database, as these represent spectral shapes that
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.15: Greyscale images representing test scenes. (a) Moffett Field. (b) Cuprite.
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are readily observable in the real world. However, mathematically, linear independence should

be sufficient to replicate similar results.

In creating a random abundance map we wanted a simulated scene with clearly identifiable

regions of each endmember. This was to improve visual cues of how abundance maps were

affected and to make subjective assessments of visual quality easier. To achieve this, we cre-

ated individual material abundance maps using randomly generated circular regions of material

presence. To compare the evaluated methods in situations relevant to hyperspectral video sys-

tems, each pixel was guaranteed to meet the additivity and non-negativity constraints before

the addition of noise. Pixels had a signal to noise ratio of ≈ 32dB (40:1). This was to ensure

the simulated data had a reasonable level of noise and is comparable to the average SNR in

Hyperion and AVIRIS [136]. Additionally, regions of highly varying abundance were created.

These regions had no dominating abundance of any material and display as “noisy” areas on all

abundance maps. However, as the AGES and N-FINDR methods evaluated in this thesis do not

consider morphological structure, it is likely that any reasonable abundance map could be used.

Finally, pixel and endmember spectra are down-converted to 189 spectral bands to represent

the same data size to the water adsorption removed Cuprite and Moffett field scenes. Figure

1.16 shows this simulated scene; it has the same spatial dimensions as the Moffett Field scene.

Figure 1.17 shows the individual spectra used as endmembers.

1.6.2 Test Environment

In order to adequately test proposed methods of using the redundant data in hyperspectral

video frames, a test environment is required. Since we are testing a hypothetical hyperspectral

video system, we need to generate a sequence of video frames through a hyperspectral data set.

The Cuprite and Moffett field data sets are commonly used for hyperspectral imaging testing

and represent a solid data set for comparison to existing works. To generate the required video

sequence, we will randomly step through the Cuprite and Moffett field AVIRIS data sets. This

would represent an airborne application similar to if AVIRIS itself could capture whole image

cubes for each frame. While this has an obvious bias when considering image registration based

techniques, it would serve to represent the best case scenario.

In addition to these real-world data sets, we will also consider the simulated environment

described in §1.6. Having accurate ground truth allows a quantitative approach to the evaluation

of the generated abundances and endmember sets. To ensure a fair evaluation of video effects,
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 1.16: Simulated data. (a) represents a monochrome image of band 50. (b) through (j)
represent individual abundance maps.
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Figure 1.17: Simulated Endmembers
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the path taken through each data set is randomly generated for each run. Each frame has a

random change to the overall rotation and translation. The Moffett field and simulated data sets

used a frame size of 256×256 or 512×512 pixels and the Cuprite scene (owing to its smaller size)

are 128× 128 pixels. Each frame would translate a total of 0− 3 pixels (representing a change

of ≈ 1%), selected from a uniform distribution. Similarly, the rotational change per frame is

a uniformly distributed random number with a maximum change in angle of ±4◦. To simplify

the experiment, and consider we are working with a pre-recorded data set, we have assumed

the zoom level of the data is relatively consistent, as per the AVIRIS data. Practically, this

approximates an aircraft flying at a constant altitude over relatively flat terrain. Figure 1.18

shows typical examples of 30 frame random sequences in the three scenes used for testing. The

starting position of each random sequence was also randomised to help minimize the effect of

data dependant results. Each experiment consisted of 10 runs in each environment. The results

of each tested metric were averaged.

(a) Moffett field (b) Cuprite (c) Simulated data

Figure 1.18: Examples of random walks through data sets. 30 Frames, Red represents the start,
Green the end.

1.7 Scope of Investigation

While there are a number of opportunities for research into hyperspectral video algorithms, time

and resource constraints mean the scope of this thesis is also limited. This thesis focuses on

the development of a commercially deployable hyperspectral video system. The investigation is

centred on four primary areas: exploitation of temporal redundancies in video sequences, shadow

correction and unmixing on real-world scenes, visualisation of changing hyperspectral video

sequences and commercially viable hardware deployment. It attempts to answer some unresolved
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questions in hyperspectral video stream processing and to improve on existing methods for

hyperspectral image analysis. We have focussed on improvements to AGES and AGES-like

algorithms and use N-FINDR as a reference. We largely restricted our evaluation to simulated

video sequences based on Moffett Field, Cuprite and a simulated data set, as we did not have

access to a real-time full-cube hyperspectral imaging system. This thesis provides a platform

for future work on temporally correlated hyperspectral video sequences. These have received

comparatively little attention compared to static or single image processing.

1.8 Thesis Structure and Original Contributions

Having discussed the important concepts in hyperspectral imaging and related information to

hyperspectral video streams, the remainder of this chapter is an outline of the original contri-

butions within this thesis. The primary contributions are as follows:

Chapter 2 details a comprehensive investigation into which elements of a hyperspectral video

system could be re-used between subsequent frames. A basic platform for high-performance

utilisation of this redundant data is presented. This investigation also considered approximation

and estimation techniques that yield similar results to existing single frame algorithms. These

new methods are less computationally complex and show the benefits of utilising this redundant

information in calculations such as the covariance matrix..

Chapter 3 discusses the unmixing problem and outlines how the additivity constraint is

not suitable for images with intra-scene shadowing. Crucially, an improvement to AGES that

accounts for shadowing is shown to be effective at finding quality endmembers with reduced

computational complexity. This method, Shadow-corrected AGES or SAGES, is based around

the geometric relationship of the unconstrained inversion problem and uses a modified shadow-

corrected simplex.

Chapter 4 details the specific challenges to visualising hyperspectral video data. This chapter

discusses a limitation in current visualisation techniques and a prominent issue in video-stream

display. An original method for visualising high-dimensional hyperspectral data is shown. This

method does not require a large number of colours nor selection of specific endmembers. Addi-

tionally, a technique to help alleviate inter-frame display consistency issues is shown.

Chapter 5 contains an investigation and discussion on how to implement hyperspectral video

systems on current, and forthcoming high-performance computing platforms. The original con-

tributions in this chapter include: an investigation into the performance of linear algebra libraries
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used with hyperspectral imaging algorithms, an implementation of the AGES process on a GPU

system and a discussion on the effects of reduced precision on the SAGES process.

Chapter 6 is a discussion on how a real-world portable hyperspectral video system might be

constructed and some of the challenges this author would expect to see.

Finally, Chapter 7 details some of the key areas and ideas for future work that have come from

this thesis. These suggestions would likely yield further significant developments in hyperspectral

video stream processing and are recommended as a starting point for further research.

1.8.1 Publications

Existing publications directly resulting from the work in this thesis are:

• Dunn, R. and Andrews, M., “Subspace estimates for real-time hyperspectral video sys-

tems”, Electronics Letters 48, 3 (2012), pp. 157. [137]

• Dunn, R. and Andrews, M., “Hyperspectral video using CUDA” , GPU Technology Con-

ference (2013). [138]

• Bowmaker, R. J., Dunn, R. J., Moynihan, K. B., Roper, T. J., & Andrews, M. “Construc-

tion of a practical hyperspectral image acquisition system.” 26th International Conference

Image and Vision Computing New Zealand. 2011. [15]

• Dunn, R. and Andrews, M., “Hyperspectral Video for Forensic Applications”, Electronics

New Zealand Conference (2011). [139]

In addition to these existing publications, we intend to publish two additional papers on as-yet

unpublished results.

• The first paper will discuss Shadow-corrected AGES (SAGES) detailed in §3.2. This paper

will outline the core rationale behind removing the additivity constraint and its relevance

to AGES. It will then show the geometric relationship between a shadow-corrected simplex

and the results of unconstrained inversion. Finally SAGES will be shown to produce more

accurate results than AGES in scenes with significant shadowing effects.

• The second paper will outline the new display method presented in §4. This paper will

outline the need for reduced reliance on endmember class colour assignment. This is due

to colour-blindness and the limited number of perceptible colours. It will also show how
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inter-frame correlation is required for effective display. Finally it will outline our proposed

methods and demonstrate their effectiveness using example data sets.





Chapter 2

Exploiting Inter-frame Redundancy

In any reasonable video system there exists a significant amount of temporal redundancy between

sequential video frames (§1.5.2). These redundancies exist when the frame rate and field of view

are high enough compared to the movement of the imaging sensor that much of the same area

is re-imaged. Consider a slowly moving hand-held video camera, frame F [n] contains almost

the same image as F [n− 1]. This presents an opportunity for algorithm optimisation when

processing a hyperspectral video stream as each frame is highly correlated, and thus so are the

endmembers and abundance maps.

This chapter discusses optimisations to the unmixing process based around the redundan-

cies present in these video streams. Firstly, an investigation into the effects of various meth-

ods of estimating and updating the covariance matrix is conducted. This investigation shows

that simple estimates are appropriate for reducing computational complexity in hyperspectral

video sequences and these estimates have minimal effect on the quality of derived endmembers.

Secondly, a simple method to avoid the complete eigendecomposition calculation (used in PCA)

in each frame is evaluated. This approach is shown to be effective when algorithm complexity

is at a premium. The chapter concludes with an investigation into the AGES algorithm and its

behaviour in a video setting. This discussion ultimately results in several proposed changes to

the AGES algorithm to make it more suitable for video applications. Finally a recommendation

is made on the best methods to consider when developing a future hyperspectral video system.

2.1 Redundancy of the Covariance Matrix

The first aspect of hyperspectral video sequences we will investigate is the covariance matrix.

Recalling that the covariance (Σ) of a multidimensional data set (X) is calculated as
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Σ = E

[

(X− E (X)) (X− E (X))⊤
]

= E

(

XX⊤
)

− E (X)E (X)⊤

where X ∈ R
λ×N is a λ dimensional data set with N independent samples. This represents a

hyperspectral image of N pixels with λ bands per pixel. The covariance matrix calculation used

in dimension reduction techniques (e.g. PCA) is one of the most complex parts of the overall

unmixing algorithm (§1.2.4.1). This high complexity makes it an ideal candidate for an investig-

ation of how to exploit the redundancies within a video sequence. Ultimately, the accuracy of the

covariance estimation determines the ability of the dimension reduction technique to adequately

represent data in an M dimensional reduced space. There are a number of existing approaches

to calculate or estimate the covariance matrix that do not precisely fit the requirements of our

video system.

The technique described by David [140] relies on data from a specific distribution and is

designed for low sample sizes. Others have investigated creating higher accuracy PCA estimates

with kernel methods, however, they are computationally more complex than standard PCA

methods even if they yield better results [141]. Partridge’s paper describes a method, Simple

PCA (SPCA), that calculates the principal components with a computational complexity of

O (MNλ) based on neural networks [79]. This approach does not use the covariance matrix and

provides the first M principal component vectors directly. This is problematic for a real-time

hyperspectral system where M is determined by the number of endmembers in the scene which

could, at worst, be equal to the number of bands. Recall that the complexity of computing the

covariance matrix is O (Nλ2) meaning this leads to no saving in complexity. Another example

of this is IPCA, which is ideally suited when the number of principal components required is low

[75]. We must assume that we could have as many endmembers as we have bands. This means

these methods would be inappropriate for a real-time system, even if they would suffice in the

majority of cases [12]. The information from the complete eigendecomposition is also used in

methods such as Virtual Dimensionality (VD) to determine the number of endmembers [142].

Ideally, we would prefer a method with reduced computational complexity regardless of

the number of eigenvectors required. Other methods, such as those described by Peddaneni,

assume that the covariance is a time-varying discrete data set i.e. that it is updated at each

time interval n by a single input vector x [n] ∈ R
λ [143, 144, 145, 146, 84, 147, 83]. They
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focus primarily on updating the eigendecomposition because it is computationally the dominant

component of this style of algorithm. Here the covariance at time n, Σ [n] is modelled as a

running sum Σ [n] =
(

n−1
n

)

Σ [n− 1] + 1
n
x [n] x [n]⊤ or a weighted exponential average Σ [n] =

αΣ [n− 1] + (1− α) x [n] x [n]⊤ where α is a forgetting factor that controls the significance of

previous samples. This is inappropriate for an imaging system that typically has treated each

frame as an individual data set and has potentially millions of new or updated x [n] vectors in

each frame. We investigate these styles of estimation using whole frames in §2.1.2.5 and §2.1.2.4.

Another key method in estimating the covariance matrix for hyperspectral images is discussed by

Du and Fowler [75]. This method estimates the covariance matrix using a simple sub-sampling

of the overall data set. This is particularly appropriate for hyperspectral video as we have a

large number of pixels, where potentially only a small sample of them could provide enough

information about the distribution of the whole set. We investigate this style of approach in

§2.1.2.2 and §2.1.2.3.

2.1.1 Updating the Covariance Matrix

Image registration is an obvious place to start when considering video sequences and exploiting

their redundancy. Indeed Dowler requires its use in his AGES algorithm between frames to

track endmembers [12]. With this in mind, one potential approach to providing an estimate

of the covariance matrix without doing the complete calculation is to update it based only on

which pixels have changed in the image. If we consider that image registration is required for

Dowler’s implementation of AGES, then the computational cost is negligible in the context of

the covariance calculation. Consider the scenario shown in Figure 2.1 where two temporally

related frames are also highly spatially correlated. It makes sense that we need not calculate the

complete covariance matrix given that there is a considerable amount of redundancy (shown in

yellow) between the images.

If we define the pixels in frame n as F [n] ∈ R
λ×N we can derive an expression for the updated

version of the covariance matrix at frame n (Σ [n]) as

Σ [n] = s2Σ [n− 1] +
1

N

(

YY⊤ − α2ZZ⊤
)

+ s2
E [F [n− 1]]E [F [n− 1]]⊤ − E [F [n]]E [F [n]]⊤

where Y ∈ R
λ×P represents pixels present in F [n] and not F [n− 1] i.e. new pixels and

Z ∈ R
λ×P represents pixels present in F [n− 1] and not F [n] i.e. old pixels. Pixels are classified
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using image registration to find the overlapping areas of interest (§1.5). s is the scaling factor

between the two frames. If s = 1 there is no scaling then;

Σ [n] = Σ [n− 1] +
1

N

(

YY⊤ − ZZ⊤
)

+ E [F [n− 1]]E [F [n− 1]]⊤ − E [F [n]]E [F [n]]⊤

The full derivation is shown in Appendix A. This should allow us to update the covariance

matrix using only the pixels that have changed in the scene. If the number of pixels changed in

the scene is small, relative to the total number of pixels, then this approach has the potential

to reduce the overall complexity without significantly reducing the accuracy of the covariance

matrix and generated endmembers.

Figure 2.1: The relationship between sequential frames. Green shows pixels only in F [n− 1],
Red shows pixels only in F [n] and Yellow shows pixels common to both frames.

2.1.2 Estimation Techniques

The update method as previously proposed relies on image registration to function correctly.

A failure or limitation in the accuracy of the image registration technique (something that is a

much more significant concern for a terrestrial system) would limit the accuracy of the derived

covariance matrix. There are a number of simple techniques that are potentially useful when

estimating the covariance matrix of an individual frame. These techniques do not rely on tracking

the data from previous frames using any form of image registration and thus are more suitable

for a general application.
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2.1.2.1 First Frame Only

The simplest way of generating a covariance estimate is to calculate the covariance in the first

frame and re-use this result in all following frames. This has the advantage of requiring no

additional calculations after the initial frame. However, it is subject to a large accumulated

error if the covariance of the scene changes dramatically over time. There are a number of

circumstances where this would not be the case. Consider a flight over a cornfield or panning

around a room, it is not unreasonable to expect that the spectral signatures and thus the data

covariance are related for these entire scenes. While this is not intended to be a complete method

for creating covariance estimates, it is useful to generate some information on how quickly the

covariance matrix changes in a hyperspectral video system. This shows how often we must create

estimates and how critical their accuracy is. Mathematically this method can be represented as

Σ̄ [n] = Σ [1]

where Σ̄[n] ∈ R
λ×λ is the covariance matrix estimate at frame n. If the initial frame calcu-

lation could be considered part of the initialization procedure for the hyperspectral system and

not part of ongoing computational costs, the complexity relative to that of a complete covariance

recalculation is zero.

2.1.2.2 Structured Spatial Sampling

The second method for generating an estimate of the covariance matrix is to sub-sample the

data and as explored by Du and Fowler in 2008 [75]. Spatial subsampling ensures the entire

image area is considered in the estimate, only at a lower resolution. We can express this as

Σ̄ [n] = E

[

F [n] S (F [n] S)⊤
]

− E [SF [n]]E [SF [n]]⊤

where S ∈ R
N×λ is a column selection matrix chosen to ensure an even distribution of the

sampled pixels. The complexity of this approach is directly related to the reduced number of

pixels considered in the estimate for the covariance, i.e. if 1% of the pixels are selected then

the complexity is 1% of the full-frame. Mathematically this approach has complexity O (P Nλ2)

where P is the fraction of pixels used in the estimate. This is evident because the covariance

matrix calculation has a direct dependence on the number of pixels considered. Figure 2.2a

shows a potential structured sampling pattern where 1% (P = 0.01) of the image has been
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sampled.

2.1.2.3 Random Spatial Sampling

As above, this method relies on sampling only a subset of the total data set to generate the

covariance matrix estimate. Instead of using an even spatial distribution, the selection of pixels

is randomly chosen uniformly across the data array. This is a true random selection as the data

is treated without regard for any morphological information. Mathematically speaking, it is

identical to the method in §2.1.2.2. However, the layout of the column selection matrix (S) is

uniformly distributed instead of a fixed morphological pattern. As with structured sampling this

method has a complexity directly related to the proportion of pixels that are used to form the

estimate (P ). However, there is the additional problem of how this sampling pattern will affect

memory hardware when compared to the structured estimate. Systems such as CUDA prefer

data access that is coalesced∗. While this is also a problem for a morphologically structured

estimate, it is potentially worse for random access data patterns.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Examples of sampling patterns. (a) Evenly spaced structured selection, (b) Random
selection.

2.1.2.4 Running Sum

Consider a video streaming application when exploring a wide area. Updating the covariance

matrix to reflect only the contents of the current frame may not be the ideal representation of

the overall scene. In this case we are interested in the overall covariance of the wider scene,

not that of the individual frame. Discarding information from previous frames is needlessly

∗Data access is considered coalesced when sequential bytes in memory are required by an application in a
single memory transfer.
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discarding valuable data when there is some temporal relationship between frames. Hence, it

is worthwhile to consider an approach where the new data is merely added to the covariance

samples of the previous frame in a similar way to existing update/estimation techniques. This

is similar to the first order update methods such as those discussed by Karhunen and Peddaneni

[143, 84]. These methods update correlation type matrices with incoming data vectors using the

form Σ [n] =
(

n−1
n

)

Σ [n− 1] + 1
n
x [n] x [n]⊤ where x [n] is an individual sample from a data set

with zero mean arriving at time n.

Conversely, we assume that we have a number of samples arriving at each discrete time

interval, representing an estimate of the overall scene. We also assume that the data in question

does not have a zero mean. Recalling F [n] ∈ R
λ×N represents the pixels in frame n and S is

the column selection matrix described in the structured sample estimate. We can describe this

updated covariance (Σ) as

X [n] =
[

F [1] S · · · F [n] S

]

=
[

X [n− 1] F [n] S

]

Σ̄ [n] = E

[

X [n] X [n]⊤
]

− E [X [n]]E [X [n]]⊤

where X [n] ∈ R
λ×η represents a matrix containing all pixels collected for consideration in the

covariance matrix at time n. This method will never discard information about the statistics

of the overall scene. This is beneficial when considering a small confined space such as the

inside of a room. In this case everything is relevant to the operation of the hyperspectral

system. Conversely, if the scene was a wide area, such as a transition from an urban to rural

environment, this method might retain information that is no longer relevant. By splitting the

covariance calculation in two, there is no need for a complete recalculation each frame. Consider

that X [n] contains all the columns of X [n− 1] we can split this calculation using the previous

frames results. The covariance matrix calculation for two sets of arbitrary cardinality is given

by Pébay [148]. This gives the covariance matrix for the combined set of pixels (ΣA∪B) as

ΣA∪B =
1

ηA∪B

(

ΣAηA + ΣBηB + (E [A]− E [B]) (E [A]− E [B])⊤ ηAηB

ηA∪B

)
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where ηA∪B = ηA + ηB represents the total number of pixels considered for the covariance,

A ∈ R
λ×ηA , B ∈ R

λ×ηB and ΣA, ΣB is the covariance of A and B respectively. We can define

the previous frames selected pixels as A = X [n− 1] and the new data as B = F [n] S giving the

relationship between the covariance of frames n and n− 1

Σ̄ [n] =
1

η [n]

(

Σ̄ [n− 1] η [n− 1] + ΣBηB

)

+ · · ·

(E [X [n− 1]]− E [B]) (E [X [n− 1]]− E [B])⊤ η [n− 1] ηB

η [n]2

where η [n] is the total number of pixels considered for the covariance estimate in frame n

and ηB = P N , i.e. the number of new pixels considered each frame using spatial sampling

(§2.1.2.2). When P N ≫ 1 then the complexity of this method is dominated by the calculation

of ΣB giving ≈ O (P Nλ2).

2.1.2.5 Weighted Running Average

In changing environments it makes more sense to diminish the effect of old data with a forgetting

factor. This is where the information from previous frames is included in the estimate, but

becomes less significant over time. This is similar to the exponential windowing and update

techniques [144, 145, 146, 147, 83]. In essence this method is a weighted moving average of the

covariance matrix where each estimate provides some information about the covariance of the

entire scene. We can describe it as

Σ̄ [n] = αΣ̄ [n− 1] + (1− α)
(

E

[

F [n] S (F [n] S)⊤
]

− E [F [n] S]E [F [n] S]⊤
)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the forgetting factor. α = 1 is equivalent to the first frame method and

α = 0 is equivalent to the structured sampling method. Providing P N ≫ 1 the complexity is

dominated by the covariance calculation of the sub-sampled dataset each frame. This gives a

computational complexity of ≈ O (P Nλ2).

2.1.2.6 Previous Endmembers

The endmembers represent the set of pixels that create the largest volume simplex. If we

assume that the largest volume simplex is roughly equal to a bounding simplex around most of

the data, it seems natural that they also contain information about how the data is distributed.
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Since ultimately principal components analysis gives orthogonal basis vectors ordered by the

total variance explained by the data, the endmembers could give some indication of where this

variance lies. For example, if all endmembers had little variation in the nth band, then it is likely

that the overall data set has little variation in that band also. To exploit this, after calculating

the first frame’s endmembers using a full covariance matrix, we use the results of the previous

frame’s endmembers as the data for the covariance matrix calculation where E [n] ∈ R
λ×M

represents the endmembers detected in frame n, then

Σ̄ [n] = E

[

E [n− 1] E [n− 1]⊤
]

− E [E [n− 1]]E [E [n− 1]]⊤

This approach has extremely low complexity, as the number of endmembers (M) is extremely

small when compared to the number of pixels (N) giving O (Mλ2). We can see there are

some problems likely to arise when using this method. One possibility is that methods used

to determine the number of endmembers in a scene (e.g. HFC) will not work correctly as the

resulting PCA will only have M non-zero eigenvalues. Another possibility is that it will bias

endmember selection over the long term. However, due to the low complexity it is an attractive

method to explore, even if not used as a long term estimate of the covariance matrix.

2.1.3 Metrics for Results

To determine the efficacy of the covariance and eigenvector updates, or indeed any changes to the

way N-FINDR and associated algorithms work, it is natural to assume that a difference in the

covariance matrix (δΣ) itself is a useful metric. However, in hyperspectral imaging systems we

are primarily interested in the covariance matrix as part of an overall algorithm. The covariance

itself is not an end result of the algorithm so we are not concerned with its direct changes,

but how it affects the overall algorithm output. A commonly used metric for the quality of

the endmembers produced by N-FINDR and similar volume maximization algorithms is the

volume of the simplex made from the detected endmembers (§1.2.3.1). The number of iterations

required to converge is also used to estimate computational complexity. In addition to volume

and iteration metrics we will consider additional metrics to garner further information about

how the proposed methods will affect the overall unmixing process. These metrics will attempt

to quantify different aspects of the algorithm performance that are not addressed by volume and

iteration counts.
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2.1.3.1 Subspace Angles

The first such metric is related to the how the subspace of the top M eigenvectors changes

when using estimated covariance matrices. These eigenvectors represent the principal component

vectors and are used to project the data onto a reduced set of orthogonal basis vectors, as outlined

in §1.2.4.1. How these vectors change has an effect on the overall quality of the endmembers

selected by N-FINDR. Recall the volume metric used in N-FINDR

Volume
(

Ē
)

∝ abs





det







1⊤

Ē













Ē =
[

ē1 ē2 · · · ēn

]

where each endmember ēn ∈ R
M−1 is in the reduced space obtained from PCA. This is

equivalent to

Ēv =







1⊤

V⊤E







where Ēv ∈ R
M×M is the augmented matrix used for volume calculation, E ∈ R

λ×M is the

endmember matrix in the full space and V ∈ R
λ×M−1 represents the top M−1 principal vectors.

If we had chosen another set of vectors that are also orthogonal and span exactly the same space

as V, we could express the simplex matrix as a simple rotation of V using a rotation matrix

R ∈ R
M×M of the form

R =
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0 r22 · · · r2m
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0 rn2 · · · rnm





















such that the rotated augmented matrix Ēr is

Ēr = RĒv

We know that a rotation matrix has the property det (R) = 1 so det
(

Ēr

)

= det
(

RĒv

)

=
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det (R) det
(

Ēv

)

= det
(

Ēv

)

. This makes sense geometrically, as the volume of a simplex remains

the same no matter how we choose the coordinate system to represent it. This shows that

regardless of the principal component vectors used, if they span the same space the volume

will unaffected. This means that we are interested in how this subspace changes, not how the

principal component vectors change. A useful metric for estimating whether two sets of vectors

span the same subspace is with principal angles. Principal angles are an important tool when

relating two subspaces and give an indication to how the subspaces are related in euclidean

space. Larger angles represent greater disparity between the subspaces. Typically subspace

similarity methods use the largest principal angle between the subspaces to determine if they

similar [149, 150, 151]. While this is suitable for many applications, it has a drawback in our

particular application because it inherently treats each basis vector equally.

Each principal component vector used in PCA represents a different amount of the total

energy (or variance) in the scene. This implies that each of the basis vectors are not equally

important at classifying the data. A large angle between the least significant eigenvectors would

have measurably less impact on the overall data, than a large angle between the most signi-

ficant principal components. To overcome this limitation we use a method that accounts for

this discrepancy in basis vector significance. This method uses the relative significance of the

eigenvalues corresponding to each eigenvector to weight the subspace angle. If V ∈ R
λ×M is

a matrix of M principal column vectors and vn ∈ R
λ represents the nth principal component

vector, dn ∈ R represents the associated eigenvalue, such that Σvn = dnvn. Similarly V̄ ∈ R
λ×M

represents the eigenvectors under test. If ∠ (A, B) represents the largest subspace angle between

subspaces spanned by A and B, then we calculate the weighted subspace angle using algorithm

2.1.

Algorithm 2.1 Calculating the Subspace Angle Metric

1. Normalise the eigenvalues to give relative fractional weighting dn = dn

‖d‖
1

| n = 1 . . . M

2. Calculate the weighted subspace angle for each test vector to the reference space θn =
∠ (V, v̄n) dn

3. Calculate the total weighted angle φ =
M
∑

n=1

θn

4. Return φ

To evaluate this method we tested it by analysing perturbed principal component vectors.

Each principal component vector was created to have twice as much energy as the next ranked
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principal component. In turn each principal component had Gaussian noise added to it corres-

ponding to a SNR of 40dB. Figure 2.3 shows the effect this has on the reported subspace angle

between the original principal component vectors and the ones perturbed with Gaussian noise.

We see clearly that the standard subspace angle metric shows a consistently high angle between

the two subspaces, independent of the significance of the perturbed principal component. Our

proposed metric shows an angle (or error) directly proportional to the energy in each principal

component, i.e. principal component 1 has precisely twice as much error as the 2nd principal

component. This property makes this metric more suitable for evaluating the effect of covariance

estimates on the subspace spanned by the eigenvalue decomposition.
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Figure 2.3: Subspace angle error with noise on single principal component.

2.1.3.2 Endmember Variability

While the volume of the endmembers in the reduced space is an effective method for determining

endmember quality, it does lack any indication of how different endmembers might affect the

overall abundance maps. Since abundance maps are one of the principal outputs of the unmixing

algorithm, it is worth considering how to quantify the effect that different endmembers might

have on these abundance maps. Comparing endmembers from one iteration of N-FINDR to an-

other is complicated by the fact that endmembers are produced in a random order. Additionally,

metrics like the SAM (§1.2.5) angle can be ambiguous when finding unique matches.

Consider the endmembers produced by one iteration of N-FINDR (or any other endmember

determination method) as E ∈ R
λ×M . Compare these endmember with another set of endmem-

bers Ê ∈ R
λ×M generated through an alternative method. If E contained the same columns as

Ê only in a different order, then solving the inversion problem results in a permutation matrix

(P) e.g. for unconstrained inversion
(

E⊤E
)−1

E⊤Ê = P. This corresponds to the best least
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squared estimate being the permutation matrix P. In the case where the endmembers in Ê

were not contained in columns of E then the resulting endmember abundances would not be

a permutation matrix e.g.
(

E⊤E
)−1

E⊤Ê 6= P . Ideally, the mixing matrix (or abundances

of endmembers) would consist of a permutation matrix, so we can construct a metric for how

well the endmembers match. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.2 and is known as the

endmember variability.

Algorithm 2.2 Calculating Endmember Variability

1. Invert each test endmember with the comparison set an =
(

E⊤E
)−1

E⊤ên

2. Find the minimum l2 error possible with εn = min (|an − p|2) where p is a unit vector
along an axis

3. Return max ([ε1 · · · εn])

Given that N-FINDR (and AGES) produce different endmembers depending on the initially

selected endmembers, a baseline comparison is needed for this metric to be useful when com-

paring algorithms. For this reason, each experiment where this endmember variability metric

is used will also contain a reference for a naïve variant of N-FINDR. This uses the complete

covariance calculation and random initial starting endmembers. This will give an idea of how

much abundance maps vary if a regular N-FINDR implementation is used. If our methods pro-

duce lower values for the variation metric, this is considered an improvement. To test if this

metric actually gives reasonable results when presented with vastly varying endmember sets we

compared N-FINDR, AGES and randomly selected pixels compared to an N-FINDR reference,

each run was seeded with a random set of initial endmember pixels and run on the same scene.

Figure 2.4 shows the endmember variability for N-FINDR in green, AGES in blue and com-

pletely random endmembers in red. The grey scale shows the results when using some end-

members from N-FINDR and the remainder with randomly selected endmembers. This shows

us exactly what we would expect, N-FINDR compared to itself has the lowest variability of

endmembers and indeed selects the same endmembers many times with variability scores ran-

ging from 0 (perfect selection of the same endmembers) to ≈ 1.2. AGES performs well and

selects endmembers which are similar to the those selected in N-FINDR with scores ranging

from ≈ 0.5 − 1.6. The most striking example is the randomly selected endmembers which, as

expected, show a huge variability and have scores anywhere from ≈ 39− 3970. The mixed end-

member sets clearly show that higher scores result from more randomly selected endmembers
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i.e. endmembers that are different to those found by N-FINDR.
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Figure 2.4: Variability scores for endmember selection methods, 100 independent samples.

2.1.4 Results

Using the metrics outlined in §2.1.3, we analysed the approaches described in this section as

possible methods for updating or estimating the covariance matrix. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show

the results using the Moffett Field data set, with M = 5 and 10 endmembers respectively. This

a representative sample of a number of experiments done to explore the effects of the different

methods to update the covariance in a video context. For our experiments we used P = 0.02

for structure and random sampling estimates. Here, the weighted angle and the volume of

the resulting simplex from multiple runs of N-FINDR is shown. First Frame (red) denotes

the covariance estimate method, where the first frame’s covariance is used in all subsequence

frames. Endmembers (green), shows the performance of the method which uses the previous

frame’s endmembers to estimate the covariance. Structured Estimate (blue), is the performance

of the structured estimate method and Random Estimate (green) is that of the random sampling

method. Running Weights (red), shows the performance of the weighted averaging method and

Sum (green) is the performance of the running sums method.

There are a number of significant results shown in these figures. Firstly, most of the methods

perform reasonably well producing similar results to the N-FINDR reference (black). Each

method produces simplex volumes that are within a small margin of the reference algorithm (less

than an order of magnitude∗) and has a small weighted angle between the principal component

∗Typically an order of magnitude is considered a large error, however, when investigating the volumes pro-
duced by N-FINDR and other simplex maximization methods it is common to see an order or magnitude between
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subspaces (1◦), with the exception of the Update method. The worst performing algorithm was

that of the update method using image registration which quickly diverges from the ideal results,

producing simplexes an order of magnitude smaller after only 20 frames. This does not come as

a surprise as the image registration technique likely has some registration errors that compound

over time. Reusing the covariance matrix from the first frame for subsequent frames performs

extremely well over this short time period when considering its low computational demands. This

indicates that for the scenes in question, the covariance matrix does not change quickly and a

calculation is not required for each individual frame. However, using a low complexity estimate

tends to give more accurate results and thus is more desirable if computational complexity allows

for it.

The second significant result is that the performance of the covariance estimate from the

endmembers method tends to give higher volumes than the reference despite using a comparat-

ively different subspace. This was unexpected, as PCA is proven to give the best set of basis

vectors to explain the most variance which should lead to large simplex volumes. One possibility

for this result is that by using basis vectors derived from endmembers (that were selected by

finding the maximum volume simplex) these vectors are now aligned to be more favourable for

simplex maximisation techniques for a similar data set. Regardless, this is a promising result as

it shows that an extremely low complexity approach can produce large simplex volumes without

relying on the full-frame covariance calculation at all. The endmember variability metric shown

in Figure 2.7 shows how similar the endmembers selected by each method were, compared to

the variation expected in the N-FINDR reference method. These variability results show that

each of the proposed methods except the update method performs admirably. We can see that

using the endmembers from the previous frame to generate the covariance matrix and reusing

the covariance matrix from the first frame tend to deviate from the N-FINDR reference more

than other estimation techniques. However, this difference is not very pronounced and its sig-

nificance is questionable without looking at the abundance maps as it lacks the high variability

score expected for a significantly different set of endmembers.

2.1.4.1 Abundances

We have shown that estimation techniques produce good results using the volume, weighted

angle and endmember variability metrics. However, it would be incomplete to avoid discussion

of how the abundance maps look after using estimates of the covariance matrix. Given that the

individual runs.
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Figure 2.5: 30 Frame simulation with 5 Endmembers in Moffett Field. (a), (c) and (e) show the
subspace angle performance. (b), (d) and (f) show the mean volume of the simplex found using
LDU-NFINDR. Reference refers to a complete full covariance calculation with no estimate.
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Figure 2.6: 30 Frame simulation with 10 Endmembers in Moffett Field. (a), (c) and (e) show the
subspace angle performance. (b), (d) and (f) show the mean volume of the simplex found using
LDU-NFINDR. Reference refers to a complete full covariance calculation with no estimate.
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Figure 2.7: 30 Frame simulation, (a), (b) and (c) show how the endmembers differ from an
N-FINDR base using the endmember variability metric
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simplex volumes are approximately equal-to or better-than (when using the previous frame’s

endmembers to generate the covariance matrix) the reference implementation, we expect that

endmember abundance maps are also of reasonable quality. The endmember variability index

also indicates that there should be a limited amount of variation in the endmember sets compared

to the reference implementation.

Figure 2.8 shows abundance maps resulting from the last frame in a sequence of 30 frames

on the simulated data set. Each row represents the abundance maps from the separate end-

members generated using the estimation techniques in this chapter. The last frame is shown

as a representative sample of the effect these methods have on the resulting abundance maps.

When considering the error built up over multiple frames we use the last frame to show the

cumulative effect. We can clearly see for the relatively noiseless simulated scene there is little

effect on the overall selection of the endmembers and the resulting abundance maps. The sim-

ulated scene is created using 9 endmembers, however, when we ran this simulation we looked

for 10 endmembers. This is to demonstrate a common occurrence in hyperspectral unmixing,

when the endmember determination method finds more endmembers than actually make up the

underlying scene. For example, endmembers 2 and 10 from the first frame covariance method

(row 3) in Figure 2.8 are a split endmember representing endmember 2 in the ground truth (row

5). This will be discussed in more detail in §7.2.3.

Figure 2.9 shows the same experiment with additional noise added to the simulated data

set to give approximately the same SNR as the Moffett Field scene. Compared to the ground

truth the resulting abundance maps are considerably worse for all methods. In particular, each

method shows significantly more spilling between endmember maps. However, subjectively the

overall abundance maps appear very similar with many of the key features intact. If we consider

these might represent only a single frame in a moving video sequence, small differences in the

overall abundance maps may not be significantly noticeable by an human observer. Visualisation

is further explored in §4.1.

Figure 2.10 shows the same experiment using the Moffett Field scene. There is no pixel-

accurate ground truth to compare abundance maps exactly. However, we can make comparisons

with the abundance maps produced by the reference AGES implementation. The most unex-

pected result from this experiment is the abundance maps produced by the AGES using the

endmember covariance estimate produces almost identical abundance maps to the reference

method. Predictably the results from reusing the first frame’s covariance are the worst, incor-

porating an endmember that is not present in the initial AGES reference (endmember 7). After
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30 frames of using the structured sub-sampled estimate the abundance plots start to show some

deviation from the reference method, e.g. endmember 6 has noticeably changed in its abundance

plot, showing a weaker representation when compared to the reference implementation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 2.8: Abundance maps, simulated scene, M = 10. Rows show abundance maps for
individual methods. Row 1, Endmember Covariance Method. Row 2, Covariance Structured
Estimate. Row 3, First Frame Covariance. Row 4, Reference Method. Row 5, Ground Truth.
Ground truth is 9 endmembers.

2.1.4.2 Whole Pixel Translations

It is worth mentioning the case where the camera has only translated by whole pixel amounts. If

these movements are accurately detected by image registration then the covariance matrix update

method suggested in §2.1.1 will produce machine precision results [137]. That is, the update

method produces covariance estimates that are equal to the reference algorithm. However, this

could still result in a slightly different subspace purely due to the effect of limited precision.

While this result is promising, it has little relevance in what we would consider a real-world

situation as it is impractical to constrain a portable video system to full-pixel movements. For

this reason we will not consider this result further as a viable method for updating the covariance

matrix.
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Figure 2.9: Abundance maps, simulated scene, M = 10, with added noise. Rows show abundance
maps for individual methods. Row 1, Endmember Covariance Method. Row 2, Covariance
Structured Estimate. Row 3, First Frame Covariance. Row 4, Reference Method. Row 5,
Ground Truth. Ground truth is 9 endmembers.
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Figure 2.10: Abundance maps, Moffett Field, M = 10. Rows show abundance maps for in-
dividual methods. Row 1, Endmember Covariance Method. Row 2, Covariance Structured
Estimate. Row 3, First Frame Covariance. Row 4, Reference Method.
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2.1.4.3 Number of Endmembers

It would be remiss to avoid discussing the effect these estimation techniques have on the al-

gorithms used to determine the number of endmembers in each scene, such as SML [69] or HFC

[66] (§1.2.3.3). While determining the number of endmembers has not been the focus of this

investigation, the correct number of endmembers is important to generating the correct abund-

ance maps for each frame. To test this, we used the HFC and SML methods on our covariance

estimation methods and compared them with a reference covariance calculation. There is some

debate around the efficacy of the virtual dimensionality methods proposed by Chang [68].

We used an HFC false alarm probability of pf = 1 × 10−3. Figure 2.11 shows how the

estimation methods affected the estimation of the number of endmembers in a data set. These

results clearly show that there is only a small effect on what HFC presents as the number of

endmembers. This indicates that the virtual dimensionality is roughly preserved while estimating

the covariance matrix across multiple frames. This is important when considering how many

endmembers are appropriate for endmember selection and abundance map creation. While the

virtual dimensionality is roughly preserved, this difference can be considerable when viewing

resulting abundance maps. Too few endmembers selected will force endmember selection of

mixed pixels and too many endmembers will select noisy pixels. This appears as abundance

maps which are the combination of multiple endmembers when compared to a ground truth

reference. The results when using a covariance matrix generated from the previous frame’s

endmembers is not shown, as the results were significantly different to that of the reference

algorithm’s. It often reported 100 endmembers when the reference reported 8 with no clear

correlation between the reference and estimated HFC values. The endmember covariance matrix

performs particularly poorly here which is not unexpected, since it is unreasonable to be able

to extract the number of endmembers in a scene when providing only our best estimate of the

endmembers themselves. This highlights a trade off when using the endmembers to extract the

covariance. It is a reasonable method to generate a covariance matrix, at the cost of losing any

information regarding the number of endmembers in the scene.

Despite the difference in the HFC and SML methods being small (to within ±2 endmembers)

in low-noise environments, there were significant differences to the reference methods when higher

levels of noise are present in both simulated and Moffett Field data sets. Given that the number

of endmembers is required for accurate abundance maps, this is a clear disadvantage to using

an estimate for the covariance matrix. In light of this, it is this author’s opinion that basing
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unmixing algorithms around the results presented by methods such as HFC and SML should

be done with care when using estimated covariance matrices in a real-time application. Indeed,

an algorithm that could handle unmixing a larger number of endmembers than the in the scene

would remove this dependency altogether. One potential algorithm for this approach (ISMA) is

detailed by Rogge et al. [35] where the endmember set is adjusted on a per-pixel basis, however,

further investigation of these methods of unmixing is outside the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 2.11: Effect on number of endmembers detected, 30 frames. (a) HFC on Moffett Field.
(c) HFC using simulated data. (e) HFC using simulated data with added noise. (b) SML
on Moffett Field. (d) SML on simulated data. (f) SML on simulated data with added noise.
Black represents the reference N-FINDR method with complete covariance. Green represents
the estimate using randomly selected pixels. Blue represents a structured estimate with an
inter-frame running sum. Red represents a single frame structured estimate.
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2.2 Updating Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Since the covariance matrix is ultimately used to determine the principal components using

eigenvalue decomposition, it is logical to investigate if the eigendecomposition is required each

frame or if a simple estimate can be used in its place. Adaptive and updated eigendecomposition

of covariance matrices is a well studied concept with a number of relevant approaches suggested

in the literature. The most common approaches are based around a rank-one update of the

covariance data [143, 144, 145, 146, 84, 147]. As discussed in §2.1, these methods are not appro-

priate for our hyperspectral system as our data arrives as X ∈ R
λ×N . It is not computationally

tractable to apply these methods for each new pixel in every frame. Smith addresses the full-

rank update problem by tracking the changing subspace [152] . However, this method does not

determine the basis vectors explicitly; something that is required for dimension reduction. It is

preferable to update the eigenvectors with no assumptions of how the covariance changes. We

propose a simple method based only on the first-order perturbation of the eigenvalue problem.

Assuming that the covariance matrix Σ and how it has changed δΣ is known then the first order

expansion of the eigenvalue problem is given as

Σvp = λpvp

(Σ + δΣ) (vp + δvp) = (λp + δλp) (vp + δvp)

Σδvp + δΣvp ≃ λpδvp + δλpvp

where vp is an eigenvector and λp is its eigenvalue [153]. It can be shown (see Appendix C)

that when second order effects are negligible the eigenpair (δλp, δvp) is approximated by

app = 0 δλp = v⊤
p δΣvp

api =
v⊤

p δΣvi

λi − λp

δvp =
n
∑

i=1

aivi

Provided that ‖δΣ‖ ≪ ‖Σ‖, the updated eigenpairs will closely track the exact values.

However, error will accumulate over time as the second-order perturbation terms are discarded.

This method is an effective technique in quickly generating updated eigenvalue and eigenvector

pairs when a full-computation might be intractable [137]. The complexity of this update method

is significantly lower than that of the full decomposition.
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Cupdate = 2λ3 + (2.5 + 2M) λ2 + λ

To investigate how this method performs in the context of our system, we are interested in

metrics similar to those used throughout this chapter. The volume produced using N-FINDR

and the subspace angle between the updated covariance and a full-recalculation reference are

relevant metrics when determining the efficacy of this method.

2.2.1 Results

Figure 2.12 shows the results of using the proposed first order eigenvector update method. The

eigenvector update method is used with a reference covariance matrix calculation (EigenUp-

date Reference), a covariance matrix based on the previous frames endmembers (EigenUpdate

Endmembers) and a spatially sub-sampled covariance matrix estimation (using a sample of 2%

of the total image) (EigenUpdate Estimate). In addition, the eigenvectors generated using the

previous frames endmembers is included for comparison (Endmembers). Over the short term (20

frames) these results show the impact of using the update method is minimal as the change in

volume is within an order of magnitude. However, when coupled with an estimation method, the

eigendecomposition quickly diverges. After only 15 frames the volume of the simplex created by

the detected endmembers has fallen by over 6 orders of magnitude. Coupling this eigenupdate

method with the endmember covariance method shows even poorer performance, with a drop in

simplex volume of approximately 6 orders of magnitude after as little as 5 frames. The subspace

angle results show a similar trend, where for a small number of frames (5− 10) the eigenupdate

process is effective. However, it quickly diverges and is made worse when using estimates of

the covariance matrix. These results show updating the eigenvalue decomposition is effective

for short term adjustments of frames (< 5 − 10) when used in a video sequence. This limits

the effectiveness as periodically a complete decomposition must be calculated. However, when

considering implementation on hardware, the simple nature of this update is useful as it does

not require native fast libraries for the eigendecomposition. This is discussed further in §5.2.
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Figure 2.12: 1st Order Eigenvector Update Results Moffett Field with 20 Endmembers. (a)
Weighted subspace angle compared to reference per frame. (b) Simplex volume and frame
number.

2.3 Redundancy of Endmembers

Previously, volume and variability metrics indicate that endmembers selected within a common

data set are related when considering estimates of the covariance matrix. We also know that

the covariance matrix is highly correlated between sequential frames. This suggests that the

endmembers of one frame will provide information about the endmembers in the following frame.

Since pixels in sequential frames are highly redundant, these endmembers should be very similar

between frames. However, it is generally accepted that endmembers should only reside in the

frame in which they were discovered. Dowler recommends that endmembers are tracked across

frames using a form of image registration, using the pixels from the new frame to describe the

old endmember [12]. His recommendation is that where an endmember drops from view, it is

replaced with the pixel of highest abundance if a suitable candidate exists, or removed from the

scene altogether. While this is a valid strategy in situations where there is changing lighting

conditions, it forces each endmember to reside within the currently displayed frame. It is also

highly dependant on the accuracy of image registration, this is particularly problematic if the

effects of perspective are discarded.

To further explore how endmembers can be used when exploiting temporal redundancies,

we need to consider the motivation for finding endmembers within the current frame only. The

linear mixing model tells us that we can accurately model all pixels in an image by finding the

core endmembers that make up the scene. In addition, geometric algorithms such as AGES

and N-FINDR require that a pure pixel exists locally within the scene and that the scene is
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lit using the same lighting. In general this locality, both for endmember location and lighting,

is only considered spatially and the decision on spatial locality is made solely on whether the

endmember is contained in the current frame.

Consider these scenarios; a camera that is moving through a scene (that has static lighting)

with a narrow angle of view and a camera with a wide angle of view statically observing the

whole scene. In a perfect environment, these cameras should produce the same abundance

maps. Ideally they will use the same endmembers as the overall properties of the scene have not

changed. However, with the restriction that the endmembers be contained within the current

frame, it is clear that they will not always produce the same results. This is the direct result

of frame-locality being used as the metric for endmember relevance to a scene and raises the

question: is there is a better method to determine which endmembers are currently relevant?

In the two-camera example above, the narrow angle camera may remove an endmember

because it is no longer in the scene, where this endmember could be kept by the wide angle

camera. Why should a perfectly good endmember be discarded just because it is no longer in

the exact scene displayed? Indeed if the lighting is significantly similar across multiple frames

i.e. it can be considered static and unchanging, why not use endmembers from across multiple

frames? If the endmember is considered temporally local, is this not equivalent to spatial locality

when used in the context of a relatively static scene? It is in this author’s opinion that there

should be a certain degree of temporal locality allowed and that spatial locality be extended

beyond the boundaries of the current frame. This is shown in Figure 2.13 where a sequence of

frames is shown in red to green and the overall scene endmembers are shown as yellow crosses.

If we accept that using the current frame as a boundary for endmember relevance is not

always appropriate, this leaves us with the question of how to determine if an endmember

is still relevant (both temporally and spatially). What metric do we use to determine when

endmembers become irrelevant and can be discarded, and likewise if an endmember should be

retained? Estimates of spatial locality are easily determined through image registration and

camera motion estimation as discussed briefly by Dowler [12]. If we can track the image reliably

we can determine if the endmember is spatially local (regardless of whether it is in the scene or

not). However, these techniques do rely on image registration which was shown in §2.1 as not

particularly effective at updating the covariance and suffers from limitations when considering

arbitrary 3D camera movement.

If we remove the dependence on image registration, how might we determine if an endmember

is spatially local? For the purposes of this process, we are more interested in how the endmember
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Figure 2.13: Temporal Endmembers Relationship, yellow crosses represent overall scene end-
member locations, green through to red indicates path of video sequence frames.

is represented in the current scene and how it relates to the volume of the simplex produced

in N-FINDR or AGES. Thankfully, this information is contained in the results from additivity-

constrained inversion as used in the AGES algorithm [33, 12]. Dowler suggests that replacements

be selected by the maximum abundance fraction corresponding to the endmember in question.

We can use this information to determine if a replacement should be made. An endmember (or

pure pixel) will correspond to an abundance of 1 if a suitably similar pixel is found within the

current frame. By setting a limit for the abundance of each endmember we can easily determine

if it is still relevant in the scene, freeing us from the restrictions of the image registration. So

long as we accept that frames have temporal locality, an endmember found in F [n] that has

maximum abundance of less than 1 in F [n + 1] indicates two things. Firstly, that this pure

pixel is the best estimate of that endmember, as no pixel in the current frame will produce a

higher volume. Secondly that is has potentially decreased its relevance in the current scene.

Consider an endmember whose maximum abundance in a scene is 0.01. It would cease to

be particularly relevant and it should be replaced outright through a mechanism such as AGES

or N-FINDR. Conversely, when an endmember is re-detected with a higher than 1 abundance,

it will produce a higher volume simplex and thus better results. This pixel should replace the

previous endmember. However, if these metrics are based purely on the maximum abundances

detected, an endmember could have a maximum abundance of only 0.3 but cover a wide area

within the scene, maintaining its relevance. This indicates that the most problematic part of
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this method is determining the threshold where endmembers should be replaced and discarded.

Should the maximum or some other statistical property be used? Ultimately this would take

the form of an abundance statistic for each endmember in a scene to determine its fate.

While the above approach may substitute for spatial locality, it does not have any impact

on the temporal locality of an endmember. Using only the above approach an endmember

could be retained throughout an entire examination of a scene, if its abundance statistics stayed

sufficiently high. This in itself is not a problem, except in the case where long term lighting

conditions are changing. We have assumed throughout this thesis that the lighting is sufficiently

stable to be consistent over short time periods, but not over the long term. This means we

should consider an approach that causes endmembers to expire, even if they are still represented

in high abundance. A contender for this is an endmember age based upon the frame in which the

endmember was selected. We can determine how old an endmember is (and thus its temporal

relevance) by recording the number of frames for which an endmember has persisted. All that

is needed now is to set a threshold for endmember replacement.

2.3.1 Dowler’s AGES

The first variant of AGES explicitly developed for video sequences was proposed in Dowler’s

thesis. By estimating the motion of the camera using image registration, Dowler tracks the

endmembers from the previous frame replacing them with their equivalent pixel in the new

frame. If an endmember falls outside of the current frame, it is replaced by the pixel with

highest abundance of that particular endmember if it meets a certain threshold. Otherwise it is

removed and reintroduced if needed in a later frame. In each frame, the algorithm calculates the

estimated number of endmembers in the scene and removes or adds endmembers depending on

the result of this estimate. This variant of the AGES algorithm is limited to a single replacement

of an endmember per frame (not including any adjustments made as part of the image registration

and tracking process). The full details of the algorithm are explained in Dowler’s thesis and is

summarised in §1.2.3.2 of this thesis [12].

There are a number of issues with this algorithm. Firstly, it relies on estimates from an

image registration process. This, as discussed by Dowler, limits the usefulness when image

registration does not work well, e.g. a scene where the effects of perspective are important.

Our previous results in §2.1.4 show that image registration techniques, even on a near-ideal

scene such as AVIRIS imagery, are not a particularly good method for ongoing estimation of
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the covariance matrix. This means the additional cost of image registration cannot be used

effectively across other parts of the unmixing problem. We have also cast doubt on the validity

of forcing endmembers to reside within the current scene, leaving this author to conclude that

relying on image registration is not a particularly desirable property.

Secondly, this method relies on HFC, or a similar method, to estimate the number of end-

members in the scene. As previously discussed these methods are not particularly effective in

determining the number of endmembers when using covariance estimate methods (§2.1.4.3).

While it would be appropriate to fully investigate the effect of varying the number of endmem-

bers over a video sequence and explore more reliable ways to calculate such estimates, it is

outside of the scope of this thesis. For these reasons we will favour algorithm development that

is independent of endmember number determination algorithms. We will assume that in each

frame, the number of endmembers is known, and any removals or additions have taken place

prior to the modified variant of AGES running.

Thirdly, Dowler’s video implementation of AGES is restricted to a single replacement of an

endmember (discounting the image registration replacements) per frame. For a scene with many

endmembers (> 20) this results in significant lag before all endmembers are updated. This leaves

a noticeable number of frames before endmember errors could be corrected and restricts dynamic

scene performance. However, the core of the AGES algorithm and the information gleaned from

additivity-constrained inversion has a number of properties that are desirable, leaving us to

conclude that a small modification to the AGES video process would achieve promising results.

To this end, we have opted to exclude AGES, as detailed in Dowler’s thesis, to focus on methods

which are independent of image registration and endmember number determination methods.

2.3.2 Accumulated Endmember Retention

The first technique to evaluate is a simple model where endmembers are simply retained between

frames and are used as the initialization point for the next frame. Here, we will not remove an

endmember signature when the position it represents falls outside the frame. Endmembers are

replaced only if an endmember yielding a higher volume exists. This approach has problems

i.e. it will entirely fail to account for any dramatic changes to endmembers, particularly if

an endmember is no longer adequately represented or used within the currently viewed scene.

This method is included as a baseline method to show how the simplex volumes and selected

endmembers change as frames are evaluated. For clarity, the modified version of AGES is shown
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in Algorithm 2.3. It is worth mentioning that this is subtly different to the method proposed by

Dowler, as the retained endmembers are not re-selected using image registration from pixels in

the current frame. Instead, the reflectance spectrum captured in the previous frame is re-used. In

addition to testing this method with using full-complexity PCA, we will evaluate its performance

using PCA that uses the previous frames endmembers to generate the covariance matrix as in

§2.1.2.6. This represents what could be considered an extremely low-complexity approach for a

hyperspectral video system and will give us an indication of how the AGES algorithm is affected

by this covariance estimation method. Since this method accumulates endmember information

over time, this algorithm is called Accumulated Abundance Guided Endmember Selection or

A-AGES.

Algorithm 2.3 Accumulated Abundance Guided Endmember Selection (A-AGES)

1. Calculate the PCA transformation matrix, the eigenvectors corresponding to the M
largest eigenvalues of the scene covariance matrix: V = eigM (Σ [n]), V ∈ R

λ×M

2. Use the previous frames endmembers as the initial estimate
E [n] =

[

e1 [n− 1] · · · eM [n− 1]
]

3. Project E [n] onto the reduced PCA representation, Ei [n] ∈ R
λ×M : Ei [n] = VV⊤E [n].

4. Invert the data ui [n] =
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)−1

Ei [n]⊤ xi [n]

(a) ci [n] = ui [n]−
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)−1

1
[

1⊤
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)

1
]−1 (

1⊤ui [n]− 1
)

(b) C [n] =
[

c1 [n] · · · cp [n]
]

5. Find the pixel with the maximum abundance i, j = argmaxij (|cij [n]|)

6. If |cij [n]| − 1 > ethresh then update the jthendmember ej [n] = x [n]i and goto 3, else,
terminate.

2.3.3 Endmember Relevance

The second technique we will investigate is using only the abundance fractions produced by

AGES to determine endmember suitability. Here, any number of endmembers can be replaced

or retained depending on whether they meet the criteria for significance and if no better replace-

ments exist. This ensures there is a degree of redundancy between endmembers determined in

the previous frame, but enforces a lower limit on endmember significance.

The algorithm runs exactly as A-AGES (§2.3.2), however, in each frame the relevance of

each endmember is also evaluated. The relevance of an endmember is defined as the maximum
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abundance for that endmember in the current frame. If the maximum abundance for an end-

member drops below a predefined relevance threshold, then the endmember undergoes a forced

replacement. This relevance threshold is defined as ρ. If ρ = 1 then the algorithm will behave

the similar to a basic implementation of AGES, iterating until it finds the largest possible sim-

plex and disregarding any endmembers which no-longer appear as pure pixels in the data. If

ρ = 0 then the algorithm will never replace endmembers unless a larger volume simplex could be

found. This is identical to A-AGES. For clarity the complete algorithm is shown as Algorithm

2.4. This algorithm relies on the relevance of endmembers between frames so is called Rel-

evance Abundance Guided Endmember Selection, or R-AGES. Figures 2.14a, 2.14c and 2.14e

show a 10-endmember sample result using this method on the simulated data set. This experi-

ment used values for ρ of 0.8 (red), 0.5 (green) and 0.3 (blue) and is compared to the reference

implementation of AGES.

2.3.4 Timed Endmembers

Another potential modification to AGES is enforcing that an endmember has a maximum lifespan

before it is no longer considered temporally relevant. This will modify the A-AGES algorithm

with a lifespan variable (τj) for each stored endmember. The lifespan variable keeps a record of

the number of frames since the endmember was last replaced. For example, if the jth endmember

is replaced at frame n then the endmember lifespan variable is initialized to zero (τj = 0). If the

jth endmember is not replaced in frame n then the lifespan is incremented (τj = τj + 1). If τj

reaches a predetermined value of τmax frames, then the jth endmember will be replaced regardless

of its current relevance in the image. This is to ensure that we are always using endmembers that

are temporally relevant. Possible values for τmax could be related to the human visual system,

how fast the camera is moving or the scene lighting changes. Practically, we will consider several

values for τmax based on our assumption of a frame rate of 30 FPS with < 5% of the pixels

changing per frame. Firstly, we will consider τmax = 5, representing a very short life cycle as

it is much lower than the frames per second. This will offer the smallest gains in speed, but

with the highest accuracy when compared to a base AGES implementation. Secondly, we will

consider τmax = 20 which represents a much longer cycle but still well within a small period of

movement for human operation. Lastly, we show τmax = 40 which is a noticeably long period

for any operator of the hyperspectral system (> 1s).

Figures 2.14b, 2.14d and 2.14f show the effect of using these values for τmax on the simulated
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Algorithm 2.4 Relevance Abundance Guided Endmember Selection (R-AGES)

1. Empty the forced replacement set: F ← ∅

2. If n > 1

(a) Calculate maximum abundance of each endmember aj = maxi

(

c [n− 1]ij

)

(b) If any aj < ρ then F ← {F, j}

3. Calculate the PCA transformation matrix, the eigenvectors corresponding to the M
largest eigenvalues of the scene covariance matrix: V = eigM (Σ [n]), V ∈ R

λ×M

4. Use the previous frames endmembers as the initial estimate
E [n] =

[

e1 [n− 1] · · · eM [n− 1]
]

5. Project E [n] onto the reduced PCA representation, Ei [n] ∈ R
λ×M : Ei [n] = VV⊤E [n].

6. Invert the data ui [n] =
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)−1

Ei [n]⊤ xi [n]

(a) ci [n] = ui [n]−
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)−1

1
[

1⊤
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)

1
]−1 (

1⊤ui [n]− 1
)

(b) C [n] =
[

c1 [n] · · · cp [n]
]

7. Find the pixel with the maximum abundance i, j = argmaxi,j (|cij [n]|)

8. If
∣

∣

∣c [n]ij

∣

∣

∣− 1 > ǫthresh then

(a) Update endmember ej [n] = x [n]i

(b) if j ∈ F , F ← F\ {j}

(c) goto 5

9. If F 6= ∅

(a) k = argminj (aj) | j ∈ F

(b) F ← F\ {k}

(c) p = argmaxi (|cik [n]|)

(d) ek [n] = x [n]p

(e) goto 5

(f) else terminate.
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data set. Functionally, this algorithm is identical to the R-AGES algorithm in §2.3.3 except

the decision to force a replacement is made uses the endmember age instead of the endmember

relevance metric. The complete algorithm is called Timed Abundance Guided Endmember

Selection or T-AGES and is shown in Algorithm 2.5.

Algorithm 2.5 Timed Abundance Guided Endmember Selection (T-AGES)

1. If n = 1 then for j = 1 . . . M

(a) τj [n] = 0 else

(b) τj [n] = τj [n− 1] + 1

2. Calculate the PCA transformation matrix, the eigenvectors corresponding to the M largest
eigenvalues of the scene covariance matrix: V = eigM (Σ [n]), V ∈ R

λ×M

3. Use the previous frames endmembers as the initial estimate
E [n] =

[

e1 [n− 1] · · · eM [n− 1]
]

4. Calculate the image of E [n] on the reduced PCA space: Ei [n] = VV⊤E [n]

5. Invert the data ui [n] =
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)−1

Ei [n]⊤ xi [n]

(a) ci [n] = ui [n]−
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)−1

1
[

1⊤
(

Ei [n]⊤ Ei [n]
)

1
]−1 (

1⊤ui [n]− 1
)

(b) C [n] =
[

c1 [n] · · · cp [n]
]

6. Find the pixel with the maximum abundance i, j = argmaxi,j (|cij|)

7. If |cij| − 1 > ethresh then

(a) Update the ej [n] = x [n]i

(b) if j ∈ F , F ← F\ {j}

(c) τj = 0

(d) goto 4

8. If any τj > τmax then

(a) k = argmaxj (τj)

(b) p = argmaxi (|cik [n]|)

(c) ej [n] = x [n]p

(d) τk = 0

(e) goto 4

(f) else terminate
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Figure 2.14: Sample results for AGES methods. Simulated data set, M = 10. (a), (c), (e)
R-AGES. (b), (d), (f) T-AGES.
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2.3.5 Results

In addition to the endmember variability and volume metrics used for 2.1.4, an iteration count

for AGES was included in these experiments to indicate the relative complexity of the proposed

methods. The iteration count is an effective metric, as the modified AGES variants are still

dominated by the additivity-constrained inversion process. Figure 2.15 shows how the algorithms

perform on the simulated data set and the Moffett data set when M = 10. These results are a

representative sample taken from 10 independent 50 frame trials on these data sets. For these

results τmax = 5 and ρ = 0.8 for T-AGES and R-AGES respectively.

The results in Figure 2.15 show that utilising the endmembers of the previous frame signific-

antly reduces the number of iterations required for AGES’s convergence. Only 2−4 iterations are

required in most cases, compared to approximately 15 for complete convergence from a naïve

initialisation. Interestingly, A-AGES using the previous frame’s endmembers to generate the

covariance matrix requires the least number of iterations (< 2), less than when using a naïve

covariance calculation. This is attributed to the algorithm favouring existing endmembers as it

searches in a subspace defined by endmembers in the previous frame. While this is undesirable

when finding new endmembers, it does promote a inter-frame temporal smoothing effect on the

abundance maps. This is important for a human observer, as discussed in §4.

The effect of τmax = 5 in the T-AGES algorithm is apparent where a spike in the number

of replacements is shown every 5 frames after an initial offset. However, in practise a 5-frame

maximum age is an extremely short time frame and a longer time frame is readily used. Ad-

ditionally, we see the variability of all methods remains similar to that of the AGES reference

implementation (< 0.6). This indicates that selected endmembers are similar to those selected

by the reference algorithm. The volume of the simplexes produced are also easily within an

order of magnitude of the reference AGES and N-FINDR algorithms for each frame. Note the

generally higher volumes produced by N-FINDR as documented in Dowler’s thesis [12]. We see

the worst case scenario for the approximation methods is almost an order of magnitude smaller

in simplex volume around frame 37 in the Moffett Field scene. This is less concerning as we

see from the corresponding endmember variability plot that there is not a significant difference

between the endmembers produced and the reference AGES algorithm.

The endmember covariance estimate method allows AGES to find larger volume simplexes

than when using PCA vectors, calculated exactly or though an estimate. These results are in-

line with the results in Dowler’s thesis with the modified AGES variants performing similarly to
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the single-frame AGES implementations in his thesis. The video rate AGES algorithm detailed

by Dowler as a method for video-rate processing is restricted to one replacement (and thus one

iteration) per frame. This means that it is less complex than the proposed methods, however,

it relies on image registration. The proposed methods use more iterations/replacements but are

free from this restriction. Single replacement restrictions for the proposed methods are discussed

in §2.3.5.4.

2.3.5.1 Abundance Maps

We also need to consider how these different methods of AGES compare when looking at the

abundance maps they produce. Figure 2.16 and 2.17 show the last frame of a 50 frame sequence

using the methods described above. It would be impractical to show every frame of the sequence

in this thesis so the last frame is used as a representative sample. The assumption is that any

long-term error will be at its worse at the end of the sequence. While this does not adequately

show how inter-frame abundances are related, this is explored in Chapter 4. Figure 2.16 shows

the reference AGES, T-AGES, R-AGES and A-AGES methods compared to the ground truth.

Again, we have chosen to show an M = 10 example, when we know that the ground truth is

M = 9 this serves to show typical results if the number of endmembers has been estimated

incorrectly. There are a number of endmembers that seem to share the abundance map of a

single endmember in the ground truth and shows the effects of using an incorrect number of

endmembers compared to the number in the scene. An example of this is shown in Figure

2.16 by endmembers 1 and 2 in row 2. These represent a split representation of ground truth

endmember 1 (row 6). Barring the split endmembers, the remaining abundance maps are well

represented compared to the AGES reference method and the ground truth. Figure 2.17 shows

the same experiment in the Moffett Field data set.

2.3.5.2 Endmembers

Finally, the endmembers selected using the modified variants of AGES are evaluated. Although

the endmembers are directly related to the abundance maps, it is worth considering them sep-

arately. Figure 2.18 shows the 10 normalised endmembers selected at the end of a 50-frame

run in the Moffett Field scene. Likewise, Figure 2.19 shows 10 normalised endmembers from

the simulated data scene with added noise equivalent to an approximate SNR of Moffett Field.

The simulated data scene also shows the 9 ground truth endmembers as a reference, with the

unmatched endmembers shown in Figure 2.19j.
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Figure 2.15: Results using modified AGES algorithms. (a), (c), (e) M = 10, simulated data set.
(b), (d), (f) M = 10, Moffett field data set
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Figure 2.16: Abundance maps, simulated scene, M = 10. Rows show abundance maps for
individual methods. Row 1, A-AGES. Row 2, AGES with endmember covariance estimate. Row
3, Reference AGES. Row 4, R-AGES. Row 5, T-AGES. Row 6, Ground Truth of 9 endmembers.
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Figure 2.17: Abundance maps, Moffett Field, M = 10. Rows show abundance maps for indi-
vidual methods. Row 1, A-AGES. Row 2, AGES with endmember covariance estimate. Row 3,
Reference AGES. Row 4, R-AGES. Row 5, T-AGES.
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Table 2.1 shows the SAM angle for the best fit endmembers compared to a base AGES

reference implementation. Table 2.2 shows the best fit endmembers for the Simulated data set

with added noise relative to the known ground truth endmembers. The SAM angle between the

reference AGES and the modified variants of AGES show that there is indeed some significant

differences. For example, endmember 1 in all modified variants is poorly represented with an

≈ 12◦ − 31◦ angle between it and the reference. However, there are a number of accurately

represented endmembers such as endmember 5 which ranges from ≈ 0◦ − 1.43◦. While these

results are not particularly good, they do not mean that the endmembers selected are of poorer

quality. Only that they are not the same as those selected by the AGES implementation. To

determine if the endmembers are a better selection we look at the endmembers selected in

the simulated data set. Here we have the complete pixel-accurate ground truth and known

endmembers. This shows a high degree of agreement with the underlying ground truth with

endmembers 2, 4, 5 and 7 for all methods, with the maximum deviation of ≈ 5.6◦ reported by

the reference method. Endmembers 1, 6, 8 and 9 show higher degrees of deviation but still with

a maximum of ≈ 12◦ by the reference method. This shows that, in general, all of the methods

proposed out perform the reference method when comparing to the endmembers in the known

ground truth. Endmember 3 in all cases exhibits the worst deviation of ≈ 20◦. This is consistent

with the reference method and indicates that perhaps a pure pixel was not available in this

sub-scene for endmember 3 as all methods fail to find a better endmember. These results show,

that overall, the modified variants of AGES produce endmembers that are of equal or better

quality compared to the reference AGES implementation. These endmembers can be different

to those found by the reference AGES method which considered only pixels within the current

frame.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Endmember AGES 26.01 12.95 8.71 11.17 1.43 4.81 18.45 5.44 7.22 20.51
Accumulated AGES 31.63 0 14.67 11.17 0.74 19.65 1.26 4.07 8.42 11.52
Timed AGES 12.15 14.04 10.71 4.70 1.43 4.76 17.93 1.38 13.75 10.83
Relevance AGES 24.47 0 0 6.82 0 18.68 1.95 3.95 15.01 12.61

Table 2.1: SAM Angle Best-Fit Endmember to reference AGES in degrees, Moffett Field data
set.

2.3.5.3 Accumulated Error from Estimation

We must consider the risk that using the methods described in §2.1, §2.2 or §2.3 could lead to a

situation where the endmembers are unfairly favoured, or a form of selection bias is introduced
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Figure 2.18: Moffett Field Endmembers, M = 10.
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Figure 2.19: Simulated Data Endmembers from added noise scene, M = 10.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Reference AGES 8.42 0.92 20.40 1.95 5.56 10.31 1.66 11.92 7.28
Endmember AGES 4.64 0.74 20.34 1.49 2.18 3.32 1.32 1.20 5.10
Accumulated AGES 4.81 1.20 20.40 1.32 2.46 2.64 1.38 1.20 5.21
Timed AGES 8.82 0.80 20.40 1.89 2.29 10.31 1.20 12.03 8.19
Relevance AGES 8.54 1.26 20.40 1.72 1.89 9.91 1.03 1.09 7.28

Table 2.2: SAM Angle Best-Fit Endmember to ground truth in degrees, simulated data set with
added noise M = 10.

over a large number of frames. This concern is particularly valid when considering a scene that

has endmembers that rapidly change. To confirm the long term stability of determining the

covariance from the previous frames endmembers, a longer experiment was conducted. This

experiment is identical to those performed in §2.1.4 but evaluated 360 frames of a 128 × 128

image. The N-FINDR volume results are shown in Figure 2.20. These results show clearly

that even over a much longer period, the simplex volume consistently tracks with the reference

methods. However, it also shows that reusing the covariance matrix from the first frame in the

sequence also tracks the data. This implies that the volume of the simplex is not significantly

dependant on having an exact subspace to work in, or at the least that the subspace does not

change significantly when moving around.

With any of the estimation techniques mentioned in §2 that use results from previous frames,

there is the danger that over prolonged use errors will build up and render the techniques

ineffective for video analysis. To prevent this from developing, a complete calculation should be

done periodically to reset any error to baseline levels. We have seen throughout §2 that using

the results of a previous frame is an acceptable method in many cases. This shows that we can

split the complex calculation of the complete covariance matrix across multiple frames and still

retain the benefits of a base-line error correction, even if the result arrives a number of frames

late. If a larger error can be tolerated, a high quality estimate could be used in place of a full

covariance calculation.

2.3.5.4 Single Endmember Replacements

Single endmember replacements are discussed in the description of the AGES algorithm in

Dowler’s thesis [12]. Dowler suggests that pixels only need to be replaced if there is no suitably

high abundance pixel in the current frame, otherwise they are tracked using image registration.

While the technique outlined in Dowler’s thesis and in §2.3.3 can lead to the situation where

only a single endmember is replaced, it is unlikely. To force the number of endmembers that can
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Figure 2.20: Long term Results

change to a single endmember will dramatically slow down the response of the overall algorithm,

although, it will lead to significant performance gains. Choosing the endmember to replace

requires selection based on multiple criteria depending on the algorithm. For example, has the

endmember temporally expired (§2.3.4) or is it still relevant (§2.3.3)? Which replacement takes

priority when multiple endmembers ought to be replaced? For this experiment we used identical

modified AGES algorithms, and once a replacement was made the algorithm would immediately

terminate. This leads to the scenario where standard AGES replacements are of a higher priority

than those from violations of the temporal ageing or relevance constraints. Figure 2.21 shows

the simplex volume and endmember variability results for the previously described alterations to

AGES. These algorithms had the additional restriction that only a single replacement be made

each frame and were evaluated on the simulated data set with M = 10. When using single

replacements it takes at least as many iterations as there are endmembers for the algorithm to

converge to a stable solution.

These results show that the response time of the algorithm is slowed down. Indeed, the first

few frames would not be suitable for accurate abundance map generation as they show significant

endmember variation from an AGES reference (> 10 ) and also much reduced volumes of the

final simplexes (multiple orders of magnitude). However, over time the methods seem to align

with the AGES and N-FINDR reference methods. This is likely due to the high amount of

redundancy in adjacent frames. The initial frames also represent the time taken to adjust to a

step-discontinuity in the overall data set and show that single-replacement methods would have

degraded performance in these situations. These results indicate that restricting the methods

to single replacements is a viable strategy, if the increase in response time is acceptable for the

application.
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Figure 2.21: Evaluation of Modified AGES methods with a single replacement per frame restric-
tion. M = 10, Moffett Field. (a) Simplex Volume. (b) Variability.

2.4 Closing Remarks

Throughout this chapter we have explored a variety of ways to exploit the redundancy of hyper-

spectral video frames in the unmixing process. The question remains: what is the best method

overall for creating a fast, but still reasonably accurate streaming hyperspectral video algorithm?

Based upon the results in this chapter, it is this author’s opinion that there are a number of

significant modifications to the original algorithms which provide a good trade-off and overall

a better performing algorithm. Given that the effect of the covariance matrix on overall sim-

plex volumes and endmember quality is limited between closely correlated frames, one of the

covariance estimate methods should be used. Potential users should consider two approaches.

Firstly, they should consider an estimated approach, as only a small number of pixels produce

a reasonable principal component space, even if the vectors themselves do not match particularly

well. One potential problem to creating an estimate in this fashion is the memory containing the

whole scene still has to be accessed. This can add hidden complexity in the form of inefficient

memory access patterns, despite the lower data volume required. If speed is paramount, the

most computationally tractable method is to use the covariance matrix of the previous frame’s

endmembers, or just reusing the previous frame’s covariance matrix. Ultimately, the more pixels

that are included in the covariance estimate the more accurate the result will be. The first

order eigenupdate method is a double edged sword, having an adverse effect on the quality of

the detected endmembers over a relatively small number of frames. However, it does stop the

user from having to perform an eigendecomposition in each frame. This saves a small amount of
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computational complexity when not considering hardware, but given that decomposition libraries

may not be available on-chip, it can save additional time if memory transfers and marshalling

is avoided. Implementation is discussed more detail in §5.2.

Finally, the selection of a modified AGES algorithm is essential. Any of the techniques

described previously save a significant number of iterations AGES is required to run, without

compromising the endmembers selected. A-AGES, which never discards endmembers, is prone

to retaining endmembers that are not well represented in the scene and has the potential to

miss an endmember in favour of one that is no longer relevant. In this author’s opinion, the

R-AGES makes the most sense, as the metric for discarding endmembers has physical signi-

ficance. Conversely, T-AGES is harder to calibrate as it is related to camera movement rate,

but could be useful where a scene is changing temporally. R-AGES would allow for significant

endmembers to enter and leave the scene arbitrarily and this is especially important in anomaly

detection applications. Keeping endmembers similar over multiple frames will smooth the res-

ulting abundance maps across the video sequence. This effect is discussed in detail in §4, where

it plays a critical part in making hyperspectral video sequences digestible by a human observer

in real time. Overall, the results of this chapter give some insight to the potential computational

savings that are made by removing the constraint of endmembers residing within the displayed

scene. In addition, these results show that for a video stream with high temporal correlation,

there is no need to completely recalculate the covariance matrix for each frame. Even the most

basic estimation techniques are highly effective in selecting an appropriate subspace for video

sequence processing.





Chapter 3

Unmixing of Video Streams

In the previous chapter we examined several approaches to reducing the complexity of AGES

and endmember determination using inter-frame redundancies. This is only part of the overall

spectral unmixing problem and we have largely avoided discussion of the inversion process.

Abundance maps represent the proportions of endmembers in each pixel and are generated

by inverting reflectance data using detected endmembers. One of the more common approaches

centres around least squares and linear mixing as described in §1.2.2 [31]. AGES is based around

the additivity-constrained least squares inversion problem. Given that AGES is the focus of

our investigation into video rate unmixing, we will investigate related least squares unmixing

methods. This class of unmixing solutions minimises the l2 residual error between reconstructed

and measured reflectance spectra. It is not clear which of these methods is most suitable for a

video-rate hyperspectral system, nor is it clear that additivity-constrained inversion is the most

suitable for endmember selection.

The most important assumption in linear mixing is that all pixels in an image will be a

convex combination of the detected endmembers. Indeed, this fact is relied upon for geometric

algorithms such as AGES and N-FINDR. These algorithms also assume endmembers will reside

within the current frame and that pure pixels are guaranteed to exist within this frame. While

this model works well for ideal data sets, it does not necessarily fit well for some real-world

scenes. In real applications we cannot guarantee perfect selection of pure endmembers and we

have demonstrated that selecting endmembers from temporally or spatially correlated frames has

some advantages. Additionally, there may be localised variations in lighting. These variations

can have serious consequences for the validity of these unmixing strategies [39]. We have con-

centrated on simplex growth methods such as AGES and N-FINDR. These algorithms restrict

their endmember selection to directly observed pixels. This is desirable for any system used

97
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by audiences with modest scientific knowledge, as endmembers are directly related to in-scene

objects.

Since the primary outputs of these unmixing techniques are maps of spatial material abund-

ance we will concentrate on how these maps are affected. Quantitative evaluation of abundance

maps requires pixel-accurate ground truth data, so we use our simulated data set for this pur-

pose. Video rate systems also have an additional requirement that sequential frames have similar

abundance maps for ease of interpretation. This means that whatever unmixing strategy is used,

it should not be adversely affected by slightly changed endmembers in each frame. We should

also favour unmixing techniques that perform better in noisy environments. This chapter is an

investigation into the least squares unmixing strategies and how they perform in the context of

a real-time terrestrial video system. Finally, we discuss a further modification to AGES that

compensates for significant shadowing effects. This new method, known as Shadow-corrected

AGES (SAGES), exploits the geometric properties of unconstrained inversion and maximises a

modified simplex when compared to N-FINDR or AGES.

3.1 Evaluation of Unmixing Strategies

To determine which unmixing strategy is the most suitable for a video application, we will in-

vestigate the common ways of unmixing described in §1.2.2. However, we acknowledge that the

current endmember set may not contain the best endmembers for the unmixing application. A

strict linear mixing model implies that all pixels will reside in the simplex defined by the chosen

endmembers. Noise or incorrect endmember selection can cause these models to produce results

with small negative abundances. Additionally, the effect of shadowing could cause the additiv-

ity constraint to be invalid [39]. Forcing abundance maps to abide by a strict fully-constrained

unmixing strategy will force some abundances to misrepresent the true received reflectance spec-

trum at that location. If we consider that a perfect set of endmembers were detected, such that

all pixels fit within the simplex defined by these endmembers, then unconstrained inversion would

produce results that naturally abide by the additivity and non-negativity constraint. It is only

because received data does not fit perfectly within the simplex defined by selected endmembers

that extra constraints are required. When considering added noise, intra-frame illumination

variances and potential improper endmember selection we must acknowledge that real-world

data might not relate well to this strict interpretation of the linear mixing model. This raises

the question; in the presence of noise and shadowing, should we enforce the non-negativity and
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additivity constraints?

3.1.1 Shadowing and Additivity

Typically real-world abundance fractions must add to 1 (100%). This ultimately results in

the use of the additivity constraint in the l2 inversion process. One important consideration

when investigating the quality of abundance maps and the additivity constraint is shadowing.

Previously, we have considered that our scene has illumination that does not dramatically change

over time, i.e. whatever the illumination of a pixel is, it does not change substantially between

frames (§1.5.2.3). However, we have not addressed the case of intra-frame illumination variation.

With intra-frame illumination, an individual pixel is subject to changed overall illumination

compared to other pixels in the image. This means a reflectance vector that is longer or shorter

than expected, but still pointing in the same direction (as it corresponds to the same physical

material) [154]. Pixel brightness is not the only determining factor related to pixel shadowing, the

reflectance of materials is also important. Consider the reflectance spectrum of a dark material

such as black paint and that of a lighter material such as red paint. The black paint absorbs

much of the light that falls on it, it will have both a different spectral shape (i.e. direction)

and a reduced intensity when compared to the spectrum of the red paint. This in turn means

that even a uniformly lit scene with no shadowing would not have a consistent brightness for

every pixel vector, mixed or otherwise. Ultimately, this kind of variation would be accurately

modelled by the final positions of the red and black paint endmembers. However, this is only

true if the incident light on the scene was uniform.

Typically the effects of shadow are handled with a shadow endmember [47, 23]. Here, one of

the endmembers is considered to represent the effect that shadow will have on the overall data set.

This allows for the abundance to conform to the additivity and non-negativity constraints, but

also accounts for a varying illumination level. The assumption is one of the selected endmembers

will likely be close to the shadow endmember and account for the effects of shadowing. Another

approach is rescaling or normalising each pixel to a mean brightness as in Iterated Constrained

Endmembers [38]. However, as Roper shows, neither of these methods produce the expected

results [40, 39]. To retrieve correct abundance maps further modelling is required. This is

because the selected shadow endmember is not located at the origin where the ideal shadow

endmember resides. Assuming every pixel is uniformly lit is also inappropriate as it does not

represent most real world scenes.
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Roper suggests forcing the detected shadow endmember (the endmember with the smallest

l2 norm) to 0 and using his Conical Sub-simplex Projection (CSP) to allow for unmixing with

a column of 0s. The key behind CSP is to project along the vector through the origin in a

perspective projection. This replaces the orthogonal projection used in additivity-constrained

inversion to select the appropriate point on the “sum-to-one” hyperplane. Figure 3.1 shows this

as x projected onto xs where the more traditional orthogonal projection uses x⊥. This projection

ensures that the proportionality of the abundances between each endmember is preserved. Roper

overcomes the limitation of inversion using a rank-deficient matrix by including an offset in

detected endmembers and pixels [39]. He then rescales the abundances relating to the non-

shadow endmembers to 1.
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Figure 3.1: Two-endmember example highlighting the difference between perspective and ortho-
gonal projections to the “sum-to-one” hyperplane.

There are distinct similarities between CSP and the results of normalised unconstrained

inversion using only the non-shadow endmembers. An equivalent effect can also be achieved by

unmixing only the non-shadow endmembers using unconstrained inversion and then rescaling the

resulting abundances so they sum to one. This is because the zero endmember cannot have an

effect on the residual error and is used only to account for the enforced additivity constraint. This

means the solution to u = argmin
a
‖Ea − x‖2 with and without a 0 endmember is identical. If

we use unconstrained inversion and then rescale the resulting abundances, it implicitly accounts

for the inclusion of a shadow endmember at 0.

Roper also points out that unless detected endmembers are in the correct brightness ratio,

then these resulting abundance fractions will still be incorrect [40, 39]. He also suggests a

method to correct for this effect of shadowing, but it relies on using a reflectance standard
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at each endmember location or knowing the relative brightness of the endmembers themselves

[40]. While this strategy is effective, it is impractical for a mobile real-time video system.

Acknowledging this deviation from best practice, when selecting endmembers we will accept

that favourably selecting brighter pixels to maximise simplex volume is appropriate as generally

they have lower SNR. It is a further assumption that the brightest pixel in each endmember

class will also contain this inherent brightness information.

For us to consider methods that account for shadowing of endmembers and pixels, we must

further look at how shadowing affects hyperspectral data. Consider the endmembers e1 and e2

and a scaled version of each representing a different illumination level such that ē1 = αe1 and

ē2 = αe2, where α accounts for the illumination difference. This is true of any endmember or

pixel that is affected by illumination variation and indeed α could vary between endmembers.

Now consider a scene where the endmembers detected by AGES or N-FINDR are completely

pure. If all other pixels conform to the linear mixing model with an additivity constraint they

must reside in the “sum-to-one” hyperplane defined by these endmembers. In a two-endmember

system this is represented by the dashed line shown in Figure 3.1. This would imply that the

scene has no shadowing and the results of unconstrained inversion and additivity constrained

inversion are identical.

If a pixel is shadowed it would reside in the cone described by e1 and e2. The pixels contained

in the simplex defined by e1, e2 and the origin correspond to pixels that are more shadowed

than the endmembers. Pixels outside this simplex (but still within the cone) represent brighter

pixels. However, regardless of pixel shadowing, the abundance fractions of the underlying ground

truth remain the same. That is, shadowed and non-shadowed pixels of the same material should

both lie on the line extending from the origin that represents the same fractional proportion.

Figure 3.1 shows a pixel x projected onto the additivity-constrained hyperplane of endmembers

e1 and e2 using additivity-constrained inversion (involving an orthogonal projection) shown as

x⊥. This orthogonal projection does not lie on this line from the origin that represents the same

abundance fraction. xs shows the scaled unconstrained inversion result for pixel x such that the

abundance is scaled to 1 after the unmixing step. This is similar to the normalised approaches

by Heinz where abundances are rescaled after unmixing to apply the additivity constraint [44].

Scaling in this manner is appropriate because shadowing of a pixel or endmember can only affect

the length of the vector not its direction [154]. In this case, we would expect the proportional

abundance to remain unchanged.

To further examine this effect we used the data in Roper’s original endmember shadowing
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experiment. This data set has known sections of two shadowed endmembers with 0%, 25%, 50%

and 100% abundance fractions [40]. This is shown in Figure 3.2 where we compare the results

from Roper’s CSP and his corrected CSP-with geometric endmember inference (CSP-GEI) to the

methods of unmixing the non-shadow endmembers with post scaling including the Normalised

Non-negative Constrained Least Squares (NNCLS) from Heinz’s work [44].
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Figure 3.2: Simple shadowing results. (a) CSP-GEI. (b) CSP. (c) Unconstrained inversion with
post normalisation. (d) NNCLS. (e) Additivity-constrained inversion.

Figure 3.2 shows for the simple scene described in Roper’s paper, CSP-GEI produces the

most accurate results. We also verify that CSP produces equivalent results to unconstrained

inversion with a post normalisation step. NNCLS produces results where pixel abundances

show an overall distribution close to the underlying image ground truth, although the 0 and

1 abundances have additional pixels forced to these points. Given that the original ground

truth cannot contain pixels which have negative abundance fractions, nor abundance fractions

that sum to more than 1 this represents a better picture of the underlying data set. The most

convincing result is that additivity-constrained inversion without any correction produces results

inconsistent with the underlying ground truth. The results from raw additivity-constrained
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inversion are completely divergent from the expected distribution of abundances. This replicates

Roper’s work on shadowing and shows there is questionable utility of the additivity-constrained

inversion in the presence of significant shadowing.

This observation is only true for a data set which has a varying intra-frame illumination level,

as these effects are not present when the scene is uniformly lit. We can verify this using our

simulated data set which has been created with no intra-frame illumination variation. Here we

compare the original scene and its abundances with a scene where the top left corner has been

artificially shadowed such that each pixel is 50% dimmer than it previously was (but keeping the

underlying material ground truth the same). Figure 3.3 shows how the additivity-constrained

variant has significant artefacts due to illumination when compared to the result from CSP. Row

1 shows the abundance maps from additivity-constrained inversion on a non-shadowed scene.

Row 2 shows additivity-constrained inversion with the shadowed scene. Row 3 shows the ground

truth of 9 endmembers. Row 4 shows CSP on the shadowed scene. Row 5 shows CSP without

shadowing. The shadowed and non-shadowed images used separate runs of AGES to determine

the endmembers used for inversion. This replicates a real-world scenario where shadowing was

applied. We see clearly that additivity-constrained inversion on a shadowed scene (row 2) has a

distinct area corresponding to the shadowed region which does not align with its corresponding

ground truth (row 3). However, the same scene unmixed using CSP (row 4) shows a much

higher agreement with the ground truth. In the non-shadowed trials (rows 1 and 5) we see that

there is a high amount of agreement between both methods indicating that it, as expected, the

shadowing causes this discrepancy.

The effect of intra-frame illumination variations is clearly significant. While these variations

might not be as substantial in a typical remote sensing application such as satellite imaging, they

will be much more pronounced in an indoor terrestrial application such as crime scene analysis.

Since it is unlikely that we can rely in uniform intra-frame illumination, we must consider that

forcing an additivity constraint in these scenes is inappropriate and that other methods such as

NNCLS may be more appropriate.

3.1.2 Abundance Map Quality

Before we can evaluate which unmixing strategy is most suited to a video system we must consider

how to quantify desirable properties. We have seen that the additivity constraint can adversely

affect abundance maps when used in a scene with significant intra-frame shadowing. Ultimately,
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Figure 3.3: Simulated data set showing effects of additivity constraint. Row 1 shows abundance
maps from additivity-constrained inversion on the shadow-free scene. Row 2 shows abundance
maps from additivity-constrained inversion on the shadowed scene. Row 3 shows abundance
maps from the ground truth. Row 4 shows abundance maps from CSP on the shadowed scene.
Row 5 shows abundance maps from CSP on the shadow-free scene.

we are interested in how accurately the abundance maps represent the underlying ground truth.

To evaluate this we unmixed the simulated scene and created a normalised estimate of the

error between the known ground truth and the abundances. For this experiment we used a

combination of unmixing methods based upon our previous results. Firstly, we included the

basic least squared unmixing techniques, unconstrained (UCLS), additivity-constrained (ACLS),

non-negativity constrained (NNLS) and fully-constrained (FCLS) least squares. In addition

we included Roper’s CSP [39] and Heinz’s normalised non-negativity constrained least squares

(NNCLS) [43]. While Heinz does not address shadowing specifically, this method fits well as it

uses a perspective projection like CSP, instead of the orthogonal projection used in additivity-

constrained inversion. Similarly, we used a normalised unconstrained least squares (NUCLS)

method. This method sets negative abundances to zero, then rescales abundances to the sum-

to-one hyperplane. Roper’s CSP-GEI is not used as it requires accurate brightness measurements

using a reflectance standard at endmember locations, something that is not practicable in typical

real-time applications. The metric for determining the error between the ground truth and our

estimated abundance is the normalised l2 residual of the abundance for pixel i (ǫi)

ǫi =
‖ai − âi‖2

‖ai‖2

(3.1)
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where a ∈ R
M represents the ground truth abundance and â ∈ R

M represents our estimate

of the abundance. This normalised error is then shown as a cumulative distribution function for

the whole scene to give an idea of how accurately pixels are represented.

When assessing the quality of endmembers or abundance maps produced by AGES, end-

members are not necessarily produced in a known order i.e. e1 [n− 1] may not represent the

same physical material as e1 [n]. Endmember reflectance spectra are also not easily matched to

ground truth representations. The spectral angle mapper (SAM) (§1.2.5) is commonly used to

determine the similarity of endmembers. However, SAM does not match between two endmem-

ber sets i.e. find the closest endmember to e1 [n− 1] in E [n]. In order to evaluate the selected

endmembers and the corresponding abundance maps, we need a method to match endmembers

between them. This is also important when considering the similar effect of spectral shuffling

between frames (§4.3). In order to find the best set of endmembers between two endmember

sets we will utilise the relationship between sets of endmembers and the non-negative inversion

problem. This is related to the endmember variability metric in §2.1.3.2. Consider two end-

member sets E ∈ R
λ×M and Ê ∈ R

λ×M =
[

ê1 . . . êM

]

, if we unmix one set with the other

we are solving the unmixing problem

an = argmin
a
‖Ea − ên‖2

with the constraint a � 0∗. We also want to account for the effects of shade as best we can by

rescaling this abundance so it sums to one (§3.1.1). If ên exists as a column in E then this is the

trivial solution where an has a 1 in the location of ên in E and 0s everywhere else. This means that

for cases where the endmembers are exactly the same (but in a different order), the abundance

map would represent a permutation matrix that arranges the endmembers into the same order.

However, it is unlikely that E and Ê will be the same due to the effects of noise, different

starting conditions or different endmember determination methods. AGES and N-FINDR, for

example, can produce different results depending on initial starting conditions. In this case we

will almost certainly see some mixing effects and endmember abundances will no longer be an

exact permutation matrix. However, we can still infer information about which endmember

is best matched. Consider the best matched endmembers; they will be the endmembers that

have an abundance that corresponds most closely to a pure pixel. A perfectly pure match will

correspond to a vector with a single 1 at the matching endmember location, with all remaining

∗Here, � represents the element-wise inequality ai ≥ 0 ∀ i = 1 . . . M
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elements equal to 0. A pixel which was perfectly mixed would have an equal abundance for each

endmember. Consider the following 3-endmember example where ê3 is a mixed endmember, and

ê1, ê2 represent e3, e1 respectively.

E =















1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1















Ê =















0 1 0.5

0 0 0.5

1 0 0.5















Unmixing these endmember sets subject to a � 0 and normalising produces

argmina ‖Ea − ê1 [n]‖ =
[

0 0 1

]⊤

argmin
a
‖Ea − ê2 [n]‖ =

[

1 0 0

]⊤

argmin
a
‖Ea − ê3 [n]‖ =

[

0.3̇ 0.3̇ 0.3̇

]⊤

These properties align well with the variance of the abundance for this pixel or endmember.

The perfectly mixed pixel would have a variance of 0 as each abundance entry would be identical.

The pure pixel would have a higher variance of var
([

1 01 . . . 0M−1

])

. This gives us a

reasonable idea of which pixels to select when making matches. If we find the endmember with

the highest pixel variance of abundance and match it with the endmember with the highest

abundance we can create the best matched set. This process repeats until all endmembers have

been matched. The benefit of this is that endmember sets need not be the same size. This means

that we could theoretically find the best matches for our calculated endmembers from a large

endmember library. The complete endmember matching algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 3.1.

3.1.3 Variability

There is an additional consideration that is somewhat unique to the hyperspectral video prob-

lem. That is, we must consider how the abundance maps change from frame to frame. Most

endmembers carry over between sequential frames when using AGES video variants, however,

new endmembers are introduced. This means that the abundance maps must change between

frames. We also know that the effect of noise is exaggerated in the abundance mapping pro-

cess [42] and that fully constrained inversion performs best in noisy environments [41]. For our

application, we would prefer unmixing methods that help restrict the overall rapid change in
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Algorithm 3.1 Endmember Matching Algorithm

1. Initialise E =
[

e1 · · · eP

]

with P reference endmembers and Ē =
[

ē1 . . . ēM

]

as
M test endmembers to match.

2. Initialise empty matrices Em and Ēm representing the in-order, best matched endmembers.

3. Unmix the endmembers Ē with the reference set using non-negatively constrained inver-
sion, an = argmina ‖Ea − ēn‖2 subject to a � 0.

4. Normalise the abundances so that a⊤
n 1 = 1, as per NNCLS.

5. Find indices of maximum match, i = argmaxn (var (an))

j = argmaxj

(

(ai)j

)

where (ai)j is the jthelement in vector ai

6. Remove ej from E and add to Em

7. Remove ēi from Ē and add to Ēm

8. If Ē is not empty, then goto 3 else terminate.

abundance maps per frame, without throwing away important information. This will make in-

terpretation by human operators easier and is explored further in §4. To determine how each of

these methods reacts to changes in the endmembers, we need to examine how we might quantify

this change. Recall, the unmixing problem is

a = argmin
a
‖Ea − x‖2

with constraints, such as non-negativity (a � 0) or additivity (a⊤1 = 1). We are interested

in how a changes with small changes in the endmembers (E) or the received pixels (x). Given

a constant x and a number of columns changing in E, we write variation δaE as

δaE = argmin
a
‖[E + δE] a − x‖2 − argmin

a
‖Ea − x‖2

where δE ∈ R
λ×M represents the modification between endmember sets. With changing x we

can also write

δax = argmina ‖Ea − [x + δx]‖2 − argmina ‖Ea − x‖2

where δx represents the noise for pixel x. We are interested in the distributions of ‖δaE‖2 and

‖δax‖2 when given a changing δE or δx. To evaluate this property of unmixing algorithms we
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conducted two experiments: one to measure the changes expected due to added noise on pixels

and another to measure the effect that noise has on the endmembers. The goal of this experiment

was to see variation in the unmixing strategies when coping with noise induced in a scene. Prior

to the unmixing step Gaussian noise was added to endmembers (δE) or pixels (δx) to represent

effects such as Johnson-Nyquist noise. Here, we expected the unmixing strategy with the most

restrictive constraints to produce the best results, i.e the least variation in abundance maps.

This would align with the results in [41] that show the non-negativity constraint is effective at

reducing the impact of noise on abundance maps.

3.1.4 Results

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of ǫ (Equation 3.1) on a sample scene taken from a 512× 512

sub-scene of our simulated data set. These results are a representative sample and show the

general trend of all conducted experiments. The endmembers chosen by AGES were matched

with known ground truth endmembers using Algorithm 3.1 such that abundance maps were

directly comparable.

Figure 3.4a shows the CDF of the normalised error on the simulated scene without significant

noise or shadowing. Here we can see that there is a small difference between the different

methods. We do note that the NNCLS, FCLS, and NNLS all show 2−3 times as many pixels in

the lower error bands, but this quickly equalises at ǫ ≈ 0.05. There is a slight offset that persists

between the methods with the non-negative constraint and those without. This represents only

2 − 3% of the overall pixels, a comparatively small amount. There is a noticeable but small

increase in the quality of the NUCLS method when compared to additivity-constrained and

unconstrained methods.

3.1.4.1 Shadowing

Figure 3.4b shows the same experiment, only this time the simulated image has been corrupted

with a significant source of shadowing. Here, as with the scenes in §3.1.1, the top left quadrant

of the scene is shadowed by reducing the length of pixel reflectance vectors by 50%. We notice a

clear distinction between the methods that can handle unmixing of shadowed scenes and those

that cannot. Methods involving the non-negativity constraint, but not the additivity constraint

show significantly more pixels in the lower error bands. NNCLS has the best results with the

95th percentile of error being ǫ ≈ 0.025. The next distinct group is the NUCLS and CSP
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methods which are similar in operation∗. These also perform well with the 95th percentile error

at ǫ ≈ 0.1. The remaining methods perform considerably worse with a sharp increase in the

cumulative distribution functions of the unconstrained and non-negativity constrained solutions.

Without some form of scaling, these solutions cannot account for the different levels of lighting

present in the images. This results in a significant increase in the level of error for the pixels

with shadowing. As we have shadowed 25% of the image, we see that 75% of the pixels (196608)

have similar error to the corrected pixels. The step at ǫ ≈ 0.3 represents the error from the

shadowed pixels in the image and accounts for the high 95th percentile error for UCLS and

NNLS. Finally, the worst methods are those that are restricted by the additivity constraint.

We see a similar behaviour where 75% of pixels are approximately correct, but the remaining

25% show considerable deviation. This is the result of the additivity constraint exacerbating the

problem of accurately modelling the effects of shadowing.

3.1.4.2 Noise

Figure 3.4c shows the same experiment with added noise. This clearly shows a separation of

the methods and their performance into two groups. Both groups have similar 95thpercentile

error at ǫ ≈ 0.3. However, the three methods that enforce a non-negativity constraint all have

significantly more pixels in low error bands. This is shown the by the steeper CDF between

ǫ = 0 and ǫ ≈ 0.05. The NUCLS method is fractionally better than other methods without the

non-negativity constraint. This is likely due to it’s attempt to remove negative abundances after

solving the unmixing problem.

3.1.4.3 Shadowing and Noise

Figure 3.4d shows the same experiment with noise and shadowing effects both present. Again

we see that the NNCLS methods performs the best, relative to the other methods. However, it

is closely followed by the performance of NNLS and the NUCLS methods. The surprising effect

here is that the CSP method performs poorly. UCLS, ACLS and FCLS all show considerably

more accurate results with CSP having a high 95thpercentile error of ǫ ≈ 4. This is likely due

to extensive modification of abundances due to rescaling, which has been adversely affected by

the noise in the scene. The NUCLS method is clearly not susceptible to this type of error, as it

shows similar performance to NNCLS and NNLS.

∗NUCLS and CSP are identical except CSP does not remove negative abundances prior to scaling.
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3.1.4.4 Widespread Shadowing

This simple shadowing represents the best possible case for a scene, where shadowing is perfectly

spatially defined and constant. While convenient when plotting abundance maps, the effects of

shadowing in a real-world environment are unlikely to be similarly constrained. To model this

behaviour we have created an additional shadowed scene. In this scene every vector in the image

has been rescaled such that its length is between 0.90 − 1.1 of its original unshaded length.

The length modification is selected using a uniformly distributed random number. This more

closely models what one might expect in a real-world shadowed scene, where due to effects of

surface normals, lighting and the environment, each pixel might have a slightly different amount

of shadowing.

Figure 3.4e shows the effect of this small amount of shadowing across the whole scene. Here

we see that FCLS and ACLS both perform considerably poorer than all other methods, with the

95th percentile at ǫ ≈ 0.55 and ǫ ≈ 0.8 respectively. We also see a small difference between the

remaining methods, with NNLS and NNCLS slightly outperforming the rest. Figure 3.4f shows

the scene with widespread shadowing and noise added and we start to see separation between

all the methods. Again NNLS and NNCLS perform the best, with ACLS the worst. In these

circumstances, CSP is only marginally better than UCLS and worse than NUCLS. Ultimately,

these results show that the inclusion of the non-negativity constraint remains important to the

unmixing problem in shadowed scenes. We have also shown that the additivity constraint is

generally not useful when compared to NNLS or NNCLS. NUCLS is the best method that

does not utilise the negativity constraint. This indicates that performing a basic negativity

removal instead of including in the optimisation problem has promising result for the quality of

abundance maps. Indeed, NUCLS is more effective than CSP because of the way it removes the

negative abundances from consideration. These experiments incidentally show that the methods

presented by Heinz are effective methods for unmixing when considering shadowed scenes, despite

this not being a focus of his work.

3.1.4.5 Variability

The evaluation of unmixing strategies’ error rates when considering abundance maps showed that

NUCLS and NNCLS are the most effective techniques for noisy shadowed scenes. To evaluate

if these methods are suitable in a video environment they would ideally have some resilience to

rapid changes in abundance maps resulting from small changes in endmembers or noise. Using
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Figure 3.4: Cumulative distribution function of normalised abundance map error. (a) Simulated
scene with no shadowing or additional noise. (b) Simulated scene with added shadowing. (c)
Simulated scene with added noise. (d) Simulated scene with added shadowing and noise. (e)
Simulated scene with widespread shadowing. (f) Simulated scene with widespread shadowing
and additional noise
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our simulated data set we evaluated the noise performance of NNLS, FCLS, UCLS, ACLS,

NNCLS, CSP and NUCLS. Figure 3.5a shows a cumulative distribution function of ‖δax‖2 for

noisy pixels using each unmixing strategy. We see here that there are two primary groups.

The methods that do not include the non-negativity constraint (UCLS, CSP, ACLS) all have

near-identical performance as do the methods that include the non-negativity constraint (NNLS,

FCLS, NNCLS). Methods without the non-negativity constraint are the worst performing with

only ≈ 40% of pixels in the lowest variability band compared to those with this constraint (≈

70%). There is one method which does not strictly conform to these groups, NUCLS. NUCLS’s

score exceeds methods that lack the non-negativity constraint but not those with it. Figure

3.5b shows the experiment with variation introduced into the endmember set. These results

mirror those with varying pixels. The non-negativity constraint is the primary determining

factor in inter-frame variability and NUCLS performance is increased relative to those without

any correction for negative abundance fractions. These results further confirm that NUCLS is

the best candidate for hyperspectral video unmixing when computational demands are high,

with NNCLS suitable when more processing power is available.
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Figure 3.5: Cumulative distribution function for variability score tests. (a) CDF of pixel noise
variability. (b) CDF of endmember noise variability.

3.1.5 Complexity

An investigation into the performance of unmixing techniques would be incomplete without a

discussion of algorithmic complexity. The complexity of commonly used unmixing techniques

was discussed in §1.2.2 and the techniques were divided roughly into two categories; analytic

and iterative solutions. Heylen proposes an analytic solution to the fully or non-negativity
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constrained problem [155]. However, it is still more complex than the analytic solutions for un-

constrained or additivity constrained inversion and these gains are less significant when unmixing

a large number of endmembers. Unconstrained inversion and additivity-constrained inversion

have simple, low-cost, closed-form solutions. Fully constrained and non-negativity constrained

inversion generally require an unknown number of iterations to converge on a solution. Ul-

timately, these iterations are of a form similar to the unconstrained or additivity-constrained

solution. This makes these iterative solutions considerably more complex than unconstrained

and additivity constrained problems. Considering the computational requirements from §1.2.2

and without conducting an extensive investigation into advanced methods for optimising these

approaches, we will consider the analytic solutions more efficient in any computational require-

ments comparison.

3.1.6 Closing Remarks

We have shown that displayed abundance maps can vary significantly depending on the un-

mixing technique used. When generating abundance maps we are interested in an accurate

representation of the underlying ground truth. The results in this chapter show that enfor-

cing the additivity constraint in the presence of significant shadowing will adversely affect the

abundance maps that are produced. This is because when shadowing is taken into account, the

additivity constraint no longer applies to pixel reflectance spectra. Indeed, the abundances will

fit within the cone defined by the endmembers and the origin but not the simplex defined by the

endmembers. However, in scenes without any significant intra-frame shadowing, the additivity

constraint performs as expected. This means that only in the presence of shadowing should

we consider using alternative methods. When shadowing is determined to be a significant con-

tributing factor to a scene, the user has two real options when exploring least squares residual

techniques. Firstly, we could use the results from the unconstrained inversion process, remove

any negative abundances by setting them to 0 and then scale the resulting abundances to the

“sum-to-one” hyperplane. This is the NUCLS method and projects the data along the line

through the pixel and the origin, as the effect of differing illumination does. NUCLS is similar

to CSP, but prior to rescaling it removes the negative abundance fractions. When considering

the non-negativity constraint, we cannot use a fully constrained solution as this also includes

the additivity constraint. However, the fully constrained solution is preferable when there is

no significant shadowing, having the least variability and the best noise performance. When
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considering a shadowed scene, the best method is the non-negativity constrained inversion that

has been post scaled onto the sum-to-one hyperplane (i.e. NNCLS). This method allows for

the shadowed endmember to be projected along the correct shadowed line. The non-negativity

constraint also offers superior variability and noise performance than the unconstrained solution.

However, this comes at the cost of a significant increase in the overall complexity of the unmixing

process. In this author’s opinion, if one accepts Roper’s suggestion that most real-world scenes

will contain significant intra-frame shadowing, then there are only two real choices. NUCLS

when computational complexity is favoured over accuracy, or NNCLS when the computational

demands are more relaxed.

3.2 AGES with Unconstrained Inversion

We have discussed how unmixing using unconstrained or non-negative constrained inversion is

more suitable for real-world hyperspectral imaging due to the effects of shadow. However, the

primary method we are using for endmember determination is AGES. AGES uses the results

from additivity-constrained inversion, this is inappropriate for a shadowed scene. Given that

non-negatively constrained inversion does not have an analytic solution, perhaps there is a way

to find endmembers using the properties of unconstrained inversion or NUCLS. To develop this

we must consider, as Dowler does, the geometric properties of unconstrained inversion [12].

Dowler shows that increases in simplex volume are not directly realisable from the results of

unconstrained inversion. For this reason he uses the results of additivity-constrained inversion to

find the maximum volume simplex in AGES. However, additivity-constrained inversion projects

data onto the “sum-to-one” hyperplane using an orthogonal projection. Roper shows that the

orthogonal projection is not correct for determining the underlying ground truth in the presence

of shadowing [39]. Examples of this effect are shown in Figure 3.6 where the blue pixels (o)

have been projected on to the “sum-to-one” hyperplane defined by two endmembers e1 and e2

(red ×). The red + show the orthogonal projection and the green * show perspective projection

through the origin. We can see the orthogonal projection does not move along the same line as

the endmember should under varying lighting conditions. In addition to the problematic effects

of shadowing and projections Figure 3.7 shows how a low brightness pixel which has a very low

signal to noise ratio can be projected onto wildly different places under both projections. This

is of some concern, as these low-brightness pixels ideally should not be selected as endmembers

in any endmember selection routine. Since we cannot correct for endmember brightness ratios
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without reflectance standards [40] we should opt to select brighter pixels in favour of dimmer

ones.
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Figure 3.6: Highlighting the difference between perspective and orthogonal projections onto the
“sum-to-one” hyperplane.
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Figure 3.7: Projection of a low-brightness pixel onto the “sum-to-one” hyperplane.

3.2.1 Shadowing and Volume

After discussing how intra-frame shadowing can affect the selection of endmembers and the

calculation of accurate abundance maps, it is worthwhile discussing how this can affect the
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simplex volume. The simplex volume is used to compare endmember sets produced by AGES

and N-FINDR-like algorithms, where a larger simplex volume is generally regarded as being

associated with higher quality endmembers. When accounting for shadowing, Roper concludes

that N-FINDR should indeed consider one endmember to be permanently at the origin [40].

Without this restraint it is easy for N-FINDR or AGES to select incorrect endmembers.

Considering Roper’s recommendations, Figure 3.8 shows the volume (calculated using Winter’s

volume metric) of two sets of endmembers, set E =
{

0, e1, e2

}

in red and set P =
{

0, p1, p2

}

in blue. Here endmembers e1 and e2 have both been shadowed so their overall

brightness is reduced when compared to endmembers p1 and p2. The volume of set P is 57

when compared to set E at 53. Consider now that these pixels were all part of the same scene.

Endmembers in set E can adequately represent endmembers in set P without using negative

abundances, so long as the abundance maps were corrected for shadowing or not restricted to the

“sum-to-one” hyperplane. However, endmembers in set P cannot represent the endmembers in

set E without having negative abundances as they reside outside the cone defined by P . This is

clearly a non-ideal case and briefly illustrates how shadowing could negatively affect endmember

determination even if considering one endmember at the origin as suggested by Roper [39] or

Winter [47].
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of poor endmember selection despite a larger simplex volume.

The problem with the volume metric is it inherently ties brightness and pureness. While

brightness can be related to SNR it is certainly not related to pixel pureness. Unfortunately,

as Roper points out, the endmembers themselves could have different inherent brightness levels

and indeed this can affect the estimated abundance fractions [39]. Normalising the brightness
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of pixels could lead to pixels with low SNR being selected as endmembers, also an undesirable

property. When considering the quality of endmembers selected in a shadowed scene, we must be

aware that a higher volume does not guarantee a higher quality set of endmembers. However, if a

volume metric is used, it should account for the implicit 0 endmember in the volume calculation,

as this will find endmembers which fit the shadowing model more accurately.

3.2.2 The New Simplex

If we consider the common observation that one of the endmembers must represent the effects

of shadow and we also consider Roper’s assertion that this endmember should be forced to

zero, then this represents a simplex that is quite different to the one that N-FINDR and AGES

try to maximise. Typically with N-FINDR and AGES we use the volume metric that is used

in Winter’s paper. To calculate this volume each endmember is projected onto the reduced

principal component space

ēn = V⊤xi

where V ∈ R
λ×(M−1)represents the M −1 most significant principal component vectors, xi ∈

R
λ represents the ith pixel of an image that has been selected as endmember n and ēn ∈ R

M−1

represents the endmember in the reduced space. For a simplex in R
M−1 we need M endmembers,

so a row of 1s makes this matrix square. The determinant is then used to calculate the total

volume of the simplex described by these endmembers

Volume =

∣
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Roper and Winter acknowledge that one of these endmembers should act as the represent-

ative endmember for the effects of shadow. Roper suggests that we should force one of these

endmembers to the origin, as this is the most accurate method to model the effects of shadow.

With this assumption in play, the volume calculation is now

Volume =

∣
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∣
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which can be written as
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Volume =
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where Ē =
[

ē1 · · · ēM−1

]

and 1 and 0 are appropriately sized vectors of 1 and 0 respect-

ively. Since Volume > 0 then Ē is square and invertible. Recalling the block matrix identity for

the determinant [156]

det







A B

C D





 = det (A) det
(

D−CA−1B
)

and that in this case A = Ē, B = 0, C = 1⊤ and D = 1. This gives

det







Ē 0

1⊤ 1





 = det
(

Ē
)

det
(

1− 1⊤Ē−10
)

= det
(

Ē
)

det (1)

= det
(

Ē
)

The volume calculation has been simplified to Volume =
∣

∣

∣det
(

Ē
)∣

∣

∣. Interestingly, using this

model we no longer need to use the pseudo-inverse in the reduced space as our endmember

matrix is now invertible.

3.2.3 Geometric Relationship

We now must consider what happens if a single endmember is replaced in the original endmember

set and how it will change the volume of this new simplex. Recall the matrix determinant lemma

that updates the determinant after a rank-one change of the matrix [157].

det
(

A + up⊤
)

=
(

1 + p⊤A−1u
)

det (A)

Considering that we have a single-order update of Ē, where only a single column is replaced,

we can write without loss of generality that the first endmember ē1 is being updated. This gives

the unit vector with a 1 in the location of the endmember to replace and 0 everywhere else i.e.
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p⊤
1 =

[

1 0 · · · 0

]

and the update variable u = δē1.

det
(

Ē + δē1p
⊤
1

)

=
(

1 + p⊤
1 Ē−1δē1

)

det
(

Ē
)

det
(

Ē + δē1p⊤
1

)

det
(

Ē
) − 1 = p⊤

1 Ē−1δē1

We know that δē1 = x̄i− ē1 where x̄i ∈ R
M−1 is the replaced endmember from pixel i in the

reduced space such that x̄i = V⊤xi and that p⊤
1 Ē−1ē1 = 1 so

det
(

Ē + δē1p⊤
1

)

det
(

Ē
) − 1 = p⊤

1 Ē−1x̄i − p⊤
1 Ē−1ē1

det
(

Ē + δē1p
⊤
1

)

det
(

Ē
) = p⊤

1 Ē−1x̄i

Since
∣

∣

∣det
(

Ē
)∣

∣

∣ is the original volume and
∣

∣

∣det
(

Ē + δē1p
⊤
1

)∣

∣

∣ is the volume considering our

updated endmember. We define this as the volume change ratio (ρ1) for replacing ē1 with x̄i

giving ρ1 =
∣

∣

∣p⊤
1 Ē−1x̄i

∣

∣

∣. Now consider replacing ēn with x̄i, we can write the more general

expression ρn =
∣

∣

∣p⊤
n Ē−1x̄i

∣

∣

∣. If we then define

ρ =















ρ1
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ρM
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where abs() is the element-wise absolute value. Recognising that

I =















p⊤
1

...

p⊤
M















then we see that

ρ = abs
(

Ē−1x̄i

)
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This shows the solution to unconstrained inversion, where M − 1 endmembers plus the 0

endmember reduced to an M −1 dimensional space, is directly related to the increase in volume

of the simplex with one endmember fixed at the origin. Since the 0 endmember cannot have

any effect on minimising the residual error when creating a reconstructed pixel, Ē−1x̄i is also

the solution to the unmixing problem in the reduced space for pixel i. We have shown that the

shadow corrected simplex does indeed have a geometric relationship with unconstrained inver-

sion. Since we are working in the reduced space and we have a ratio of the determinant for

each pixel compared to its replacement, we can use an AGES-like process to determine the max-

imum volume simplex. One question remains: how comparable are these abundances to those

calculated in the reconstructed space that AGES uses? We can show that the SAGES method

is equivalent to an AGES algorithm using unconstrained inversion and performing unmixing

operations in the reduced dimensional space. We know that unmixing using the image of the

endmembers in the full space is represented as

ai =
[

(

VV⊤E
)⊤ (

VV⊤E
)

]−1 (

VV⊤E
)⊤

xi

and unmixing in the reduced space is

āi = Ē−1x̄i =
(

V⊤E
)−1

V⊤xi

We show they are indeed equivalent.

(

V⊤E
)−1

V⊤xi =
[

(

VV⊤E
)⊤ (

VV⊤E
)

]−1 (

VV⊤E
)⊤

xi (3.2)

(

V⊤E
)−1

V⊤xi =
[

E⊤VV⊤VV⊤E
]−1

E⊤VV⊤xi

(

V⊤E
)−1

V⊤xi =
[

(

V⊤E
)⊤ (

V⊤E
)

]−1 (

V⊤E
)⊤

V⊤xi

(

V⊤E
)⊤ (

V⊤E
) (

V⊤E
)−1

V⊤xi =
(

V⊤E
)⊤

V⊤xi

(

V⊤E
)⊤

V⊤xi =
(

V⊤E
)⊤

V⊤xi

This is important for two reasons. Firstly it shows that there are two different methods

to calculate the SAGES algorithm which may have different computational complexities and

numerical accuracy. Secondly it shows that the SAGES methodology is equivalent to AGES,

only using unconstrained inversion instead of additivity-constrained inversion. This alternative
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calculation of the SAGES algorithm is referred to as SAGESI.

3.2.4 Shadow-Corrected AGES

These results show there is a basis for an AGES-like method that runs in the reduced space

using unconstrained inversion to find a maximum volume simplex. We have termed this Shadow-

corrected AGES or SAGES. The operation is much the same as AGES except this algorithm

can perform its unmixing in the reduced space using only the inverse. Algorithm 3.2 shows this

variant of AGES in detail. It is important to note that the produced abundance maps are still

raw unconstrained abundances. Producing accurate ground truth requires shadow correction by

removing negative abundances and normalising such that they sum to one as done in NUCLS

(§3.1.1). This normalisation step is not used in endmember extraction, only in the display

process. For this reason normalisation of abundance map outputs is not included in the algorithm

description.

Algorithm 3.2 Shadow-corrected AGES

1. Calculate the PCA transformation matrix, the eigenvectors corresponding to the M largest
eigenvalues of the scene covariance matrix: V = eigM (Σ [n]), V ∈ R

λ×M

2. Calculate the reduced space representation X̄ [n] = V⊤X [n]

3. Use the previous frame’s endmembers, or any other method as the initial endmember set
E [n] =

[

e1 [n− 1] · · · eM [n− 1]
]

4. Calculate the reduced space endmembers Ē [n] = V⊤E [n]

5. Invert the data ui [n] = Ē [n]−1 x̄i [n], U [n] =
[

u1 [n] · · · up [n]
]

6. Find the pixel with the maximum abundance i, j = argmaxij (|uij [n]|)

7. If |uij [n]| − 1 > ethresh then update the jthendmember ej [n] = x [n]i and goto 4, else,
terminate.

The complexity of SAGES is directly related to the cost of the unconstrained inversion

problem and the dimension reduction problem much like it is for AGES. We use the complexity

definitions outlined in [12] and consider only the significant floating point calculations. Dowler

uses the complexity of a matrix multiplication C = A⊤B, where A⊤ ∈ R
M×λ, B ∈ R

λ×N and

C ∈ R
M×N as 2MNλ. The complexity of a M ×N matrix addition as MN and the complexity

of the M ×M matrix inverse as 2M3 − 2M2 + M or ≈ 2M3. Using these equations the total

complexity of SAGES (CSAGES) can be estimated as the combination of three major parts.
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The calculation of the reduced space pixels (Creduction) and each iteration, the calculation of

endmember inverse (Cinverse ) and the unconstrained inversion map (Cmap)

CSAGES ≈ Creduction + i (Cinverse + Cmap) (3.3)

≈ 2NMλ + i
(

2M3 + 2NM2
)

where i is the number of iterations required. We assume that the principal component vectors

have already been calculated or estimated (§2.1). The equivalent AGES technique creates the

image of the endmembers in the full space, (Cimage) and then performs additivity-constrained

inversion (Cadditivity) each iteration. We have used Dowler’s complexity for calculating the image

of the endmember spectra in PC space for dynamic scenes∗ [12]. Giving the complexity of AGES

in this case (CAGES) as

CAGES ≈ i (Cimage + Cadditivity) (3.4)

≈ i

(

2M2λ

(

1 +
λ

M

)

+ 2NMλ

)

≈ i
(

2λM2 + 2Mλ2 + 2NMλ
)

We have not considered the cost of determining the principal component vectors as there are

a number of ways to estimate these vectors which avoid the full-complexity (§2). Using these

equations we can show that the relative complexity (Crelative) as

Crelative =
CAGES

CSAGES

≈
i (2λM2 + 2Mλ2 + 2NMλ)

2NMλ + i (2M3 + 2NM2)

≈
iλ (M + λ + N)

Nλ + iM2 + iNM

Since we know that in hyperspectral imaging systems that worst case M = λ and that for

any reasonable resolution hyperspectral system λ ≪ N then Crelative ≈
i

1+i
. This shows that

AGES would have reduced complexity when low iterations are completed and the complexity

∗This is listed as C
Ŝ−dyn in [12].
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is approximately equal at high iteration counts. In more typical hyperspectral video systems

the number of endmembers (M) is greatly reduced compared to the number of bands (λ). If

λ = 189, M = 10 and N = 5122 then CAGES ≈ 9.92×108i and CSAGES ≈ 9.91×108 +5.24×107i

flops giving Crelative ≈
i

1+0.05i
. In this case the complexity of SAGES is approximately equal to

AGES for single iterations and reduced when multiple iterations are required.

3.2.5 Results

To evaluate if this method is suitable as a replacement for AGES in scenes with significant

shadowing, we need to consider a number of metrics. Firstly, consider the volume produced by

the endmembers selected, as outlined in §3.2.1. This accounts for the implicit 0 endmember and

means that our volume calculation should be as shown in §3.2.2. We will also use the volume

calculation as used by AGES and N-FINDR, so direct comparison with other work is available.

Note that SAGES has an inherent disadvantage in this case, much like AGES has a disadvantage

when using the shadow-corrected volume. This is because the algorithms maximise different

simplexes. In addition to the two volume metrics, we will consider the endmember variability

metric used in Algorithm 2.2. However, as we have demonstrated, AGES may produce poor

endmembers in a heavily shadowed scene. This means that variation from the endmembers

produced by AGES is not related to endmember quality. We will use the known ground truth

from our simulated data set to determine how well SAGES determines endmembers compared

to AGES. We use the normalised error of the abundance maps as outlined in §3.1.2. To measure

the complexity, we will also compare the number of iterations used in SAGES and AGES so that

their respective computational burden can be estimated. We can treat an iteration of SAGES

as approximately the same computational complexity as AGES. This will slightly favour AGES

as it has higher computational requirements.

3.2.5.1 Abundance Maps

To evaluate the suitability of the SAGES algorithm, we must consider the abundance maps

that are produced. Using the metric discussed in §3.1.2, we have compared the normalised

error from abundance maps produced in our simulated scene with those produced by AGES

and SAGES using 10 endmembers. Figure 3.9 shows the mean CDF of the normalised error of

100 runs of SAGES and AGES. This was evaluated on a 512× 512 sub-scene of our simulated

data set. The solid lines represent the mean, and the dashed lines represent the minimum
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and maximum cumulative distribution function. Figure 3.9a shows the CDF of the normalised

error on the simulated scene with no added noise and no shadowing. Here we see that AGES

produces, on average, better results with the 95th percentile being on average ǫ ≈ 0.2 for AGES

and considerably higher at ǫ ≈ 0.5 for SAGES. This clearly shows that on ideal data SAGES

performs worse. Figure 3.9b shows the same scene with added noise. Here, the average 95th

percentile error has increased to ǫ ≈ 0.75 for AGES and ≈ 1.5 for SAGES, again showing

that SAGES performs worse. Figure 3.9c shows the same scene with added shadowing, such

that each vector in the image was multiplied by 0.9− 1.1. Here SAGES performs considerably

better, with a mean 95th percentile error of ǫ ≈ 0.4 where AGES is ǫ ≈ 1, a similar effect

is seen when considering the shadowed scene with added noise. This indicates that SAGES

performs better than AGES when the scene has a noticeable amount of intra-frame shadowing

and AGES performs better in environments where shadowing is negligible. This makes sense, as

the additivity constraint becomes less relevant as shadowing effects are increased. Figure 3.10

shows example abundance maps from the simulated scene with added shadowing. Subjectively

we can see that the abundance maps created by SAGES (row 3) are a closer match to the ground

truth (row 2) than that of AGES (row 1).

3.2.5.2 Simplex Volume

Despite reservations about using simplex volume as a metric for endmember quality in the

presence of shadowing, it remains an important metric for two reasons. Firstly, the SAGES

method is another volume maximising method and secondly the simplex volume is widely used

in the literature. We have used two differing metrics for volume; the method described in §3.2.2

and the method used Winter’s N-FINDR paper [47]. We also evaluated the volume produced

using SAGES and AGES on a 512×512 scene of Cuprite and Moffett Field. Figure 3.11 shows the

CDF of the volumes produced by Winter’s simplex for SAGES and AGES. Figure 3.11a shows the

CDF of Winter’s simplex volume on the simulated scene with no additional noise or shadowing.

We see that AGES has a slight advantage in the average simplex volume when compared to

that of SAGES. This is expected, as AGES optimises Winter’s volume and SAGES optimises a

different simplex. Adding noise or shadowing (Figures 3.11b and 3.11c respectively) show that

AGES produces much better volumes (using Winter’s method) than SAGES for these simulated
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Figure 3.9: Cumulative distribution function of normalised error. (a) Simulated scene, no shad-
owing, no noise. (b) Simulated scene, added noise, no shadowing. (c) Simulated scene, no noise,
added shadowing. (d) Simulated scene, added noise, added shadowing. Solid lines represent the
mean, dashed lines represent the minimum and maximum bounds.
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Figure 3.10: SAGES Abundance Map Comparison Simulated. Row 1 is AGES. Row 2 is ground
truth. Row 3 is SAGES.
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scenes. However, this difference is less pronounced when the scene has both added shadow

and noise. Figures 3.11e and 3.11f show Winter’s volume distribution over 1000 runs in the

Cuprite and Moffett field scenes respectively. Interestingly, in both cases SAGES produces higher

volumes when using 10 endmembers. However, in a similar experiment using 30 endmembers,

AGES produces larger volumes using the Winter’s method. In addition to the simplex volume

described by Winter, we have used the volume metric described in §3.2.2. Figure 3.12 shows

the same experiment using only this new volume metric. Here, SAGES produces higher volumes

on average than AGES in all cases. This is expected as SAGES specifically optimises for this

simplex. These figures show that SAGES produces volumes which are comparable to AGES and

indeed better when considering a shadowed scene.
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Figure 3.11: Cumulative distribution functions of simplex volume calculated using Winter’s
method. (a) Simulated scene, no shadowing, no noise. (b) Simulated scene, added noise, no
shadowing. (c) Simulated scene, no noise, added shadowing. (d) Simulated scene, added noise,
added shadowing. (e) Cuprite 512× 512 sub-scene. (f) Moffett Field 512× 512 sub-scene.
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Figure 3.12: Cumulative distribution functions of simplex shadow corrected volumes. (a) Sim-
ulated scene, no shadowing, no noise. (b) Simulated scene, added noise, no shadowing. (c)
Simulated scene, no noise, added shadowing. (d) Simulated scene, added noise, added shadow-
ing. (e) Cuprite 512× 512 sub-scene. (f) Moffett Field 512× 512 sub-scene.

3.2.5.3 Iterations

The complexities of SAGES and AGES are not equivalent. AGES generally requires more com-

putational time per iteration when compared to SAGES. It is worthwhile examining the number

of iterations each algorithm requires. If SAGES required significantly more iterations than

AGES, the savings in complexity per iteration might well be irrelevant. Figure 3.13 shows the

histogram of the required number of iterations for a fixed scene using AGES and SAGES. We see
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no significant differences between SAGES and AGES in the total number of iterations required

to converge. This indicates that on average, the complexity of SAGES will be reduced compared

to that of AGES as it uses a simpler inversion process. This is particularly important when

considering the tight computational requirements in a real-time video hyperspectral system.
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Figure 3.13: Cumulative distribution functions of iteration count. (a) simulated scene, no shad-
owing, no noise. (b) Simulated scene, added noise, no shadowing. (c) Simulated scene, no noise,
added shadowing. (d) Simulated scene, added noise, added shadowing. (e) Cuprite 512 × 512
sub-scene. (f) Moffett Field 512× 512 sub-scene.

3.3 Closing Remarks

This chapter has outlined the mathematical basis for changing the unmixing strategy used by

AGES from additivity-constrained inversion to unconstrained inversion. This method follows
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from the recommendations to have an endmember at the origin to represent shadowing. The

resulting effect on the volume of the new simplex allows for a simpler approach to finding

large simplex volumes. However, the suitability of large simplex volumes is questioned when

considering a shadowed scene. This is due to simplex volume inherently coupling pixel brightness

with pixel purity. Without a known brightness reference to correct for endmember and pixel

shadowing there is little option but to consider that a bright pixel is a better candidate due

to lower SNR. SAGES performs significantly better than AGES in an environment where the

shadowing of endmembers and/or pixels is more significant than the effect of noise on the scene.

Shadowing of images is prevalent in almost all contexts of image processing, except in tightly

controlled environments.

In this author’s opinion, the SAGES method should be used in place of the AGES method

for two reasons: firstly, it produces more accurate abundance maps when compared to an AGES

equivalent in a shadowed scene. Secondly, SAGES is computationally less complex than AGES

when requiring multiple iterations per frame (roughly equivalent when single replacements are

made). Ultimately, SAGES produces equivalent quality results to AGES but with reduced

computational demands. As the methodology behind SAGES is identical to that of AGES,

the methods proposed in §2 (to use previous frames endmembers for temporal redundancy

optimisation) will directly translate to an algorithm based on SAGES. This means that SAGES

represents a suitable platform for video-rate unmixing, as the endmember determination and

abundance mapping steps have largely been reduced to a single unconstrained matrix inversion

and projection.

Finally, when unmixing results for final abundance map display, the NUCLS and NNCLS

methods are the most effective. NUCLS based on unconstrained inversion is directly applicable

to SAGES, as only the normalisation step is required for final abundance map display. However,

the NNCLS method does produce better results if the computational demands can be met. In

this author’s opinion SAGES with a NUCLS unmixing step is the best of the evaluated solutions

for a video-rate hyperspectral system, as it provides a good compromise between accuracy and

computational demands.





Chapter 4

Visualisation

We have discussed methods for quickly determining endmembers and abundance maps in the

previous chapters. However despite a focus on video systems, we have not significantly addressed

how these abundances are presented to a human operator. Typically a scientist or user of a

hyperspectral imaging system would have minutes, hours or even days to analyse a single image.

In contrast, a hyperspectral video system would have a frame rate of ≈ 15− 30 FPS. Any user

of this system would have only a fraction of a second per image and would not have significant

time to find items of interest. The way these images are presented will have a profound effect

on the user’s ability to garner information from the data they see.

Typically hyperspectral data is displayed as a thematic map, using colours to represent each

endmember or a grey-scale map for each endmember [104]. These methods, while effective for

single images, have a number of inherent downsides. Thematic maps all suffer from the same

problem; the number of spectrally discernible colours is quite limited [89]. This is particu-

larly important when fractional abundances need to be represented instead of a hard material

classification. In this case both material and quantity need to be independently shown. We

must consider the situation where the number of endmembers and abundance combinations out-

weighs the number of distinct colours and shades available. This problem is markedly worse

when we consider that a significant proportion of the population is affected by some form of

colour-deficient vision.

Additionally, we must consider how to keep these colours and the displayed maps consistent

between frames. There is no guarantee that N-FINDR or AGES will keep specific endmembers

in the same location in the endmember matrix. This means that endmember colours must

be matched between frames, or created as a property of the endmember spectrum. Another

difference between a video hyperspectral system and that of a single imaging system is the real-

131
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time operation. We are interested in how this system is used and assume operation is generally in

one of two distinct modes. The first mode is scene scanning. In this mode the user is conducting

a broad search, looking for anything of potential relevance e.g. looking for trace evidence. The

other primary mode of operation is that of enhancement or detailed imaging. In this case the

operator is interested in enhancing what they see with the hyperspectral camera. Both modes

are considered in hyperspectral visualisation literature, however, the vast majority of this work

focuses on single images (§1.3). This chapter is an investigation into how hyperspectral video

data can be displayed, with a particular focus on an operator using a real-time video system.

4.1 The Human Observer

An average human requires approximately between 300ms and 700ms to process and make a

decision on a complex visual image [158]. This gives a reasonable limit to how fast images can

change before they become difficult to process. Ideally, for a usable system we would expect the

image to remain relatively stable for that 300 − 700ms period, or change gradually over time

(movement through a scene non-withstanding). A video system with an update rate of 30 FPS

requires 9 − 21 frames to be relatively consistent to fit within this window. This means that

we must consider the time-varying nature of the abundance maps or any visualisation method.

Quickly varying images due to rapidly changing endmembers are not suitable for real-time use.

Another issue that is not adequately addressed in existing hyperspectral image display meth-

ods, is that of colour blindness. Approximately 10% of males and 1% of females have some

colour-deficient vision, with the most common being the inability to distinguish between red

and green [89]. Any approach to displaying hyperspectral images which relies on large num-

bers of colours, severely affects the ability of these individuals to use the equipment. Methods

that rely on trichromatic vision are potentially not suitable for widespread adoption and use

of hyperspectral video systems. If we consider that we want those affected by colour blindness

to use this equipment, then the problem of image display is somewhat more complex, as our

colour-space is even more limited. To overcome this we need to understand what the effects of

colour-deficient vision are.

When considering computer displays and human vision, the most common model is the Red-

Green-Blue (RGB) model. The RGB model is based around the three sets of colour-sensitive cells

(cones) in the human eye. These cones are roughly sensitive to the red, green and blue sections

of the visible light spectrum. This is the model that is used in most computer and video displays
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and is ultimately the model we must present our data in for effective display. One of the major

downsides of the RGB model is that changes in one parameter do not equal a perceptive change

of the same amount for the human observer. In order to combat this, there are a number of

perceptual colour-space models used. The Lab colour-space is a perceptual colour-space that is

based on the theory of colour opposites and how they are constructed from colour-sensitive cells

in human eyes [89]. Human vision uses the information from the colour-sensitive cells (cones)

and the broadband-sensitive cells (rods) to split vision into a model similar to Lab. This model

uses two colour opposites, blue-yellow and red-green in addition to a lightness value to specify

any colour. The ultimate effect of colour blindness is that one of these cones is unable to provide

colour specific information so the colour-space of an individual is reduced. The Lab colour-space

is useful in this regard as it has separated the colour-space into modes that are easily used when

considering colour blindness. To give an example of this; if a user or operator was red-green

colour blind, we simply avoid using the red-green opposite pair within the Lab colour-space to

ensure we do not create colours that are imperceptible to this user. For this reason we will use

the blue-yellow opposite pair as recommended by Ware [89]. Ultimately, this means that we

must compress our displayed data into two dimensions, blue-yellow and lightness.

4.2 Scene Scanning

The primary mode of operation we are interested in is scene scanning, where areas of potential

interest must be highlighted to the user. To develop this method, we must consider some unique

requirements of perceptual image display that are only relevant to a video imaging system.

Firstly, we must acknowledge the poor visual memory a human being has when looking at a

changing image. It is not guaranteed that a human being will notice a change in an image (or

video) unless they are actively looking at the region that changes the instant it changes [89].

This means that we need to make any region of interest highly visible when compared to its

surroundings and that we cannot use subtle changes to delineate separate regions. This also

means displaying side-by-side abundance maps for a scanning application is inappropriate as the

user can only concentrate on a single region at a time. Secondly, we must also acknowledge that

lightness is also the most effective discriminator for human vision. Indeed most of the information

we obtain from an image is purely based upon the lightness at each location, with hue gradients

being somewhat harder to discriminate between [89]. If we also accept that we wish colour

blind people to use our equipment then this restricts us to a single colour gradient that could
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be customized to colour blind users. Ware also suggests a number of colour and display specific

features that promote clarity. Firstly, low saturation colours should be used for large areas such as

backgrounds and that small objects should have high saturation. Secondly, lightness/luminance

should be related to whether an object is considered background or foreground. Lastly, variation

between classes should ideally be in multiple perceptively-independent channels∗ [89]. This leaves

us with reduced options for data display in a simple scene scanning application. In the Lab

colour-space lightness should be related to background-foreground prominence, leaving only a

bi-colour gradient along the red-green or blue-yellow colour pairs [89]. By restricting ourselves

to this we create a simple display usable by those with colour blindness as an appropriate colour

pair can always be chosen.

Since this is scanning operation we want the display to be independent of any endmember

selection order or specific colouring. Specific endmember display is more important during

detailed scene examination. We want to remove this dependence to ensure that important scene

details will be available without having to select endmembers. This means that any significant

feature of an individual endmember abundance map is something we would expect to see on

our scanning mode. Another important consideration is to create metrics which are consistent

between differing scenes without complex calibration. Methods, such as those that use PCA

directly for visualisation, can create widely different colour schemes depending on the principal

component vectors found [91]. More importantly, the principal components do not have an easily

understood real-world meaning. This is especially problematic for a lay user or a user without

significant technical training.

To create an appropriate method for displaying hyperspectral video sequences, we need to

decide what we consider is important. While this is largely scene specific, and indeed there is

a significant body of research on highlighting important features of images (§1.3), we require

a display method where simplicity of calculation, display and understanding is favoured over

other metrics. Important features should be immediately obvious to a relatively untrained user

without placing an undue computational burden on the imaging system. Thus far in this thesis

we have concentrated on simplex growth methods for determining endmembers such as AGES

and N-FINDR, this means we have implicitly placed a high value on finding pure pixels. In

light of this, pixel purity will be one consideration we will favour in our display. We cannot

display individual abundance maps separately, nor use thematic colouring when a large number

∗An example of independence could be using different colours and shapes for class separation e.g. red circle,
blue star, yellow triangle.
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of endmembers are required to accurately model a scene. However, we do need to combine

the information from each abundance map into a fused image. If we consider that any given

endmember could be placed somewhere on a continuum of background to foreground and pure

to impure perhaps we have suitable metrics to break down our image fusion into only two

dimensions. Ideally, we should see any salient feature of an abundance map represented in this

image fusion, so the operator can make an informed decision on where to do a detailed scene

examination.

4.2.1 Purity Index

To fuse this data we can rely on the same technique we used to measure purity when matching

endmembers (§3.1). This technique is based on variance and has some similarities to [159],

where the localised variance of an image is used to determine the salient features. In this

case, the localised variance of a pixel is not calculated using the spatial information from each

abundance map, but from the distribution of the abundances themselves. We know that the

variance of the abundance when unmixed using Normalized Non-negative Constrained Least

Squares (NNCLS), or any other method that arrives at non-negative sum-to-unity abundances,

will be proportional to the purity of the pixel in question. What this represents in a visual sense,

is that the greater the discrepancy in the abundance map for the pixel, the higher value for this

metric. If all abundance maps had the exact same value for the pixel in question, then this

would produce a purity score of 0. This suits the goals of our display method as the individual

abundance maps provide minimal information about the important points in the scene. Likewise

a pure pixel made from only a single endmember would have the maximum value for the purity

metric of var
([

1 01 · · · 0M−1

])

where M is the number of endmembers. This purity metric

also has the desirable property that it is defined between well known bounds which can then

be mapped onto a colour-space without an arbitrary scaling factor. This makes it consistent

between different scenes and real-world scenarios, as we can assign colours to represent pure

and perfectly mixed. In practise we have found that the standard deviation is more suitable to

display purposes, as the variance (and its inherent squared relationship) tends to over-emphasize

the pure pixels at the expense of everything else in the scene. We define the purity index ρi for

pixel i as

ρi = stddev (ui)
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where ui represents the vector of fully constrained abundances for pixel i. Another important

aspect of this metric is that purity of a sample is something that most individuals can readily

understand without significant technical training. Indeed, standard deviation, when compared

to other statistical properties, is a relatively common measure. This is an important concept for

a widespread video application that may be used by laypeople such as forensic investigators and

police.

4.2.2 Background Metric

Using the variance as a metric to display the location of pure samples only solves half of our

problem. We still need to identify pixels that are interesting or anomalous in the overall scene.

Consider a very pure background material with specks of highly pure blood on it. Using only

the purity metric, this would display as a relatively uninteresting scene. Hardly a useful scene

scanning approach. This problem is essentially classifying pixels into a foreground and back-

ground class. This is to ensure that pixels with high purity but low overall scene incidence are

highlighted relative to a background pixel. To determine how significant a pixel is in a scene,

we need to get an idea of how much each endmember is represented in the scene. Since we know

that all abundance maps must sum to 1 and that there are N pixels in the scene, we can get a

weighted abundance mean across all pixels. This represents what we call the mean abundance

vector (µu)

µu =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

ui

where ui is the fully-constrained abundance for pixel i∗. The mean abundance vector is the

proportion of the image represented by each endmember. This gives us a good metric for how

common an endmember is in the overall scene. However, we are interested in how common the

abundance of a pixel is within the scene. By multiplying the mean vector and the abundances

together we can create a scalar that represents the weighted prevalence of the pixel within the

scene (wi). A high value represents a pixel that is common in the image and should be considered

background. A low value represents a rarer endmember that should be treated as foreground.

wi = u⊤
i µu

∗Any method for generating these abundances that results in a unity sum and non-negative abundances is
appropriate such as NUCLS or NNCLS
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Since we know that the abundances must sum to one and we know the bounds for the

weighted abundance, we know that the bounds for wi must be min (µu) and max (µu). This

corresponds to a 1 in the location of the minimum or maximum value in the mean abundance

vector. Like the purity metric this allows easy scaling into the colour-space of choice.

4.2.3 Colour-space Mapping

For our implementation we have chosen the Lab colour-space that is related to perceptive changes

in human eyesight. Lab isolates brightness into a single variable and is natively based in the

two opposite colour pairs suitable for human vision [89]. Ultimately, the data is displayed on

an RGB tricolour monitor, so the colours selected using Lab colour-space parameters must be

converted to RGB values. These values must reside in the the gamut of colours available to the

tricolour display. For this reason we have used L values between 0−100 and a and b values from

−110 to 110 [97, 98]. For our implementation we mapped our background score (wi) to the L

value.

There are two approaches to this mapping depending on the specific requirements of the

application. We know that humans can discriminate between more colours at high lightness

levels than than low lightnesses and that contrast is a major factor in human visual processing

[89]. This means that the mapping onto the L parameter is more important than a or b. The

purity score is mapped to the b parameter giving us hues along the yellow-blue scale. Here,

yellow represents low purity and blue represents high purity. In practice, this mapping could be

changed to use the red-green colour scale (using the a colour parameter instead of b) to account

for the portion of the population that lacks the blue cone. Given that the red-green deficiency

is more common, we will avoid using the red-green colour gradient by default.

Coupled with the lightness metric we now have two modes of operation. Firstly, when light-

ness is mapped directly to the background score, background objects will be highlighted with

light/bright colours, with foreground objects represented by black. This retains the distinction

between foreground and background. However, the purity index will only be useful for back-

ground areas as foreground areas will show only as black (lacking any lightness). This mode

is useful at finding patterns in the background, while still retaining significant information on

the distribution of low prevalence endmembers in the form of black spots. Ultimately, this gives

3 distinct regions on the image; dark black represents rare endmember locations, bright yellow

represents a non-pure pixel that is considered part of the background, and bright blue represents
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a pure background pixel.

Li = 100×

(

wi −min (µu)

max (µu)−min (µu)

)

ai = 0

bi = −









220×
ρi

stddev
([

1 01 · · · 0M−1

]) − 110









The alternative mapping is where the lightness value is inverted from the background score.

Li = 100×

(

1−
wi −min (µu)

max (µu)−min (µu)

)

In this mode background pixels will be dark, where foreground classified pixels will be bright.

This allows for the purity of foreground pixels to be evaluated as they will have distinct colouring.

In this mode, all background objects will be black and the foreground objects will be classified

into pure (blue) and impure (yellow).

4.2.4 Results

When evaluating this method for user information display, we must consider what we define

as successful. Our stated goal is to highlight areas of interest using only lightness and a single

colour gradient. We should see any significant salient feature of an individual abundance map

present in the fused image. Secondly, these salient features should be clearly visible without

using subtle deviations in lightness or colour that require significant examination. We have used

a selection of sample images to illustrate the effectiveness of using this approach. These images

are from a number of different hyperspectral imaging databases and imaging systems. Figure 4.1

shows the abundance maps of an image from Roper’s skin database set [160] , captured by the

imaging system in [15]. Within this image row 1, columns 1 and 2 represent the image fusion

described in §4.2 using the colour-space mapping in §4.2.3, with background and foreground

information highlighted respectively.

These images were created using the Lab colour-space, which was then mapped to the RGB

colour-space for display on a monitor∗. These frames represent only a small sample of a number

∗The print process used to print this thesis uses the CMYK colour-space. This means there will be some
distortion in the colours displayed on this page to that on a computer monitor.
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of simulated videos which were created for the purposes of evaluation and serve only to illustrate

a general trend. The remaining images in black and white show the individual abundance maps

generated using NUCLS and SAGES with 8 endmembers, with white representing low abundance

and black high. In both cases we see that significant detail in the abundance maps is shown on

the fused images. Figure 4.1 shows a particularly good example of this. The coloured band on

the sock is clearly visible in the foreground-highlighted image as a bright yellow/blue line and

as a dark line in the background-highlighted image. The endmember is shown in row 4, column

1. Figure 4.2 is one scene taken from the data set of Dowler’s forensic imaging targets of carpet

stained with blood [12]. Again images in row 1, columns 1 and 2 represent the background-

highlighted and foreground-highlighted fused images respectively. We see here clearly that the

important detail (the bloodstain) detected by endmembers in the image (row 3, column 1 and

to a lesser degree row 2, column 3) are clearly represented in both fused images without any

specific selection of those endmembers for display.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show a subsection of the Moffett field scene unmixed using 10 and 4

endmembers. Again these images show that the significant detail from each abundance maps

is shown in the two colour fusion. It is unlikely that all detail from abundance maps will be

accurately shown in the fused image due to the restriction in data display dimensions. However

the method proposed does provide a reasonable method to show the general trends and key

features of a collection of hyperspectral image abundance maps. It is important to note that

these image display techniques rely on good abundance maps. Failing to detect good endmembers

will cause these maps to display information that is not useful. This is expected, as these display

methods rely directly on the statistical properties of the abundance maps.
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Figure 4.1: Skin database example image. Row 1, columns 1 and 2 represent the image fusion
described in §4.2 using the colour-space mapping in §4.2.3. Brighter pixels indicate background
(row 1, column 1) and foreground (row 1, column 2) information. The remaining black and
white images are the individual abundance maps used for image fusion. Salient details from
these individual abundance maps are shown in the fused images.
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Figure 4.2: Bloodstained carpet example image. Row 1, columns 1 and 2 represent the image
fusion described in §4.2 using the colour-space mapping in §4.2.3. Brighter pixels indicate
background (row 1, column 1) and foreground (row 1, column 2) information. The remaining
black and white images are the individual abundance maps used for image fusion. Salient details
from these individual abundance maps are shown in the fused images.
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Figure 4.3: Moffett Field example images.Row 1, columns 1 and 2 represent the image fusion
described in §4.2 using the colour-space mapping in §4.2.3. Brighter pixels indicate background
(row 1, column 1) and foreground (row 1, column 2) information. The remaining black and
white images are the individual abundance maps used for image fusion. Salient details from
these individual abundance maps are shown in the fused images.
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Figure 4.4: Moffett Field example images, reduced endmember count. Row 1, columns 1 and 2
represent the image fusion described in §4.2 using the colour-space mapping in §4.2.3. Brighter
pixels indicate background (row 1, column 1) and foreground (row 1, column 2) information.
The remaining black and white images are the individual abundance maps used for image fusion.
Salient details from these individual abundance maps are shown in the fused images.
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4.3 Frame to Frame Continuity

Another significant issue when displaying endmembers in a video application is ensuring frame-

to-frame continuity regardless of the chosen display method. One of the most significant issues

is endmember shuffling, which results from AGES- and N-FINDR-like processes producing end-

members that are in no particular order in the resulting endmember matrix. This means that for

any given endmember the location of an endmember in the matrix is unreliable and we cannot

assume that endmember 1 (or correspondingly abundance map 1) represents the same material

between frames. This is not normally an issue when processing or displaying single images from

hyperspectral imaging systems, as there is no ongoing requirement for temporal continuity.

In addition to the endmember order, there is no guarantee an endmember will exist in

subsequent frames. Practically, this means that any colourisation system, such as those evaluated

by Cai and Du [105, 106, 104, 107], will be ineffective in a video system. This is because an

individual colour cannot be permanently assigned to a specific endmember, due to the potentially

unlimited numbers of possible endmembers. In order to solve these problems, a colour display

method is required that produces a colour for each endmember which is deterministic based only

on the endmember spectral signature. Alternatively a method to match endmembers between

frames and notify the user if a change in the endmember is required.

Creating spectral signatures from the spectral data was investigated by Konsolakis [91], who

concluded that a fixed set of principal component vectors that represent an overall scene could be

used to colourise endmembers in a consistent manner. However, this relies on producing a good

estimate for the principal components, which is consistent across a wide variety of scenes. While

this is possible for remote sensing, as the lighting source (the sun) is generally consistent giving

consistent reflectance spectra, it is not possible for an indoor scene where lighting could vary

significantly. While portable lighting could be used to provide a consistently lit scene, we cannot

assume to have that luxury when investigating a crime scene or when installing a fixed-camera

for forensic surveillance.

Regardless of which method was best used for display (e.g. SOFT, HARD, GREY, Double

Layer [104]) this problem remains the same. Endmembers must be effectively matched to ensure

consistent colouring between frames. For this investigation we will concentrate on the grey scale

single endmember display method. We have previously discussed the drawbacks of the typical

colour association schemes with the colour blind population and large numbers of endmembers.

Since we are restricting ourselves to a single colour gradient and wish to handle cases where
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the number of endmembers is large, we will ignore methods which have assigned specific colours

to endmember classes as they are not practical with these limitations in place. However, it

is important to note that the results from endmember matching and abundance smoothing

approaches will be equally applicable to these methods.

Within the class of algorithms we are interested in (AGES- and N-FINDR-like processes) we

can consider two distinct groups. Firstly, there is the well-known classification of N-FINDR/AGES

methods, which have no inter-frame correlation component. This would include most implement-

ations of N-FINDR and the base implementation of AGES as originally proposed by Dowler

(prior to his improvements for a video system). What separates these methods is that there is

no direct relationship between the endmembers in sequential frames. The algorithm is initialised

in each frame, using little or no information from the previous frame. The second category we

will consider is that of the AGES video variants. This would include the image-registration

tracking method proposed by Dowler and the improvements to AGES considered in §2 that use

previously detected endmembers for initialisation. The reason for this distinction is that meth-

ods which directly use the information from previous frames will inherently have endmembers

that are correlated on a frame-to-frame basis, something that is desired in video applications.

However, given that there is a wide body of algorithms that do not use the data in this way,

it is worthwhile to consider how these algorithms behave in a video context, should a user or

application prefer such methods for determining endmembers.

4.3.1 Single Abundance Maps

When conducting a detailed examination that requires information about the individual abund-

ance maps, we will consider the individual abundance map display. This is when the operator

of the equipment has selected an endmember of interest and the imaging system is displaying

a single abundance map in grey scale (or similar) to the user. This situation is simplified as

the imaging system only needs to track if the endmember in question has changed position, or

dropped from the endmember matrix (and therefore the abundance plots). As only a single

endmember is displayed, the other endmembers only serve to ensure that the abundance of the

selected endmember is consistent with the real-world scene. This does not detract from the im-

portance of those endmembers, only that their abundance maps should not be considered when

evaluating the performance of this display method.
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4.3.1.1 Endmember Swapping

Consider E [n] and E [n + 1] as two sequential sets of endmembers generated from any end-

member determination routine. These endmembers could be very similar, i.e. the columns of

E [n + 1] could be just a permuted set of E [n]. Alternatively, the endmember sets could be sig-

nificantly different, where each column of E [n + 1] is a mixed combination of the endmembers

of E [n]. Indeed, E [n + 1] may not even reside in the column space of E [n] if the endmembers

were significantly different. If the user was to select e1 in E [n] (the first column) to display at

time n, there is no guarantee that at n + 1 (or indeed any later frame) that this endmember

represents the same material.

To ensure that the same (or very similar) endmember remains selected, regardless of any

endmember swapping, we utilise the endmember matching technique (§3.1) to match endmember

locations between frames. By using E [n] and E [n + 1] as inputs to the endmember matching

algorithm, we can make column swaps for E [n + 1] to ensure that the best possible matches

are made between frames. However, this method will not work perfectly. Consider the case

where there is no close match for e1 [n] in E [n + 1]. In this situation a best-case match is made,

but over-time the endmember could readily drift from the originally selected endmember. This

change from the original endmember could be quantified so that the user is alerted. However,

ultimately, this does result in the user no longer looking at the data they were interested in.

Since we are focusing on smoothing abundance map display, we will not address this endmember

drifting and evaluate this method only by its effect on display.

4.3.1.2 T-AGES and R-AGES

Algorithms that are designed for video operation, such as T-AGES (§2.3.4) and R-AGES (§2.3.3),

have properties that inherently make them suitable for consistent visualisation of abundance

maps in hyperspectral video systems. The dependence on previously detected endmembers in-

herently reduces the variability between frames, as few endmembers are replaced between frames.

These methods of endmember determination are potentially enough to combat the problem of

endmember consistency between frames. R-AGES (§2.3.3), where we measure the estimated

relevance or significance of an endmember, provides information for when an endmember should

no longer be displayed. If an endmember’s maximum abundance is, for example, 0.01 or 1%

then it is no longer a significant contributor to the scene in question. In this case the user may

be prompted to select another endmember or retain it. This is also true with T-AGES, where
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the age of an endmember could be displayed to ensure the user is aware of its temporal relev-

ance. Any method which has some dependence on the previous frame’s detected endmembers

should have a similar effect. Another example of this is the original AGES video implementation

proposed in Dowler’s thesis [12]. However, as we have previously noted this method selected

the endmembers from the current frame and relies on accurate image registration and tracking

techniques. For this reason we prefer the new AGES style techniques discussed in §2.

4.3.1.3 Endmember Locking

Another method to eliminate this problem would be to simply remove the endmember selected

for display from consideration in the endmember selection routine. We will refer to this method

as Endmember Locking as the endmember in question has been locked. While this ensures a

consistent endmember between frames, it does not address the fact that all other endmembers

could change on a frame by frame basis. The effect of the other endmembers changing is signi-

ficant, as a small change in any endmember can affect the overall abundance maps. Fixing an

endmember also prevents replacements from being made in the simplex volume maximisation

algorithm, meaning that the endmember being viewed may not accurately represent the purest

material in the scene. This is especially problematic when considering endmember extraction

techniques which do not utilise information from previous frames and rely on finding every end-

member from within the current video frame. For these reasons Endmember Locking cannot be

considered as a primary method for obtaining smoother visualisations of abundance maps. How-

ever, it could be useful once an established endmember has been found when using techniques

that reuse endmembers between frames. This is questionable, as avoiding a replacement when

a clearly superior endmember is available is troublesome for data accuracy. There are similar-

ities between endmember locking, T-AGES and R-AGES these methods lock endmembers until

suitable replacements are found, or the endmember is deemed either insignificant or out of date.

For these reasons we have opted not to specifically investigate arbitrary endmember locking as

a method for smoothing the inter-frame abundance plots.

4.3.1.4 Single Replacement Restrictions

Finally, another method that could prevent significant abundance map changes between frames

is to restrict the number of endmembers changed between frames to a single replacement. This

is what Dowler’s original method proposed in his video-rate AGES implementation. This has

the added benefit of also reducing the complexity of the overall algorithm. The downside of
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this approach is that there will be lag in obtaining good endmember approximations as it will

take longer to converge to the maximum simplex. This lag is also the primary reason why this

method is expected to produce promising results for abundance map smoothing.

4.3.1.5 Results

When evaluating the suitability of the proposed methods we need to estimate how similar se-

quential frames are. To measure this consistency we will use a normalised residual error approach

for the abundance map in question. Consider U ∈ R
M×N represents all M abundance maps in

an N pixel image. We calculate the normalized error ǫi for endmember i as

ǫi =

∥

∥

∥ui [n]⊤ − ui [n− 1]⊤
∥

∥

∥

2
∥

∥

∥ui [n]⊤
∥

∥

∥

2

where u⊤
i ∈ R

N is a row vector representing the abundances of endmember i in the image.

This metric will also include differences in the frame due to movement of the camera, thus

it is only useful as a relative metric when comparing how different methods perform under

the same circumstances. However, since we are only interested in the relative performance of

different algorithms using the same image sequence, this simple normalised residual error is

appropriate. The methods we will evaluate are: a base implementation of SAGES, (initialised

with a random starting selection of endmembers in each frame); an R-SAGES method (equivalent

to R-AGES using a SAGES inversion); and R-SAGES that is restricted to a single replacement

per frame. A number of methods exist to initialise AGES- and N-FINDR-like processes instead

of random starting points. These initialisation methods help simplex growth methods to select

more consistent endmembers (and indeed this is their stated purpose). Since we have shown that

using the previous frame’s endmembers is an effective method for initialising SAGES/SAGES

any initialisation strategy will only add more complexity to any algorithm. For this reason the

use of randomly selected starting endmembers is suitable for the base implementation and it is

intended to show a worst-case scenario.

The first situation we will consider is that of a static camera. A static camera is where

the camera has stopped moving for a period of time and the pixels within the scene are not

significantly changing. Figure 4.5 shows the progression of the simplex volume of the endmembers

(calculated using SAGES) for the different methods. The simulation was allowed M frames

to settle before the volumes were recorded, where M is the number of endmembers in the

scene. When initialising an unmodified SAGES algorithm random initial endmembers are used,
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this means a different local maximum volume is found. This clearly affects the volume of the

endmembers selected using SAGES and varies by ∼ 3 orders of magnitude over multiple runs of

the same scene. The volume of the endmembers remains the same for both methods that use

the previous frame’s endmembers. This is because the simplex volume is a localised maximum

based on the initial random selection of endmembers for the first frame in the sequence. This

constant volume is a strong indicator of similar endmembers selected for each frame. Indeed

we would expect the algorithms that are initialised using the previous frame’s endmembers to

remain constant in the absence of additional noise. Figure 4.6 shows a representative sample

of how a single endmember changes when using the base implementation of SAGES where each

frame in a 25 frame sequence is represented as a sub-image in a matrix of images. Figure 4.7

shows the same scene using R-SAGES. It is immediately apparent that there is a substantial

problem when using endmembers that are not correlated between frames. This is shown by the

substantial visual differences between temporally adjacent frames. When viewing this sequence

as a video, it is nearly impossible to garner useful information about the scene when using the

non-correlated methods. In-fact, the rapid flickering could potentially be of concern to users

who suffer from epilepsy. Investigation of this is well outside the scope of this work.
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Figure 4.5: Static camera volume results. Note: Both temporally related SAGES variants show
almost identical results. This means the red and green traces overlap.

The static scene example is primarily to illustrate the problem of inter-frame continuity.

The second scenario we considered is that of a moving camera. Here we move the camera at a
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Figure 4.6: Single abundance map from static scene. SAGES initialised with random endmem-
bers. 25 frame sequence. Each row represents sequential frames in time. The first column in
each row continues from the previous row.
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Figure 4.7: Single abundance map from static scene. R-SAGES where multiple replacements are
allowed. 25 frame sequence. Each row represents sequential frames in time. The first column in
each row continues from the previous row.
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fixed speed along the Moffett field scene to simulate a video sequence. This is much closer to

what would be expected in a real-world scenario. Here we have evaluated SAGES, R-SAGES

and the single replacement R-SAGES with and without endmember matching between frames.

Figure 4.8 shows the results of one particular 25 frame sequence of a 512× 512 simulated video

using the Moffett Field scene, it is intended as a representative sample. Figure 4.8a and 4.8b

show the SAGES volume and the number of SAGES iterations used each frame for reference.

This shows us that the volume is approximately the same for each method (within an order of

magnitude) at any given frame. The number of iterations shows that without using the forced

single replacements per frame, R-SAGES often only requires a single iteration. Figure 4.8c

shows the cumulative normalised error per frame. This is shown as a cumulative error fraction

to more readily show which methods have overall lower inter-frame differences. This cumulative

error shows how each method stands up over time. Here we see that both R-SAGES methods

have the lowest error over the 25 frame sequence. The R-SAGES methods restricted to single

replacements also show reduced error when compared with the naive SAGES implementation.

This is expected as R-SAGES variants use information from the previous frame to initialize the

endmember set. Figure 4.8c also shows that the matching method is only effective when not

using a SAGES method that incorporates the previous frame’s endmembers. This would be

relevant when adapting SAGES to a more traditional imaging chain where information is not

shared between frames.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the effect of using the base SAGES method compared with R-

SAGES on a single abundance map over 25 frames. The effect of inter-frame shuffling and

endmember replacements is significant, with almost no continuity between the 25 frames of the

basic method. This shows that again, using an endmember determination method which does

not have significant correlations between the endmembers produced for each frame, leads to

abundance maps that are not useful for a video application.

For completeness, these experiments were also competed with AGES, R-AGES and single

replacement R-AGES. The results of these experiments were identical when compared to R-

SAGES. This was expected as R-AGES and R-SAGES operate the same way only using a

different inversion process.
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Figure 4.8: Moving scene, single endmember statistics for 25 frame experiment. (a) Simplex
volume. (b) SAGES iterations required each frame. (c) Cumulative normalised error.
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Figure 4.9: Single abundance map from moving scene. SAGES initialised with random endmem-
bers. 25 frame sequence.
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Figure 4.10: Single abundance map from moving scene. R-SAGES where multiple replacements
are allowed. 25 frame sequence.
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4.3.2 Using all Abundance Maps

The other popular method for display is to assign specific colours to endmembers to show the

spatial distribution of each endmember. This relies on information contained in all abundance

maps. These methods are ineffective when the number of perceptually distinct colours is fewer

than the number of endmembers detected. However, this is also an issue for non-video systems.

It is incorrect to assume that perceptible colours could be assigned to each endmember class

when large numbers of endmembers are needed. We are primarily interested in the application

of hyperspectral video systems, so we will concentrate on the issues that are unique to video

systems. Unlike the scene scanning method (§4.2) we are not interested in overall scene statistics

and distribution, but the distribution of a specific endmember. Individual abundance maps can

readily be visualised when using grey scale representations of the endmember in question. Ulti-

mately all of these methods rely on the underlying abundance maps. We will use the differences

between individual abundance maps as an indication of how the display changes between frames,

knowing that significant changes in any abundance map will ultimately affect the presentation.

This is different to the previous section, where we only considered the effect of how the selec-

ted endmember changed. Additionally, we will evaluate how these endmember determination

methods affect our scene scanning metric discussed in §4.2.

4.3.2.1 Results

Figure 4.11 shows the cumulative error for each of the 3 methods for determining endmembers.

This error metric uses the abundance maps for all endmembers in the scene instead of just

the single displayed abundance map in §4.3.1. We see here that the endmember matching

method provides a significant reduction in the inter-frame errors of the overall scene when using

uncorrelated methods such as SAGES/AGES. Endmember matching has almost no effect on the

relationship between sequential abundance maps when using the correlated techniques such as

R-SAGES. The decrease in inter-frame error from endmember matching is not as significant as

using a temporally correlated method such as R-SAGES. This means that, while endmember

matching could be useful when using an endmember determination method not optimised for

video systems, it is not as effective as using a temporally correlated method such as R-SAGES.

The scene scanning method proposed in §4.2 is not affected by the order in which endmembers

are detected. This means that endmember shuffling does not affect the display of this method.

However, rapid changes in endmembers could still cause significant changes in the overall display.
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Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show how the scene scanning display method works over multiple frames

using SAGES and R-SAGES respectively. We see rapid changes in the display from the non-

correlated method SAGES, meaning that the scene scanning method is not immune to the

changing endmembers. Again R-SAGES shows that it provides superior continuity between

sequential frames.
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Figure 4.11: Cumulative normalised error of all abundance maps. 25 frames of moving scene.
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Figure 4.12: Scanning visualisation of moving scene. SAGES initialised with random endmem-
bers. 25 frame sequence.
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Figure 4.13: Scanning visualisation of moving scene. R-SAGES where multiple replacements are
allowed. 25 frame sequence.
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4.4 Closing Remarks

This chapter presented an investigation into some of the issues encountered with the display

and visualisation of hyperspectral video sequences. There are two major problems with the

display of hyperspectral video data. Firstly, the colour-rich and complicated display methods

used in existing work are unsuitable for people with colour blindness. These methods also

potentially have too much complexity to be accurately evaluated in real-time by a user of these

devices. Secondly, inter-frame inconsistencies between detected endmembers and their ordering

is shown to be a significant issue when displaying standard hyperspectral image algorithms in a

hyperspectral video system.

We presented techniques that resolve some of these problems. A method was introduced

that allows for much of the information contained in individual abundance maps to be visualised

in a consistent manner. This method is simple and usable by the whole population regardless

of any colour-deficient vision. This method uses the Lab colour-space and uses the purity of

a pixel and an estimate of its foreground significance. Additionally, two methods to ensure

that endmember display remains consistent between frames are shown. Matching endmembers

between frames is shown to be effective in reducing the inter-frame differences in displayed

abundance maps. However, it has only a limited effect overall when compared to the much

more successful method of using endmember determination techniques such as R-SAGES that

use data from previous frames directly. However, the endmember matching technique is relevant

and useful if an application demanded an endmember determination method which could not

be adapted to use inter-frame redundancy. In this author’s opinion, the use of the previous

frame’s endmembers, or another method that ensures consistency between sequential frames of

hyperspectral video systems, is required. Without using something to smooth the abundance

maps (or indeed any display method) then any users of hyperspectral video systems will find it

difficult to glean useful information, regardless of the unmixing and endmember technique used.



Chapter 5

Hardware Deployment

We have discussed methods to optimise spectral unmixing, endmember determination and

abundance map display for hyperspectral video systems. However, we have not discussed an

important aspect of any real-time system; the hardware implementation. How algorithms are

organised in hardware is a significant consideration, especially when constrained by the reduced

size and power of a portable system. Any hardware platform will have a number of different

challenges, from the capture of the hyperspectral image, through to processing and display. This

thesis has focused on the AGES and N-FINDR algorithms used in hyperspectral imaging and

assumes that hardware for capturing hyperspectral video will be developed independently. Con-

tinuing with this theme, we will investigate hardware that is suitable for the AGES imaging

chain. There are a number of potential deployment options available, such as ASICs∗, FPGAs†,

GPUs and embedded microcontroller platforms.

We will focus on deployment to massively parallel computing platforms on modern GPUs

because GPUs are commonly used by other hyperspectral imaging algorithms. The architecture

of a GPU also has a number of desirable features for commercial deployment of AGES. One of

these advantages is flexibility. Platforms such as ASICs are highly inflexible, this makes updates

and changes to algorithms difficult. FPGAs represent hardware flexibility, but require signific-

antly more knowledge of hardware platform development and are not as commonly available as

consumer-grade graphics hardware. This makes them a more expensive option for widespread

deployment. GPU computing platforms are almost ubiquitous among consumer and industrial

hardware and are commonly available at low cost in laptop and desktop computers. Modern

mobile phones have increasing GPU processing capability and integrated platforms such as Tegra

∗Application-Specific Integrated Circuits i.e. custom silicon, built for a specific purpose.
†Field-Programmable Gate Array i.e. an array of programmable logic gates used to implement custom

hardware.
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make them an ideal target for future work with portable devices. The massively parallel archi-

tecture is also highly suitable to the hyperspectral video problem. GPUs are highly customisable

and have relatively low development costs, without sacrificing significant processing power. It

is for these reasons that we have selected the GPU platform for our investigation into AGES

deployment. Within the GPU ecosystem we have opted for Nvidia CUDA supported devices, as

they are the most mature of the sector and a considerable base of research on CUDA-enabled

hyperspectral imaging is already available.

We have implemented a version of AGES and N-FINDR on the Nvidia CUDA platform. The

primary goal of this implementation was to evaluate if the AGES imaging chain is easily adapted

to such a system and to establish a real-world performance base-line. While it is possible to create

a custom kernels for the AGES chain, we are concentrating on implementations that are readily

achievable in a commercial environment. This means we favour using existing mathematical

libraries to save development and deployment time. This implementation revealed there are a

number of issues related to rapid deployment of AGES and related hyperspectral video algorithms

on these devices. These issues primarily relate to the performance and implementation of existing

linear algebra libraries. Generally, the GPU is targeted at a different style of computational

problem. Specifically, there is a range of matrix sizes that are too small for the GPU to compute

at optimum efficiency. This means there is scope for optimisation of these existing libraries.

5.1 GEMM and cuBLAS

The most fundamental operation in linear algebra and thus many hyperspectral imaging al-

gorithms, is the matrix multiplication C = AB, where A ∈ R
m×p, B ∈ R

n×p and C ∈ R
m×n.

This section discusses the poor performance of the cuBLAS libraries when calculating a fat

matrix multiplication. Matrices where m, n < p are considered fat matrices. We are interested

in cases where m ≪ p, n ≪ p and p ≫ 1∗. This is the definition of fat matrix used for the

remainder of this thesis. Performance studies supplied by Nvidia show that cuBLAS utilises up

to 80% of the Tesla C2070 peak capability for a single-precision square matrix multiplication.

Figure 5.1 shows GPU utilisation calculated by comparing ideal and actual execution time for

a fat matrix multiplication. This result shows that the utilisation of the graphics card for a

fat matrix multiplication can be as little as 0.01%, even for a large problem such as m = 32,

n = 32, p = 200, 000. This is considerably larger than a square matrix multiplication of size

∗For example, m, n = 32 and p = 200, 000
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m = n = p = 1024. This data was gathered using the Nvidia profiler on the cuBLAS library

included in CUDA 4.2. If m, n < 100 then less than 10% of the available processing power of

the card is used by the cuBLAS library. An open-source library MAGMABLAS is also a strong

candidate for linear algebra applications, as it contains performance enhancements and addi-

tions to the cuBLAS library. However, the same experiment showed that MAGMABLAS suffers

the same performance limitations as cuBLAS when dealing with the fat matrix multiplication.

MAGMABLAS’s GPU utilisation when computing the fat matrix multiplication is negligibly

different to the utilisation of cuBLAS detailed in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: cuBLAS GEMM Utilisation, p = 200, 000.

5.1.1 Memory Limitations

As the matrix multiplication is a memory bound operation on the Tesla C2070, the majority

of CUDA performance concerns will likely arise from limitations in the memory hardware, not

the arithmetic hardware [111]. Peak single-precision performance of 1Tflop/s∗ requires extensive

use of the on-chip fast registers, cache and shared memory due to the low overall bandwidth of

global memory (136GB/s peak). We conducted an analysis of the cuBLAS kernel to identify

what problems cause this low utilisation. Some of these results are summarised in Table 5.1

which shows the performance of the major memory types used in the cuBLAS SGEMM† kernel.

A number of issues are immediately apparent.

Firstly, there is a significant amount of local memory usage. While this is not necessarily

a problem, it does suggest that registers are spilling into local memory. In this case, extra

registers are located in slow global memory storage. Secondly, the overall bandwidth of the

global memory is only a fraction of the peak possible bandwidth. The peak bandwidth for the

∗The abbreviation flop/s is used to distinguish between the plural of flop, flops.
†The Single-precision General Matrix Multiply function used in BLAS implementations.
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global memory store is 136GB/s but the SGEMM kernel is using only ≈ 700MB/s. This indicates

that despite any optimisations, the raw data is accessed in a very slow fashion. To put this in

perspective, a single-precision fat matrix multiplication with m = 32, n = 32, p = 2, 000, 000

requires accessing 488.28MB∗ of data. Table 5.1 shows that this data is read from the global

memory store at a rate of 692.24MB/s equating to a read-time of ≈ 705ms. At peak global

memory performance we could expect the best read-time to be 3.5ms. A matrix multiplication

requires approximately 2mnp flops, equating to 4.1ms of computation time at peak performance

of 1Tflop/s. The per-warp statistics suggest that each warp is requesting a significant amount of

memory. This indicates that the problem could be a lack of parallelism due to large dependant

operations within each thread. This is confirmed when occupancy statistics are considered, as

the cuBLAS kernel has a very limited number of distinct blocks. Additionally, the instruction

issue efficiency shows that for 75% of kernel execution time, zero or one warps are eligible to

run. This effectively limits the available parallelism used to hide memory latency.

Loads Stores
Total Per Warp Per Second Total Per Warp Per Second

Global 488.28MB 122.07MB 692.24MB/s 16.00kB 4.00kB 22.68kB/s
Local 122.07MB 30.52MB 173.06MB/s 61.04MB 15.26MB 86.53MB/s
Shared 11.55GB 2.86GB 16.22GB/s 976.57MB 244.14MB 1.35GB/s
Texture 1.91GB 488.29MB 2.70GB/s N/A N/A N/A

Table 5.1: Memory profiler output for cuBLAS SGEMM kernel, m = 32, n = 32, p = 2, 000, 000.
Execution time was 695ms.

There are number of potential reasons for the poor memory performance for a CUDA kernel.

However, one of the most likely is high memory latency. When a streaming multiprocessor

encounters a global memory access instruction, it must wait due to the high latency of the global

memory store. The effect of this latency is normally mitigated by warp scheduling hardware.

This is known as thread level parallelism and works well when there are a large number of

warps that are ready for execution. Having a large number of blocks and threads per block

promotes thread level parallelism and is termed high occupancy. Another method for hiding

memory latency is instruction level parallelism; this is where the individual thread has a number

of operations that are executed independently e.g. loading two separate global memory locations

into shared memory. This strategy does not require high occupancy for high performance [117].

Ultimately, if a kernel is not broken into a large enough number of independent operations

(instructions, threads or both) then the scheduling hardware cannot hide this significant latency.

∗This thesis uses MB as 1, 048, 576 bytes.
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This results in poor performance, as the processor spends a considerable amount of time waiting

for memory requests. Figure 5.2 depicts how a scheduler might hide the latency of memory

access by spreading the execution across three separate warps.

Figure 5.2: Warp scheduling to hide memory latency.

On a Fermi-class card, memory transactions are performed as a 128-byte cache line read (or

32 bytes if the L1 cache is disabled) and are also 128-byte aligned [119]. When data is accessed

in a non-coalesced or unaligned fashion, some of the bytes of the transaction are wasted. This

leads to higher bus utilisation than the minimum required. Figure 5.3 shows how two different

128-byte requests can result in 1 (a) or 2 (b) transactions. The memory performance profiler

indicates that the cuBLAS kernel accesses memory in a suboptimal way. For every request

multiple transactions were required, this means that only a fraction of the bandwidth used was

actually involved in kernel calculations. This extra data can also increase the latency before

the requested memory is available. The cuBLAS kernel used 8 transactions per load request in

texture memory and up to 6 transactions per global memory store.

Figure 5.3: Memory transaction size. Arrows represent requested data, grey represents the
required 128-byte transactions.

5.1.2 Accuracy Limitations

Floating point numbers are approximate representations of the reals. Arithmetic hardware

attempts to find the closest floating point representation of the equivalent operation on the reals.

The effect of a finite precision implementation can be modelled (in the case of floating point
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addition) as a⊞b = (a + b) (1 + ρ) where ⊞ represents the floating point addition operator, and ρ

is the relative error between the exact and floating point addition results. Crucially, floating point

operations are not associative, so (a ⊞ b)⊞c 6= a⊞(b ⊞ c). The order in which elements of a matrix

are added can have a substantial effect on how accurate the resulting matrix is [161]. This effect is

usually very small, but is compounded when summing large quantities of floating point numbers.

The introduced error is considerably more noticeable when using single-precision when compared

to a quadruple-precision result. To measure if this effect was significant in the cuBLAS SGEMM

kernel we conducted several experiments. Using a fat matrix multiplication where m = 32,

n = 32, p = 200, 000 we compared double-precision and single-precision results of DGEMM

and SGEMM to a quadruple precision matrix multiplication. The quadruple-precision results

were generated with a naïve implementation of the matrix multiplication using the quadruple-

precision library provided by Nvidia. This library is based on the work in [162]. Recalling the

matrix multiplication C = AB, the worst case relative error e was generated using

e = maxij

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

c̄ij − cij

c̄ij

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

where cij is an element in the single-precision result C and c̄ij is an element in the quadruple-

precision result. This is the l∞ vector norm of the normalised error matrix. For the experiment,

matrices A and B are seeded with random values 1×10x where x ∈ R and is uniformly distributed

in the range [−12, 12]. This experiment was run 1000 times to generate the distribution of the

l∞ norm and determine the expected worst case error. The expected error was 4.63 × 10−6

with a standard deviation of 1.95 × 10−5. The range of the error was 4.52 × 10−9 to 3.94 ×

10−4. This demonstrates that the average performance of the cuBLAS kernels is 2− 3 orders of

magnitude away from single-precision machine epsilon∗ (≈ 10−7). Similar results were obtained

for double-precision where the average l∞ norm was 1.34× 10−14 with a standard deviation of

4.53× 10−14 and a range of 1.13× 10−16 to 1.80× 10−14. Machine epsilon of a double-precision

number is ≈ 10−16. The relatively small number of pixels (p = 200, 000) indicates a significant

accuracy problem when using the existing single-and double-precision fat-matrix multiplication

on cuBLAS. Experiments with a higher number of pixels confirmed that this error grows with

pixel number.

A full source code examination would further confirm the suspicions over how the cuBLAS

kernel was created. However, source code to the latest version of cuBLAS is not publicly avail-

∗Machine epsilon is a bound on relative error. This thesis assumes IEEE-754 floating point numbers.
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able. The MAGMABLAS library [163] is an open source BLAS implementation from which a

number of the optimizations for cuBLAS have originated [164, 165]. Running the accuracy and

performance tests on the MAGMABLAS 1.1 library for a fat matrix multiplication gave similar

results to cuBLAS. This indicates that MAGMABLAS SGEMM likely uses the same, or very

similar matrix multiplication routine. The source code examination of MAGMABLAS confirmed

how the SGEMM kernel is constructed. Firstly, each element in the final matrix is summed into

a single floating point register. This likely leads to the poor accuracy of the SGEMM kernel.

Secondly, the kernel is written so there is limited instruction-and thread-level parallelism when

SGEMM is given a fat matrix multiplication. This is the result of the strategy that MAG-

MABLAS SGEMM uses to split the matrix multiplication operation across multiple threads.

Significant effort was made to optimise instruction-level parallelism. However, low thread level

parallelism and low block counts lead to the slow performance of SGEMM in the fat matrix

multiplication operation.

5.1.3 Solutions

The investigation into the performance of the SGEMM kernel provided in the cuBLAS (and

MAGMABLAS) libraries found a number of performance and accuracy concerns that should

be addressed. The current kernel appears limited by the way data is addressed and read from

global memory due to the lack of exploitable parallelism. This results in low utilisation of global

memory capability and an overall decrease in kernel performance. In addition, there are accuracy

problems that stem from adding a large quantity of floating point numbers together. Ultimately,

there is insufficient space in fast on-chip memory to store intermediate computations and this

results in a single register sum for each dot product in the matrix multiplication. Optimisation

guides from Nvidia generally discourage the use of global memory within kernel computations

due to its relatively poor performance. Our algorithm uses a more distributed approach, utilising

the spare memory bandwidth available to global memory to split the matrix multiplication into

more parallel operations.

The core of the algorithm is acknowledging that any matrix multiplication can be reduced

to smaller sub-blocks along any of the matrix dimensions. The matrix multiplication equation

C = AB is described in Equation 5.1 where cij is an element in matrix C and aik and bkj are

elements of matrix A and B respectively. Any element in C can be calculated independently of

any other element in C, providing significant thread-level parallelism. While each element in C
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is independent, they do rely on overlapping data, as each element is essentially the dot product

of a row in A and a column in B. Overlapping data means that significant performance gains

can be achieved using shared memory as a smart cache.

cij =
p
∑

k=1

aikbkj (5.1)

Calculation of Equation 5.1 will give the complete C = AB result when calculated for all

cij . However, for matrices with p≫ m, n, this is only a relatively small number of independent

calculations compared to the complexity of the whole problem. This leads to poor performance

in the cuBLAS library as the number of threads, and therefore warps, that can be independently

scheduled to hide memory latency is low. The sum used in cuBLAS (and MAGMABLAS) is

dependent on the previous result in the chain. That is, in cuBLAS each addition in the dot

product is needlessly dependant on the previous result. This means hardware cannot make use

of this extra parallelism in the matrix multiplication. Explicitly dividing the calculation into s

sized blocks (as shown in Equation 5.2) and separating these calculations across N independent

blocks on the CUDA hardware, splits it into a much larger number of independent operations.

cij =
s
∑

k=1

aikbkj +
2s
∑

k=s+1

aikbkj + · · ·+
Ns
∑

k=(N−1)s+1

aikbkj (5.2)

However, each of these s-sized independent blocks will produce an m× n sub-product result

that represents an incomplete product of the final m × n matrix. Each of these additional

sub-products must be stored in global memory, as independent thread-blocks cannot easily co-

operate. This requires additional global memory storage, further to the requirements of using

the regular SGEMM function. It is unnecessary for blocks to be uniformly sized and in the case

where s does not evenly divide p, block sizes are dependant on the block index i: si can be any

positive integer subject to the condition
∑

i si = p.

Once each of the sub-products has been calculated, they are summed to give the final matrix

and this extra working global memory is free for use by other algorithms. The algorithm was

implemented using two distinct kernels and these are executed by a controlling host function

to achieve the overall result. The first kernel developed is the sub-product calculation kernel

that creates the m × n sub-products from s-sized blocks of elements in the original matrix. To

allow for a flexible amount of working memory, the sub-product calculation can either write

sub-products to free space, or add and update an existing set of sub-product blocks. Once all

sub-products have been calculated and placed in the working memory, the sub-products are
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summed using the sub-product-sum kernel.

This kernel is a sum-reduction kernel that reduces the number of remaining independent sub-

products in half by adding them together. Sum-reduction kernels require log2 (N) executions:

N is the number of sub-product blocks. Experimental evidence shows the total execution time

of the algorithm is approximately split 60/40 between the sub-product calculation and the sum-

sub-product kernels.

The sub-block calculation matrix does the actual matrix multiplication but in a more dis-

tributed fashion. Figure 5.4 shows how these additional sub-blocks are arranged in the working

memory allocated in the global memory space. This approach means that every sub-product

calculation is completely independent of the other sub-products. This means that a high degree

of thread level parallelism exists. As the order of block execution is unknown, each block of

threads is allocated a small section of the total data set, an m× k and n× k subsection of the

matrices A and B, these are completely independent from the other blocks. Once a sub-product

is calculated, it is written to the working memory allocated in the global memory store. The

kernel can also load the existing data at this sub-product location to overlap sub-product stor-

age, allowing flexibility in the amount of extra global memory required. Practically, there is a

minimum amount of additional memory required before performance is affected, this is discussed

further in §5.1.4.

The first step of the sub-product kernel is to use all the threads in the block to co-operatively

load data from the A and B matrices into the shared memory of the device. This data represents

all values needed to calculate the sub-product for this block and no further slow global memory

reads are required. Next, each thread processes an element in the block calculating its value for

the sub-product. This operation is similar to a partial dot-product and the way the SGEMM

kernel works. Once the sub-product is calculated the threads co-operatively write the result

to the global memory store. Generally, the kernel will use the maximum amount of shared

memory available to a block that allows for full occupancy. This equates to 6144 bytes or 1536

single-precision numbers for 48kB of shared memory per streaming multiprocessor and 8 resident

blocks per streaming multiprocessor on the Tesla C2070. An m = 32, n = 32 kernel would have

24 pixels per block. The number of pixels per block (s) need not fill the shared memory. If the

total number of pixels p is not an integer multiple of s, some instances of the kernel will use

alternate values for s. s is generally limited by available shared memory and is dependent on

the number of bands processed per block. The number of bands the sub-product processes from

both matrix A and B is defined at compile time. Ideally, the sub-product calculation will use
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the same number of bands as m and n. However a smaller value is used when the matrix must

be further divided when large matrices are processed. This subdivision strategy is detailed in

§5.1.4. Algorithm 5.1 shows the basic layout of the sub-product after the relevant elements of

A and B are loaded into shared memory.

Figure 5.4: Individual sub-block calculation. Each of the four sub-blocks writes its result to
independent global memory locations.

Algorithm 5.1 Pseudo-C Code for Sub-Product kernel

int j = 0;

for (j = 0; j < ( LoopsRequired ); j++){

unsigned int Out = SubBlockOffset+ ElementOffset;

kernel_t Sum = 0.0f;

for (int i = 0; i < PixelsPerBlock; i++){

Sum += Shared_A [i][ idxA ] * Shared_B [i][ idxB ];

}

C[Out] = Sum;

}

To compute the final result a method similar to the sum-reduction technique is used [111].

Figure 5.5 is a graphical representation of how this kernel generates the final matrix product

from its constituent sub-products. The kernel loads a sub-product into shared memory and then

sums it with another sub-product, placing the result in the global memory occupied by the first

sub-product. This is achieved with multiple blocks when the size of the sub-product exceeds

available shared memory. The sum-reduction strategy reduces the number of sub-products by a

factor of two each time the kernel is run. The kernel is run multiple times until all sub-products

have been summed and reduced to a single result C ∈ R
m×n.
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Figure 5.5: Sum-sub-product reduction strategy. The total number of remaining sub-blocks is
halved each iteration until a single result remains.

5.1.4 Algorithm Optimisations

To achieve optimal performance for this new approach, manual tuning is required. It can be

difficult to determine the exact technical details of CUDA hardware, since complete device

specifics are not released to the general public [166]. When creating a kernel with tunable

parameters there are two options. Adjustable parameters could be set as function arguments,

or secondly, as function template options. We used a function template, compile-time constants

provide more compiler optimisation opportunities when compared to run-time. Experimentally

we measured a significant performance decrease when using function parameters to set constants.

This decrease is as significant as 50% when parametrising a large number of variables, as each

instance of the kernel must, at run-time, calculate constant offsets and values and store them

in registers. Using template code and defining constants at compile time reduces the overall

flexibility of the algorithm in a dynamic system. However, given that a hyperspectral imaging

system is likely to be constrained by fixed hardware specifications, we determined this limitation

has minimal impact for our application.

There are a number of tuning parameters for the sub-product kernel. Pixels per block, total

working memory, threads per block and bands per block all significantly affect the total execution

time for a given matrix problem. To help identify potential speed increases we performed a form

of brute force search. Figure 5.6 shows the relative performance of the algorithm using different

block sizes for an m = 32, n = 32 fat matrix multiplication. It clearly shows that using larger

block sizes is significantly faster than many smaller blocks with a larger s. This is expected and

due to the quadratic increase in the number of blocks that run when using a smaller block size.

Figure 5.7 shows the effect of increasing the number of threads per block and shows that there is

an ideal number of threads, 128. Beyond this, block occupancy limits achievable parallelism and
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performance. Figure 5.8 shows the effect of allocating a different quantity of working memory.

This shows that for a problem where m = 32, n = 32 the maximum speed-up occurs using

less than 10MB of additional data storage. Where p = 10, 000, 000 this is equivalent to only an

additional 1.5% of global memory required, an almost insignificant amount when compared to

the 30× speed increase.

Figure 5.6: Relative Speed up compared to varying block sizes for m = 32, n = 32, p = 200, 000.
Area is relative to speed increase and the bubble at (X, Y) = (32, 32) represents a speed-up of
30×.

Figure 5.7: Speed improvement compared to number of threads for m = 32, n = 32, p =
2, 000, 000.

Generally most uses of this approach rely on multiple executions of the sub-product and

sum-sub-product kernels. This could be alleviated by processing the sub-products in a loop

within the kernel. However, we opted for multiple executions of the kernel to allow for more

flexibility with asynchronous DMA memory copies available on the Fermi architecture. The

peak PCIe bus bandwidth of 16GB/s is a significant limitation when copying large data sets.

Copying the data sets from the host to the GPU device in smaller chunks and processing those

chunks while the next section is transferred allows almost the entire calculation to be hidden.
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Figure 5.8: Speed dependence on extra memory requirement for m = 32, n = 32.

This will help in applications where the fat matrix multiplication is the first operation after the

data is copied from the host to the device. The disadvantage to multiple kernel executions is the

small amount of overhead required for each kernel launch. This overhead is a few microseconds,

so is inconsequential in a fat matrix multiplication where p is sufficiently large.

The small amount of shared memory on the graphics card limits the size of the matrices for

which this algorithm is useful. With a maximum practical limit on block size, a strategy is re-

quired for processing larger matrices. Figure 5.9 shows how multiple instances of the sub-product

and sum-sub-product kernel can process independent blocks in the overall matrix structure and

how they are used to build the final result matrix C. Blocks 1 and 4 are calculated using regular

square sub-product kernel invocations, with block 4 using a band offset in the input matrices.

Blocks 2 and 3 are calculated with an offset in only A or B respectively. This strategy is success-

ful in allowing the kernels to handle a matrix of arbitrary size. However as matrices get larger,

quadratically more blocks are required and the relative performance of cuBLAS improves. This

means where mn > 16384 the new algorithm is generally slower than using the cuBLAS imple-

mentation. This effect is shown in Figure 5.10. This is caused by the quadratic increase in the

number of blocks that are run when the block size is significantly smaller than the dimensions

m and n of the input matrices.

Figure 5.9: Large block strategy
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Figure 5.10: Speed increase dependence on mn.

5.1.5 Results

Table 5.2 shows the memory performance for the first iteration of the sum-product kernel. This

provides some interesting statistics when compared to the GEMM cuBLAS kernel in Table 5.1.

Firstly, and most notably, no local memory is used. This indicates no register spilling or incid-

ental use of global memory. Secondly, the global memory load bandwidth is significantly higher

at 38.81GB/s vs. 692.24MB/s. This indicates that the data is read significantly faster. Two

further iterations of the sum-product kernel were required to complete the matrix multiplication,

with similar performance statistics.

Loads Stores
Total Per Warp Per Second Total Per Warp Per Second

Global 320.00MB 1.67kB 38.81GB/s 128.00MB 682.67B 15.52GB/s
Local 0 0 0 0 0 0
Shared 3.75GB 20.00kB 465.70GB/s 192.00MB 1024B 23.29GB/s
Texture 0 0 0 N/A N/A N/A

Table 5.2: Memory profiler output for CUDA Sub-Product kernel, m = 32, n = 32, p =
2, 000, 000, Iteration=1. Execution time was 7.9ms.

The sum-sub-product kernel shown in Table 5.3 also reports much higher memory utilisation

than the cuBLAS kernel. Here the shared memory utilisation is low, as it is simply constrained

by the global memory speed.

Both kernels outperform the cuBLAS kernel when comparing memory efficiency. The new

kernels generally access memory using fewer transactions, with 1 − 2.8 transactions per load

or store. In contrast the cuBLAS kernels use 8 transactions per load and between 1 and 6.8

transactions per store. The result is an algorithm that uses a significantly larger percentage of the

GPU resources and performs much faster than the cuBLAS kernel. Figure 5.11 shows the new
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Loads Stores
Total Per Warp Per Second Total Per Warp Per Second

Global 128.00MB 1.33kB 67.42GB/s 64.00MB 682.67B 33.71GB/s
Local 0 0 0 0 0 0
Shared 128.00MB 1.33kB 67.42GB/s 128.00MB 1.33kB 67.42GB/s
Texture 0 0 0 N/A N/A N/A

Table 5.3: Memory profiler output for CUDA Sum-Sub-Product kernel, m = 32, n = 32,
p = 2, 000, 000, Iteration=1. Execution time was 1.8ms.

CUDA algorithm compared to the cuBLAS algorithm in terms of estimated GPU utilisation

for CUDA 4.2. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show how the time taken to calculate the fat matrix

multiplication is significantly reduced when compared to the cuBLAS kernel for small m and n.

This reduction in execution time is dependent on having a sufficiently large number of pixels

(p).

Figure 5.11: Utilisation of GPU, cuBLAS GEMM, p = 200, 000.

Figure 5.12: Execution time dependence on pixels. m = 32, n = 32.

To fully characterise the performance of the proposed algorithm an error analysis is required.

Repeating the same error experiments as detailed in §5.1.2 yielded much more favourable results.

This experiment showed the expected single-precision error was 5.10×10−7 with a standard devi-
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Figure 5.13: Speed increase versus number of pixels. m = 32, n = 32.

ation of 2.82×10−6. The range of the error was 1.63×10−10 to 5.77×10−5. This is considerably

smaller than the error generated by the cuBLAS kernel (≈ 10×). Similar improvements are

seen with double-precision, where the expected error was 9.92×10−16 with a standard deviation

of 5.65 × 10−15. The range of the error was 1.11 × 10−16 to 1.15 × 10−13. This shows that

double-precision error is also ≈ 10× smaller than the error created by the cuBLAS kernel.

Figure 5.14 shows that the average error is more independent of pixel count, compared to

the cuBLAS kernel. This is expected because of the divide-and-conquer approach to summing

the matrix elements is generally a more accurate way to add floating point numbers. Figure

5.15 shows that the error is relatively independent of m and n for both kernels, as each element

in the matrix is independent. An increase in the number of bands does not affect the overall

length of the dot product, only the number of dot products completed.

Figure 5.14: Dependence of relative error on pixel count, m = 32, n = 32.

The gains in speed and accuracy with the improved kernels are not without drawbacks.

Additional memory is required to store the sub-products before they are finally combined into

the matrix result. Figure 5.8 shows how the speed increase is affected by the amount of additional

global memory that is allocated to the algorithm. When compared to the global memory required
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Figure 5.15: Independence of relative error compared to m and n, p = 200, 000.

to store the original matrices, peak performance can be obtained utilising as little as an extra

1.5% of global memory. However, this is problematic for a heavily memory constrained algorithm

or a graphics card with less memory than the Tesla C2070. §5.1.4 shows how the new kernel

only provides significant speed improvements when mn < 16384, meaning that the algorithm

has limited use for problems which are larger than this. This new approach is only beneficial

when the number of pixels is sufficiently large (p > 2, 000).

The optimisations made to improve the performance of SGEMM also led to significant

increases in the speed of the DGEMM operation for double-precision numbers. Figure 5.16

shows the speed-up of the double-precision fat matrix multiplication. The slight reduction at

p = 1, 000, 000 is due to a different kernel used for DGEMM in cuBLAS, that has slightly better

performance. The performance increase in double-precision is not as significant when compared

to single-precision. This is due to the effective reduction in shared memory size as double-

precision results require twice the memory to store. This reduces the number of pixels processed

per block (s). Similar improvements in the accuracy of double-precision calculations were seen

when comparing our kernel and DGEMM.

Figure 5.16: DGEMM Speed increase, m = 32, n = 32.
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5.1.6 SSYRK Performance

We also tested this approach with the cuBLAS symmetric multiplication operation (SYRK)

and found that it has a similar problem. The SYRK function is a highly optimised matrix

multiplication that produces symmetric results such as C = AA⊤ and C = A⊤A. Figure 5.17

shows the utilisation of the SSYRK function in cuBLAS, where p = 200, 000. We see that for

a small fat matrix, it is underutilised by the GPU in a similar way to GEMM. Figures 5.18a

and 5.18b show the speed increase for SSYRK and SGEMM. We see that our implementation of

the fat matrix multiplication is still faster for these small fat matrices. Given the redundancies

of the symmetric matrix multiplication, it is reasonable to expect that further improvements to

our method would arise from concentrating on this problem. For hyperspectral images with a

large number of bands (λ > 128) it is still more efficient to calculate symmetric multiplications

using cuBLAS SYRK. However, for smaller systems significant improvements are attained when

λ < 128. Since accuracy is not dependant on the number of bands, the SYRK function would

still suffer from the accuracy problems outlined in the previous section.

Figure 5.17: SSYRK Utilisation, p = 200, 000.

Ultimately, we have shown that there is a certain type of matrix multiplication that existing

libraries do not handle well. We have proposed an improvement to the GEMM function that

addresses these specific matrices. When calculating the fat matrix multiplication with m, n <

16, 324 and p > 2, 000 the proposed method should be considered over the existing CUBLAS

functions.
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(a) SSYRK Speed-up, p = 200, 000. (b) SGEMM Speed-up, p = 200, 000.

Figure 5.18: Speed Improvement Comparison

5.2 Algorithm Implementation

One of the initial goals of this research was to implement Dowler’s video AGES on a CUDA

platform. This was to examine real-world performance and implementation issues. Dowler’s work

was largely completed in MATLAB and did not extensively consider hardware deployment. To

evaluate the suitability of AGES on a real-world platform we implemented the AGES imaging

chain on the Tesla C2070. This implementation brought about a number of interesting challenges

for commercial deployment.

The first of these was explored in §5.1, where the basic matrix multiplication operation in

cuBLAS (GEMM) is shown to perform poorly when used for certain fat matrix multiplications.

The symmetric matrix multiplication operation SYRK had similar problems. These results

highlighted an important aspect of existing linear algebra libraries on CUDA. That is, GPU

linear algebra libraries are largely designed for large computational problems, not fast streaming

problems. This is related to the CUDA architecture and how instruction and memory latency

is hidden through the scheduling of large numbers of threads or operations. Without sufficient

instruction or thread level parallelism, these devices do not run effectively.

Additionally, as these libraries are often designed around solving these larger computational

problems, they are optimised to use CPU/GPU co-operation to maximise performance. This het-

erogeneous approach further degrades performance for small streaming video applications. This

is due to device-host synchronisation and memory transfers. In a typical big-data application

these real-time issues are of less importance, as they are a fraction of the overall algorithm time.

However, in real-time streaming applications memory transfers and synchronisation present as

a significant bottleneck in algorithm performance. Ultimately, while GPUs have highly suitable
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architectures for hyperspectral imaging problems, the commonly used libraries do not utilise

the GPU efficiently for some operations. This means parts of hyperspectral video algorithms

are best suited for CPU deployment based on current library performance. This problem is

only relevant when considering the development of real-time hyperspectral algorithms that use

these off-the-shelf libraries. An algorithm built from custom bare-metal code could likely resolve

many of these issues. Single-kernel implementations that can re-use shared and cached memory

intelligently would be a candidate for this style of optimisation.

However, the consideration of existing libraries remains important, as these libraries are the

tools many commercial and industrial applications use. This is due to cost and time savings

associated with using pre-existing libraries. It is also important when considering the rapidly

changing state-of-the-art algorithms. Constructing algorithms from pre-built highly optimised

blocks such as cuBLAS, has a lower time to market than custom kernel implementations.

5.2.1 Performance of GPU Libraries

There are a number of different linear algebra libraries available for CUDA platforms. The

Nvidia supplied cuBLAS [167], the open-source MAGMABLAS [163] and the commercial CULA

by EM Photonics [168]. While not a complete list, these represent a good cross-section of

linear algebra libraries available for CUDA. If we consider the performance of these libraries, we

notice a trend when comparing performance and problem size. Due to the nature of the GPU

architecture, the massive performance gains do not apply to smaller problems where there is

not significant parallelisation to hide memory latencies. Practically, this means that for many

parts of AGES and related techniques these libraries do not perform optimally, sometimes at

a few percent of the total capability of the GPU (§5.1). Mathematical libraries, supplied with

and designed for CUDA deployment, often focus on large computational problems i.e. matrices

where m, n > 1024. Many do not consider the performance below this, as generally the CPU is

more suitable to handle these smaller problems.

The CULA library that computes high level linear algebra functions such as QR and eigen-

value decomposition, has similar utilisation for small matrices [168]. This problem is also evident

in the performance of similar functions in MAGMABLAS [169]. One example of this is the CULA

single-precision symmetric eigenvalue decomposition function (SSYEV). Figure 5.19 shows that

when calculating eigenvalues and vectors of a symmetric matrix smaller than ≈ 3000× 3000 the

Intel MKL libraries on a modern CPU offer higher relative performance [168]. This means that
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the equivalent CPU libraries should be used for eigenvalue decomposition to achieve maximum

hardware utilisation. Even when using larger matrices, both CULA and MAGMABLAS required

intervention from the CPU to calculate the eigenvalue decomposition i.e. the function was not a

single kernel executed on the GPU. This means using these functions in streaming applications

is more difficult, even when the problem sizes are larger. The CULA library did not allow for

significant control over the processing streams available to CUDA cards, thus compounding this

issue. MAGMABLAS allowed for much easier access to this underlying functionality, due to its

open-source nature.

The implementation of the eigenvalue decomposition is particularly relevant for hyperspectral

image processing, as the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are used in dimension reduction.

Most linear algebra functions also suffer from the same limitation, this means other hyper-

spectral image processing algorithms will likely be affected. When considering how this affects

our implementation we must increase the performance of these libraries, or handle CPU/GPU

co-operation efficiently. Improving library performance poses a difficult problem, as sufficient

parallelism to fully utilise the GPU hardware may not exist for smaller problems. Developing

efficient and accurate eigensolvers is a significant task and well outside the scope of this thesis.

However, in order to achieve the maximum performance of a hyperspectral algorithm on GPUs,

an eigensolver to suit these smaller problems (such as 224×224 eigendecomposition of an AVIRIS

covariance matrix) should be developed for GPU hardware. This will reduce the incidence of

these synchronisation issues and allow homogeneous algorithm deployment, an advantage for a

streaming application.

In the absence of optimal small-matrix eigenvalue decomposition libraries for the GPU, we

had to account for GPU/CPU synchronisation. This synchronisation creates host-device data

dependencies, as the application requires results from both the CPU and GPU. Data dependen-

cies cause significant scheduling and synchronisation issues within the AGES chain. Ultimately,

this resulted in small parts of the algorithm consuming considerably more time than expected.

Calculating the covariance matrix on the GPU, then eigendecomposition on the CPU, before

finally transferring the principal components to the GPU requires additional data transfer and

synchronisation steps. Using the MAGMABLAS or CULA libraries for eigendecomposition still

required CPU intervention as they are heterogeneous functions. For simplicity, the AMD ACML

libraries were used [170]∗ so we could precisely control this synchronisation. To avoid multiple

synchronisation steps, the previous frames eigenvectors and covariance matrices are used. This is

∗The ACML libraries are free to download, Intel MKL libraries require a licence for commercial application.
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Figure 5.19: Performance comparison of SSYEV on the GPU and CPU, from [168].

in-line with the work in §2 on temporal redundancy. Figure 5.20a shows how the algorithm was

initially structured. Arrows represent data dependencies and blocks represent individual sec-

tions of the algorithm such as eigendecomposition. Figure 5.20b shows the optimised strategy

relying on previous frames information to reduce computational time. This implementation con-

firmed that video-rate hyperspectral systems on real hardware can exploit the the work in §2

for considerable benefit. That is, if we accept that covariance matrix calculations or eigenvalue

decompositions from the previous frame are an acceptable approximation, then we can eliminate

this intra-frame data dependency between the CPU and GPU. We found that this strategy did

not significantly affect the overall accuracy of the AGES imaging chain and was consistent with

the work in Chapter §2 on exploiting temporal redundancies.

5.2.2 AGES/N-FINDR Implementation

The stated goal of our AGES implementation was to evaluate its performance in a real-world

application. To properly evaluate AGES frame rates, we included all memory transfers, CPU

time and display methods. By assuming captured hyperspectral image cubes are available to

the host CPU each frame, the capture hardware was removed from consideration. To improve

memory transfers to the GPU we utilised the dual DMA functionality on the C2070. The

dual DMA allows both host-to-device and device-to-host transfers simultaneously. This means

the results from frame n − 1 are transferred at the same time as the raw input data from
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.20: Co-operation Strategy. Figure 5.20a shows original data dependencies. Figure 5.20b
shows how only a single synchronisation step is required when using previous frame’s data.

frame n. This dual transfer is shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 where both the N-FINDR and

AGES implementations utilise this feature. These figures were generated using Nvidia’s Nsight

profiling tool and show a timeline of kernel executions. In addition to utilising the DMA to

improve performance, we transferred the raw data in its native 16bit unsigned integer form.

This represents half the data to transfer across the slow PCIe bus when compared to single-

precision floating point and a quarter compared to double-precision. Without the use of bi-

directional DMA transfers and the reduced size of integer data types, the total time transferring

data is a bottleneck. Converting this data to its floating point representation was accomplished

using a CUDA kernel. The overall improvement of this data transfer strategy was modest, due

to the extra GPU time required for this conversion kernel (≈ 7.5ms). However, it remains

a prime target for optimisation or integration with another part of the algorithm. Since the

primary cost of data-type conversion is memory access, if GEMM could handle mixed integer

and floating point arguments, the complete cost of this conversion kernel could be mitigated.

This kernel would complete data type conversions as part of reading (or writing) data involved

in the GEMM operation. This combined kernel would reduce algorithm dependence on memory

speeds. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, these improvements were not attempted.
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The first step in the AGES processing chain is dimension reduction using PCA. The most

complex part of PCA, the covariance matrix calculation, requires AA⊤. We used cuBLAS

SYRK, despite our reservations about fat matrix multiplications using the SYRK and GEMM

functions in cuBLAS. This was because the results in §2 indicate that small changes to the

covariance matrix do not dramatically affect the overall output in AGES. Additionally, the per-

formance gain for the improvements to the fat matrix multiplication are not significant at 224

spectral bands. We performed the higher level linear algebra functions such as eigendecomposi-

tion on the CPU. To reduce the complexity of the covariance matrix calculation we utilised the

update method described in (§2.1.1) [137, 139]. Since Dowler’s original AGES video algorithm

relies on image registration, the covariance update method was appropriate. This reduces the

impact of the covariance matrix calculation significantly, it no longer dominates the overall al-

gorithm complexity. We also constrained our movements to integer pixel translations, allowing

for highly accurate updates of the covariance matrix. The effect of these updates on algorithm

execution time is minimal and is shown in Figure 5.24 as the kernels between the integer to

floating point conversion and GEMM. The full covariance calculation was completed at initial-

isation and when image registration failed. This adds significant computational cost and causes

a significant drop in frame rate. However, this was a rare occurrence during normal operation.

This added complexity is shown in Figure 5.21 where the large fat matrix symmetric multiplic-

ation takes ≈ 155ms, significantly longer than the total time for all remaining sections of the

AGES chain (≈ 48ms).

AGES uses additivity-constrained inversion to determine endmembers and also as final

abundance map output. The most time consuming operations of the unmixing process are pro-

jections to the lower dimensional space and multiplications to generate unconstrained inversion.

This is evident by the significant time the overall algorithm spends on these GEMM operations;

≈ 23ms spread across two kernel invocations (Figure 5.22, fermiSgemm_v3_kernel_val). This

represents approximately half the total work done per frame by the GPU. For AGES, the mul-

tiplication into the lower dimensional space is only required for the endmembers and thus one

of these time consuming multiplications is not required (Figure 5.24). While we have discussed

the poor performance of GEMM/SYRK in some circumstances, these multiplications are not fat

matrix multiplications and operate with reasonable efficiency on the GPU ≈ 650Gflop/s (≈ 60%

on Tesla C2070, in-line with benchmarks).

There are two additional kernels that required significant GPU time. Converting from uncon-

strained inversion to additivity-constrained inversion required ≈ 6.5ms. Finding the maximum
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absolute abundance required ≈ 5.2ms. These are shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 as Constrai-

nedInversion_Kernel and FindMaxAbundance_Kernel respectively. The next most significant

kernel is used to perform the update of the inverse calculation for a single endmember change

and takes ≈ 0.075ms. These three kernels were the only custom built kernels that contributed

significantly to the overall algorithm execution time. It is worth noting that the constrained in-

version modification is not required for SAGES, so SAGES will perform faster than AGES with

a similar implementation. Our implementation of the AGES process operates on 512×512×224

hyperspectral frames with the number of endmembers fixed to M = 20. We achieved a frame

rate of ≈ 16 FPS using N-FINDR and ≈ 20 FPS using AGES for this test environment. This

is a worst case scenario, as there was a degree of CPU overhead in creating the simulated video

stream and several parts of the algorithm were not fully optimised. This implementation of

AGES and related issues were presented at GTC2013 [138].

5.2.3 Closing Remarks

When considering further development of hyperspectral video algorithms there are four major

recommendations. Firstly, the conversion between data types should be implemented as part

of an existing productive function. This is because the majority of time spent by this kernel

is in memory transfer operations. If a custom variant of GEMM could handle mixed integer

and floating point data arguments, this would result in significant savings of ≈ 8ms (≈ 16%)

per frame. Secondly, SAGES should be deployed to GPU. Due to time and scope restrictions

this was not attempted during the course of this research. The lack of constrained inversion in

SAGES would immediately save a further 6.5ms (≈ 13.5%) compared the AGES implementation.

Thirdly, the l∞ norm calculation in the AGES endmember replacement selection requires unne-

cessary memory operations. Given that calculating the l∞ norm essentially finds the maximum,

it is logical this should occur in the projection or matrix multiplication operation. Ultimately,

GEMM must calculate each value for the resulting output matrix. Returning the index and

value of the largest element as part of this operation would be comparatively simple.

Custom functions and optimisations to GEMM somewhat conflict with the goal of using pre-

existing libraries. However, these are generic building blocks and are relatively small changes.

With a more complete library of linear algebra functions, rapid development of near-optimal hy-

perspectral algorithms would be achievable. Thus, one of the key recommendations is to expand

the GEMM function to include these additions (data type conversion and norm calculation).
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Figure 5.21: Nsight profiler output. Full covariance calculation detailed timeline.
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Figure 5.22: Nsight profiler output. A single frame of our N-FINDR implementation.
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Figure 5.23: Nsight profiler output. A single frame of our AGES implementation.
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Figure 5.24: Nsight profiler output. A single frame of our AGES implementation with an updated
covariance calculation.
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Lastly, when considering video-rate implementations, it is beneficial to utilise results from pre-

vious frames to alleviate data dependency and synchronisation issues. The work completed in

§2 is highly relevant to this task and shows that there is scope for numerous approximations to

solve this type of problem.

5.3 Floating Point Precision

Regardless of hardware used for implementation of SAGES or any hyperspectral video system,

the numerical precision required to generate accurate results is worth discussing. The effects

of precision are twofold: smaller representations of data in memory generally allow for faster

calculations and reduced memory requirements at the cost of computational accuracy. Indeed, if

insufficient precision is used, the results of an algorithm can be meaningless. There are a number

of ways to represent data on a computer with single-precision floating point, double-precision

floating point, fixed-point and integers being the most common. Since CUDA and GPUs focus

on floating point operations, we will evaluate the differences between single-precision and double-

precision implementations of the SAGES processing chain. The important task is to determine if

single-precision mathematics produce similar results to double-precision when used with SAGES.

This is important for GPU and CUDA implementations for a number of reasons.

Firstly, single-precision variables use half the memory of their double-precision counterparts.

Hyperspectral data sets are very large and as hyperspectral systems continue to grow, these

data sets will need ever-increasing amounts of RAM. This is not the primary reason that smaller

memory footprints of single-precision are desirable. The comparatively small number of registers

and shared memory on CUDA enabled devices is often a bottleneck for performance. By using

a smaller memory footprint, these registers and fast-cache memories are effectively double the

size when compared to double-precision variables.

The second reason that single-precision is favourable on CUDA devices is that GPUs complete

significantly more single-precision operations per second than double-precision [171]. This is

especially true on consumer-grade graphics cards, which are generally the most cost-effective

devices. The high performance computing cards such as the Tesla C2070 have double-precision

throughput equal to half that of single-precision. The latest performance report for the the

SGEMM function gives a peak ≈ 2750Gflop/s compared to ≈ 1125Gflop/s for the double-

precision equivalent DGEMM. Similar performance differences appear for other cuBLAS linear

algebra functions such as SSYRK and DYSRK [171].
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5.3.1 Evaluation

To evaluate if a single-precision implementation of SAGES performs equivalently to double-

precision, we conducted a number of experiments using a simulated hyperspectral video feed. We

considered two implementations of SAGES. Firstly, a reference implementation that calculates a

complete covariance, uses a randomly initialised endmember matrix and runs to convergence each

frame. This is referred to as SAGES. Secondly, a candidate for a video-rate algorithm, SAGES

with endmember relevance is considered. This is similar to R-AGES (§2.3.3), only using the

SAGES unconstrained selection process and uses the previous frames endmembers to generate

the covariance matrix. This is referred to as R-SAGES-EP to reflect these two additions. These

two methods are notably different; SAGES is largely isolated from the build-up of error over

time, as each frame calculates its endmembers and principal component vectors completely. R-

SAGES-EP relies on the previously selected endmembers, both to initialise the SAGES process

and to calculate the principal component vectors. This allows the algorithm to accumulate errors

over time.

When evaluating these two methods, we compared single-and double-precision implementa-

tions in MATLAB. The metrics used for evaluation were: the final simplex volume presented each

frame, the number of iterations required for SAGES convergence, the normalised error between

the abundance maps (ǫ, §3.1.2) and the variability score (§2.2) between the endmembers selected

by the single-and double-precision algorithms. Each of these metrics were evaluated over 100

frames of simulated hyperspectral 256× 256 video on the Moffett Field scene. For completion,

we have tested the numerical performance of both implementations of SAGES and the variant

SAGESI (outlined in §3.2.3).

5.3.2 Results

Figure 5.25 shows the results of the four experiments run on the SAGES implementation in single-

and double-precision. Figure 5.25a shows a CDF of the SAGES volumes produced. Here we see

SAGES and R-SAGES-EP produce different volume distributions with R-SAGES-EP producing

higher volumes. This is expected, as R-SAGES-EP uses data from previous frames to find larger

volumes. However, we are interested in the distributions when comparing single-and double-

precision implementations. Both methods produce identical volume CDFs in single-and double-

precision. This indicates a high degree of correlation between the endmembers produced using

single- and double-precision implementations of SAGES. Indeed this suggests the endmembers
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selected each frame could be identical.

Figure 5.25b shows a CDF of the number of iterations between the same methods. The

notable result is that single-and double-precision implementations produce almost identical dis-

tributions. This shows that reduced accuracy of single-precision data types does not drastically

affect the convergence of the algorithm. Figure 5.25c shows the CDF of the variability metric

between endmembers produced by the single-and double-precision variants. When comparing

the two sets of endmembers the variability score remains close to zero (< 5 × 10−10), indic-

ating that indeed there is little difference between them. This is true for both SAGES and

R-SAGES-EP.

Figure 5.25d shows the CDF of normalised error (ǫ) between the single- and double-precision

abundance maps. A normalised error of between 1× 10−6 and 1× 10−4 for SAGES and between

1× 10−5.5 and 1× 10−5 for R-SAGES-EP shows that there is noticeable difference between the

abundance maps. However, this difference is relatively small when considering that machine

epsilon for a single-precision result is approximately 1 × 10−7. Figure 5.26 shows an example

SAGES abundance map produced by single- and double-precision implementations. Percept-

ively, this difference is not easily detectable, indicating that in a video application it would not

compromise accuracy. Ultimately, these results show that in a typical application, there is little

difference in the computed results between single-and double-precision arithmetic for the SAGES

imaging chain. Given this small difference, using single-precision arithmetic is suitable for a real-

time implementation of AGES/SAGES on GPU devices. The added memory requirements and

reduced floating point throughput for double-precision data types is not worth the increase in

precision.

Figure 5.27 shows the same experiment but using the SAGESI method for finding end-

members (mathematically the same but a different complexity and order of operations). These

results show this method of calculating SAGES is also effective and is largely unaffected by

single-precision arithmetic.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of SAGES in single- and double-precision.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.26: Example SAGES abundance maps. (a) Single-precision. (b) Double-precision.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of SAGESI in single-and double-precision.
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5.4 Closing Remarks

This chapter discussed some of the issues that arise when considering a practical implementation

of AGES-like processes. We have considered this from an industry or commercial application

point of view, where development time and cost is favoured over performance. We have shown

that despite CUDA’s popularity as a hyperspectral processing platform, there are a number of is-

sues surrounding practical deployment of a high resolution video hyperspectral system. The most

significant issue is performance and accuracy surrounding the existing linear algebra libraries

provided in cuBLAS, MAGMABLAS and CULA. These libraries are built for big-data problems,

however, sections of hyperspectral algorithms do not fit within this typical definition of “large”.

This has the practical effect of significantly reduced utilisation of GPU hardware. Indeed, the

GEMM and SYRK methods were shown to perform poorly when calculating small covariance

matrices using large data sets. Complicated but relatively small operations like 256×256 eigen-

vector calculations are currently best performed on the CPU. This creates a significant burden on

any streaming application, as data and program flow must be consistently synchronised between

the CPU and GPU. This wastes valuable time in a streaming video application. This was most

evident with the eigenvector calculation as part of PCA. We alleviated this problem by noting

the results in §2 that showed previous frames’ eigenvectors can be readily used without any

significant detriment to the final results. This allowed more flexibility when considering the

synchronous operation of the algorithm, requiring only a single GPU-CPU synchronisation step.

Finally, we show that a single-precision implementation of SAGES is suitable. Our investiga-

tion into the effect of using single-precision (compared to double-precision) showed there are no

significant differences in the overall results for the SAGES process.





Chapter 6

A Practical Hyperspectral Video

System

Throughout this thesis we have discussed a wide range of issues relating to the development of

hyperspectral video systems. This chapter represents the author’s recommendations for future

researchers or commercial developers of such systems. It is intended as a summary of the

significant developments considered within this thesis and should offer some insight to aid future

endeavours in hyperspectral video analysis.

This thesis considered the physical capture of hyperspectral video data outside the scope

of our investigation. However, for the sake of completeness, capture methods will be briefly

mentioned here. Realistically, the best option for a true video-rate hyperspectral video system

is to capture all spectral and spatial information simultaneously. Focal plane, line-scanning or

similar techniques have noticeable spatial or temporal anomalies due to sequential data capture.

If only a line, or single wavelength is captured at time t, then any movement in the scene will cause

anomalies in the complete image cube. This is somewhat circumvented by significantly higher

capture rates e.g. a focal-plane imaging device requires λ additional captures per frame, where

λ equals the number of spectral bands required. These higher capture rates can reduce artefacts

caused by sequential capture. However, in addition to higher frame rates, these techniques

generally require fast changing filters or optical hardware to capture the complete scene.

Ultimately, the high frame rates of hyperspectral video are more suited to systems which

do not rely on rapidly changing hardware. For these reasons, prototype systems such as the

hyperspectral fovea are the most promising, as they capture the complete image cube at a single

moment in time without any moving parts or dynamic filters [17]. The fovea system is only an

example of one technique that achieves complete image cube capture. One drawback of full-
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cube systems is the different dynamic ranges for individual wavelengths. This is because many

imaging sensors have a quantum efficiency dependant on wavelength. When capturing a scene at

a single instant in time adjusting for this changing quantum efficiency is difficult. Nevertheless,

this author recommends instantaneous full-cube capture systems for any future hyperspectral

video applications, as they eliminate temporal anomalies.

Assuming an appropriate full-cube imaging system has been obtained, data transfer to the

processing platform remains an interesting consideration. We have discussed the use of GPUs

to implement hyperspectral video processing algorithms. If a graphics card is used, then large

hyperspectral data sets must be transferred to GPU video memory. In many cases this involves

an additional step of copying the data into host device RAM. Technology such as Nvidia’s

GPUDirect and RDMA [172] allows transfer of data with little or no control from the host

operating system. This direct transfer allows for lower host CPU utilisation and higher data

rates. Using these features, it seems reasonable that capture and transfer of hyperspectral data

could be achieved with a capture device connected to the PCIe bus. Using the PCIe∗ bus allows

integration with commonly available computing platforms, as PCEe is almost ubiquitous in 2013.

Another advantage of using a GPU processing platform is that final output data can remain

on the GPU for display if required. This avoids additional memory bandwidth and synchronisa-

tion steps when retrieving data results from the GPU. Additionally, mobile platforms such as the

Tegra 4 provide GPU capabilities in a small form factor suitable for a hand-held device. With

the current trend towards high performance mobile computing, it is reasonable to assume that

mobile systems could capture and process high resolution hyperspectral video in the near future,

if suitable capture hardware was developed. Capture aside, the focus of this thesis has been

algorithms used in hyperspectral video processing. The remainder of this chapter summarises

recommendations for the algorithmic unmixing chain.

6.1 Exploiting Redundancies

Chapter 2 explored the significant advantages to exploiting redundant information contained in

sequential frames of a video sequence. This redundancy can be used to reduce the complexity

of the covariance calculation to a manageable level, without a significant effect on algorithm

accuracy. In the context of a real-time application, these improvements allow a significant

∗Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) is a high-speed data transfer standard used on modern
computers.
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increase in possible frame rates and resolutions. Additionally, the similarity of endmembers

between frames promotes fast convergence times for algorithms like AGES or N-FINDR. Reusing

endmembers also promotes a smoothing effect on the final abundance map output. This author

recommends that any future video system should use the information gleaned from temporal

redundancy in order to efficiently process hyperspectral video streams. This redundancy is

especially important when considering the growing resolutions (both spatially and spectrally) of

hyperspectral hardware systems. Looking into the future, multi-megapixel hyperspectral camera

systems will not be uncommon. These systems could easily have thousands of spectral bands

and capture at real-time frame rates. While computational power increases at an exponential

rate, the demands and expectations of science and industry show a similar trend. For this

reason, reducing the computational load for these high-performance systems will be critical and

exploitation of inter-frame redundancies is essential in this process.

These computational savings are realised as two specific recommendations. Firstly, any

engineer building such a system must consider using an estimated or approximated covariance

matrix calculation. The covariance matrix calculation is one of the significant computational

burdens in the unmixing chain and is often the bottleneck in the overall process. We have shown

that estimated or reused covariance matrices provide results comparable with a full covariance

calculation at a lower computational cost. These estimates are suitable because of the high degree

of redundancy in video sequences. Secondly, the endmember determination method should use

information about the previous frame’s endmembers as part of its initialisation process. We

recommend and have shown that variants of AGES modified to use this information are accurate

and computationally efficient.

These variants of AGES do not enforce the requirement that an endmember must reside in

the currently displayed frame, only that it remains relevant to the overall scene. This allows for

direct re-use of endmembers between sequential video frames without image registration. The

major downside of this approach is that rapidly varying lighting conditions may cause the linear

mixing model to break down. If endmembers are lit with different lighting then the linear mixing

model no longer applies. This was not considered a major problem, as rapidly changing lighting

conditions remains a significant problem in the many image processing applications.
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6.2 Shadow Correction

Chapter 3 discussed some of the different methods that are used to generate abundance maps

of hyperspectral data sets. Abundance maps are a primary output of hyperspectral imaging

systems and the method used to reconstruct material abundances has a substantial effect on its

efficacy. Our investigation concentrated on least squares methods for estimating the underlying

ground truth, as these have a direct relationship to AGES. AGES uses the additivity-constrained

inversion process both for display and endmember determination. We have shown that the effect

of shadowing is significant and existing techniques for shadow correction are not optimal.

Additionally, we have shown that additivity-constrained inversion produces inaccurate results

in the presence of shadowing. The newly proposed CSP corrects for the errors introduced by the

orthogonal projection in additivity-constrained inversion. By scaling abundance vectors along a

perspective projection these shadowing effects are removed. There is a clear relationship between

CSP and unmixing using only non-shadow endmembers. Furthermore, we have shown that

setting any negative abundance fractions to zero and using a CSP-like projection is effective at

reducing error in generated abundance maps. This method is related to work done by Heinz, who

investigated NSCLS and NNCLS methods for computational savings in the unmixing problem.

Ultimately, this chapter recommends that any hyperspectral video implementation should use an

unmixing method that compensates for the effects of shadow and is resilient to noise. This means

including a non-negativity constraint or otherwise correcting for negative abundance fractions.

We recommend either NUCLS when computational demands are stringent or NNCLS when more

computing time is available.

In light of these recommendations, the reliance on additivity-constrained inversion in AGES

is of questionable benefit. Without correction, the results of additivity constrained inversion do

not adequately represent underlying ground truth in scenes with significant shadowing. This lead

to the development of an improved AGES method that uses the geometric relationship between

simplex volume and unconstrained inversion. This method was termed Shadow-corrected AGES

or SAGES and uses a shadow-corrected simplex when determining simplex volume. The shadow

corrected simplex has an endmember fixed at the origin to represent the scaling effect of illumin-

ation variations. This means the algorithm will find the largest cone that encompasses the data,

a more accurate model when considering the effects of shadowing on endmembers and pixels.

SAGES was shown to be more effective than AGES in scenes with significant shadowing, and

also less computationally complex. Since shadowing is likely present in real-world terrestrial
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scenes, it is recommended that SAGES should be used in preference to AGES.

6.3 Visualisation

Chapter 4 presented some of the unique requirements when visualising hyperspectral video se-

quences. We considered the widespread deployment of hyperspectral video technology and how

to visualise data in a straightforward manner to a lay user. Existing methods for visualisation

rely on full trichromacy of the operator. This means the proportion of the population affected by

colour-blindness would be unable to use the equipment. Existing research also relies on having

a sufficient number of discernible colours when compared to the number of endmembers in the

scene. When the number of endmembers in a scene exceeds this number, endmembers cannot

be effectively displayed when clear discrimination is required. To overcome the limitations of a

limited number of discernible colours, a simple display strategy is proposed.

The proposed method uses only two dimensions: lightness and the blue-yellow opposite col-

our pair∗. This is to ensure that all users are able to use the equipment regardless of their colour

vision and additionally accounts for situations where the number of endmembers exceeds the

number of discernible colours. The lightness of each pixel is mapped to a metric that indicates

how common the pixel’s reflectance is within the image i.e. it is a measure of the foreground/-

background significance. The blue-yellow colour opposite pair is mapped to the purity of each

pixel (based on the standard deviation of all abundance maps). Here, blue represents a pure

pixel and yellow a mixed pixel. This visualisation method is effective at fusing the information

contained in all abundance maps, removing the dependence on individual endmember selection

or colour assignment. Due to the varying demands of different video applications, this cannot be

considered the only solution to these visualisation problems. However, this author recommends

that any proposed visualisation strategies employ a similar approach. That is, since the number

of discernible colours is very limited, a fused display of endmember abundance maps is required.

In addition to this display strategy, Chapter 4 highlighted the importance of having consistent

abundance map display between sequential frames. A video system with rapidly varying frames

is hard to interpret accurately. This is because small changes in endmembers can affect the

resulting abundance maps. Many endmember determination methods may select the same set

of endmembers but ultimately produce an endmember matrix where similar endmembers do not

necessarily reside in the same columns. These permuted endmember matrices cause significant

∗This allows easy adaptation to the red-green opposite pair if required by blue-yellow deficient vision.
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temporal variation in displayed abundance map output. This is a problem with hyperspectral

image analysis algorithms that have not specifically accounted for inter-frame variability. It

is shown that using previous frame’s endmembers to initialise SAGES is an effective strategy

at overcoming this variability. The methods proposed to exploit inter-frame redundancies in

Chapter 2 are shown as effective implementations of this concept.

Another proposed approach is to match the determined endmembers between frames. By

unmixing the endmembers determined in frame n with the endmembers selected in frame n− 1,

an accurate matched set is created. This method reduces inter-frame variability but is much less

effective than the smoothing effect promoted when exploiting temporal redundancies. Matching

endmembers is nonetheless appropriate when considering algorithms that are not suitable for

temporal redundancy exploitation.

Ultimately, visualisation shows further benefits of using the information from previous frames.

This author recommends that any further work on hyperspectral video sequences should strongly

consider adopting a similar approach to reducing the number of displayed colour combinations

and smoothing the displayed visualisation output.

6.4 Hardware Deployment

Chapter 5 looked at some of the hardware and implementation considerations any system in-

tegrator needs to consider. When considering SAGES on real hardware there is little difference

between using single- or double-precision floating point arithmetic. Generally simplex volume,

number of iterations and endmember determination are unaffected by the reduced precision.

However, unmixing, and therefore abundance map display is affected to a small degree. These

effects are largely unnoticeable, but may matter for some applications. In addition to raw per-

formance, single-precision data structures require half as much memory as their double-precision

counterparts. This is less important when considering the large main memory available on mod-

ern computing platforms. However, with comparatively limited cache sizes and memory transfer

rates this promotes further performance increases. Ultimately, single-precision is beneficial,

as generally the increased speed outweighs the increased accuracy of double-precision for our

application. This author recommends that any implementation should strongly consider single-

precision over double-precision if using a GPU or similar hardware for deployment of the SAGES

imaging chain.

When developing a hyperspectral video system it is often preferable to use pre-made libraries
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for complex linear algebra operations. This is because creating highly optimised CUDA kernels is

a non-trivial task. We show that supplied libraries such as CUBLAS, CULA and MAGMABLAS

do not necessarily offer the best performance for all calculations involved in the hyperspectral

video algorithms. This means that users should not assume these libraries are optimised for

accuracy or speed in the context of their hyperspectral video applications. This is compounded

by the overhead these libraries often incur. These overheads can be in the form of a dependence

on CPU/GPU co-operation, limited control over parallel streams, device-host synchronisation

and limited data type interoperability.

Ultimately, this author recommends that the CUBLAS library functions should be extended

to include common operations as part of the GEMM and other similar functions. Examples of

these proposed additions include a GEMM function that handles integer to floating point data

conversion and l∞ norm calculation as an intrinsic part of its operation. The majority of the

time spent calculating norms and converting data types is reading (and writing) large data sets.

If this memory-bound operation can be alleviated by using pre-loaded information as part of the

GEMM function, these functions would cost substantially less computational time. These two

modifications would allow for a highly effective implementation of the SAGES imaging chain,

using CUBLAS libraries without having to build specific SAGES kernels.

In addition to these optimisations in existing libraries, there is further evidence that exploit-

ing the redundancy in temporally correlated frames is a useful endeavour. Using results from

the previous frame allows data dependencies to be largely eliminated. This allows for more par-

allelisation as the GPU and the CPU co-operate more completely. This is especially important

when considering existing GPU libraries for eigenvalue decomposition and other advanced linear

algebra algorithms. It is more computationally efficient to calculate eigenvalue decomposition of

small matrices i.e. 256×256 on the CPU. While more efficient GPU libraries could be developed,

sufficient data parallelism might not exist, making this process somewhat difficult. If we assume

that for optimal utilisation of the hardware these advanced functions will be completed on the

CPU, then this creates significant synchronisation hurdles between the CPU and GPU. By util-

ising the results from previous frames this issue can largely be avoided. This can have a negative

effect on the accuracy of the principal component vectors but as demonstrated in Chapter 2 the

subspace of the principal component vectors is reasonably tolerant to such optimisations.

Ultimately, there remains considerable work at producing an optimal SAGES imaging chain

on real-world hardware. Given the performance of our implementation of SAGES, it is likely

such an investigation would yield fruitful results.
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6.5 Closing Remarks

Considering the results presented in this thesis, development and deployment of portable high

resolution, high frame rate hyperspectral cameras is possible in the near future, dependent on

the availability of capture hardware. A SAGES imaging chain that uses updated or estimated

covariance matrix calculations is a strong candidate for real-time hyperspectral video processing.

Coupled with the flexibility and power of the GPU this provides a complete platform for any

hyperspectral video system. Key advice is summarised as follows:

• Exploitation of inter-frame redundancy is critical to reducing algorithm complexity, im-

proving accuracy, creating consistent visualisation methods and reducing hardware syn-

chronisation issues.

• The additivity constraint in least squares unmixing should not be used in a scene with

significant shadowing effects. Additionally, SAGES should replace AGES in such scenes.

• To improve inter-frame consistency and accuracy in hyperspectral video sequences it is

recommended to correct or otherwise account for negative abundance fractions.

• Existing visualisation methods do not effectively consider colour-deficient vision. The

proposed method using blue-yellow and lightness as indicators should be used as a base

for future visualisation techniques.

• Existing linear algebra libraries are ineffective for certain fat matrix multiplications. The

proposed improvements should be utilised when these matrix products are encountered.

• Improvements to linear algebra libraries should allow effective calculation of small eigen-

value decompositions using homogeneous GPU kernels.

• Improvements to GEMM to include common operations such as data-type conversions will

speed hyperspectral algorithm deployment.

• Real-time frame rates are readily achievable for AGES-like processes on high-resolution

hyperspectral video sequences.

Despite our progress in this field, there are many opportunities for further research into optim-

ising and development of these systems. Some of the significant future opportunities are detailed

in §7 and should be the focus of future research projects in this area.
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Future Work

While this thesis addresses some significant aspects of hyperspectral video systems, it has finite

scope. These necessary limitations in scope mean there are a number of opportunities for future

research in hyperspectral video. This chapter is a summary of some of the more important

unresolved questions that future researchers should attempt to answer. These opportunities are

primarily focused in the development and exploration of further optimisations to the unmixing

chain, but extend to the deployment of a complete hand-held system.

7.1 Video N-FINDR

This thesis focused on expanding Dowler’s work on AGES and provides further insight into how

it, and related algorithms, can be used in a real-time video application. Substantial improve-

ments to AGES are shown, including exploitation of temporal redundancies and the development

of the shadow-corrected variant SAGES. We have, however, not attempted similar temporal or

shadowing improvements to other hyperspectral imaging algorithms. The number of hyperspec-

tral processing algorithms is now vast and indeed there are numerous examples of geometric

simplex growth algorithms. N-FINDR is the de-facto standard in geometric simplex growth al-

gorithms and it is reasonable to expect similar optimisations would be effective in the N-FINDR

algorithm.

While AGES has been shown as an effective algorithm for video-stream processing, it is a

relatively new algorithm family. In contrast, video-optimisations to N-FINDR have a broad

scope of existing research to draw from and compare to. An example of this is Sanchez’s near

real-time implementation [173]. For this reason the development of N-FINDR algorithms suitable

for real-time video stream processing is recommended. This will allow objective comparison to
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the improved AGES methods and create video optimisations that are more readily compared to

existing single-frame real-time hyperspectral imaging techniques.

7.1.1 Temporal Redundancy

When considering the optimisation of N-FINDR for video systems, we should not concern

ourselves with making the core N-FINDR process faster, e.g. reducing the cost of the de-

terminant calculation. This is the realm of other researchers and significant work in optimising

this has been completed already. Future video optimisations to N-FINDR should concentrate

on how to use the temporal redundancies available to a video stream. These redundancies will

allow future research to further improve the accuracy or reduce the computational complexity

of the N-FINDR process. The astute reader will see the re-use of previous frames’ endmembers

directly by N-FINDR would work in a similar way to A-AGES, R-AGES and T-AGES. While

not explicitly evaluated in this thesis, it is reasonable to expect similar results when considering

N-FINDR. Indeed, this will almost certainly apply to most geometric endmember determination

algorithms. If we accept that endmembers should reside within the current scene or environment,

this removes the requirement they exist within the currently displayed frame. However, the best

method for determining scene relevance is not obvious and further evaluation of R-AGES-and

T-AGES-like algorithms is required.

7.1.2 Reducing Search Space

One optimisation not considered in this thesis is reducing the total search space for N-FINDR.

In each frame, regardless of movement or any statistical properties, each pixel is considered as

a potential endmember replacement. In the N-FINDR algorithm this represents the determin-

ant calculation for each pixel. Covariance aside, these repeated determinant calculations make

up the bulk of the N-FINDR algorithm. If pixels are excluded based on information from a

previously correlated frame, then the complexity of the overall algorithm is reduced. This ap-

proach would require a much simpler method to evaluate each frame, selecting only pixels likely

to be endmember candidates. By building this information over multiple frames, reasonable

endmember candidates could be obtained. This concept and has been discussed in previous

work such as AVLPR-S-N-FINDR, where pixels are excluded from successive iterations of N-

FINDR [63]. When considering this approach, the algorithms previously used to initialise AGES

and N-FINDR are also relevant. These methods produce an estimated set of endmembers for
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initialisation and could provide good candidate pixels for this reduced set.

We completed some preliminary work using Maxmin [70]. This showed promising results

by identifying a set of P candidate pixels in each frame. In order for this approach to work

P ≫M (the number of endmembers). This is because the suggested endmembers from Maxmin

tend to be relatively poor candidates for pure-material endmembers. The larger number ensures

that good candidates are proposed from each frame. Since P ≪ N (the number of pixels), this

combined subset of pixels is still much smaller than an individual frame. These candidate pixels

are then combined in a rolling window of endmember candidates of size KP , where K is the

number of frames considered. Each frame then uses N-FINDR to search this KP -sized pixel

space for endmembers.

Practically, we were able to achieve promising results showing simplex volumes similar to the

complete N-FINDR process when using this technique. This process is outlined in Algorithm

7.1. Maxmin is only one of many proposed initialisation techniques and indeed, the work on

AGES-II achieves similar goals to Maxmin and is generally more effective at initialising the

AGES algorithm [12]. Using these initialisation algorithms and existing work on reducing the

N-FINDR search space it seems reasonable that a highly optimised video stream variant of N-

FINDR is possible. This N-FINDR variant would account for temporal correlations and would

only search a significantly reduced pixel space for endmembers.

Algorithm 7.1 Proposed AGES/N-FINDR using reduced candidate pixel set.

1. Use Maxmin to identify P candidate pixels (C [n]) from the current frame. C [n] =
[

x1 [n] · · · xP [n]
]

2. Create combined candidate pixel set: R [n] =
[

C [n− (K − 1)] · · · C [n]
]

3. Create initial endmember set from the previous frame: EI [n] = E [n− 1] or if n = 1 using
Maxmin.

4. Initialise N-FINDR with EI [n], use N-FINDR to find endmembers from candidate pixel
set: E [n] = N-FINDR (R [n] , EI [n]).

5. Repeat each frame.

7.2 Further SAGES Considerations

SAGES was developed to compensate for the effects of shadow in AGES-like algorithms. By

removing the additivity constraint, SAGES allows shadowed pixels to be effectively processed.
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However, SAGES does not address all artefacts of shadow-affected pixels. Particularly, it does

not make a distinction on how volume increases are achieved, only that the endmember set

represents a larger volume simplex. Additionally, SAGES does not consider newer research on

sparse unmixing that favours pixels mixed with fewer endmembers.

7.2.1 Pixel Brightness

As discussed in §3.1.1 the relative brightness of pixels is important when considering the best

replacements in SAGES. We acknowledged that without relative reflectance data, brighter pixels

are generally better replacements due to higher SNR. In contrast, we also want endmembers that

describe the scene without using negative abundance fractions. The SAGES algorithm is cur-

rently optimised only for maximum simplex volume using recovered pixel spectra. This creates

an interesting dilemma when considering pixels that cause identical volume increases. Figure

7.1 shows two separate candidate pixels (blue o). These pixels cause the same shadow-corrected

volume increase when replacing endmember e2, keeping endmember e1 constant (endmembers

are red ×)∗. Indeed, every pixel on the green hyperplane would produce an equivalent volume

increase. The reconstructed pixels from NUCLS (green *) and NNLS (red +) are shown for

reference. The sum-to-one hyperplane is shown as a dashed line.

These two candidate pixels represent two different examples of endmember possibilities. x1

is a pixel not accurately described by e1 and e2 without negative abundance fractions. x2 is a

high-brightness pixel that is already adequately represented by scaled combinations of e1 and e2.

Currently, SAGES treats these pixels the same, choosing the one which has the highest volume

change†. It is not immediately obvious which pixel is the better candidate. Especially since

it depends on the other pixels selected as endmembers using the SAGES algorithm. It seems

logical that one of these pixels should be a favoured using an attribute other than the volume

increase.

Recall that the shadow-corrected volume increase is proportional to the absolute value of the

solution to unconstrained inversion. That is, replacing endmember en ∈ R
λ with x ∈ R

λ yields

an increase of ρn = |un|, where u = argmina ‖Ea − x‖2. When accounting for these two separate

pixels, perhaps this volume change attribute should also consider pixel brightness. Thus ρn could

be modified to

∗Recall that the SAGES volume also considers an implicit endmember fixed at the origin.
†Practically, the volume increase will not be identical due to the effects of noise and limited machine precision.
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Figure 7.1: Identical SAGES volume replacements. Blue o’s represent candidate pixels with
identical SAGES volume.
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‖en‖

2

‖x‖
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This would mean that darker pixels are preferred if they result in an equivalent volume

increase to a lighter pixel. This would favour x1 in the previous example. Likewise, this modi-

fication could be inverted to favour the brighter pixel x2. This simple technique is likely not

optimal, as an extremely dark (or bright) pixel could have a high ρn but relatively low volume

increase. However, it could work in situations where the variations in brightness across the scene

are limited. Consider a total brightness variation across a scene of ±5%. This results in ρn being

modified by 10% in the worst case. If this modification is small enough it should primarily affect

selection in cases where candidates are otherwise identical. Nevertheless, future work on SAGES

should incorporate further information about candidate pixels directly in the selection process.

This will help eliminate situations such as the one outlined in Figure 7.1.

7.2.2 Sparsity

Within this thesis we have concentrated on linear mixing and least squares techniques for un-

mixing hyperspectral data. Least squares minimises the l2 residual error between reflectance and

reconstructed pixel spectra. A closely related concept is l0 (or the more practicable l1) sparse
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unmixing. The idea behind sparse unmixing is that real-world pixels are likely only made from

a small number of endmembers, even if a large endmember set is available. This concept is

known as sparsity. Sparsity itself is measured as the number of non-zero elements in the signal

or some basis representing the signal. It is sometimes approximated using the l1 norm for easier

computation. Sparsity has previously been investigated as a means for unmixing hyperspectral

images [36, 174].

If we accept that pixels should be represented using as few endmembers as possible, we should

incorporate a sparsity requirement. Practically, this means an abundance of a =
[

0 0 1

]⊤

would be favoured compared to a =
[

0.4 0.2 0.4

]⊤

, if they had comparable residual error.

Consider the unmixing equation ui = argmina ‖Ea − xi‖2. If two solutions a1 and a2 existed

such that |‖Ea1 − xi‖2 − ‖Ea2 − xi‖2| < δmax, where δmax represents the limit in this difference,

we should incorporate a metric to favour this more sparse solution. Such as

ui = argmina

(

‖Ea − xi‖
2
2 + α ‖a‖0

)

(7.1)

or

ui = argmina ‖a‖0 subject to ‖Ea − xi‖2 ≤ ǫ

where α is a regularisation parameter that determines how influential sparsity is and ǫ is

the maximum tolerable residual error. These are approaches undertaken by existing research in

sparse unmixing of hyperspectral data [175]. Sparse unmixing could also remove the dependence

on correct determination of the number of endmembers suitable to represent a scene. This is

because sparsity promotes selection of the minimum number of endmembers required to accur-

ately represent the data. This means when the number of endmembers available is larger than

the number present in the scene, sparse unmixing could still return accurate results. A similar

concept was shown in ISMA which selects optimal endmember sets on a per-pixel basis [35].

Future work in sparse unmixing notwithstanding, it would be beneficial to investigate if

sparsity could be included in AGES-like algorithms. Since AGES-like algorithms use the unmix-

ing process to determine endmembers, a sparsity constraint or regularisation parameter should

promote better endmember selection in addition to more accurate unmixing.
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7.2.3 Number of Endmembers

Given sequential video frames are highly correlated, it is reasonable to assume the number of

endmembers required to represent a frame will not change quickly. In this thesis, we introduced

the idea of reusing endmembers and information from temporally correlated frames. This means

any estimate of the number of endmembers is no longer tied to data from within a specific

frame but to the overall scene. In contrast, existing methods concentrate only on how many

endmembers are in a single frame. Figure 7.2a shows a scene and the location of two frames

taken from within this scene. Figures 7.2b and 7.2c show the frames outlined in blue and green

respectively. When considering the number of endmembers that temporally corrected AGES

variants should use, the overall scene (Figure 7.2a) is the important data, not the individual

sub-scenes (Figures 7.2b and 7.2c). This is because endmembers could be drawn from any

(recent) frame in the video sequence.

Determining the number of endmembers best used by methods such as T-AGES requires data

collection and evaluation over multiple frames. This means ongoing calculations of the covariance

matrix (i.e. the input to HFC [66] etc.) are more appropriate. A method similar to the running

sum outlined in §2.1.2.4 could be suitable in this situation. Ultimately, specific attention should

be focussed on determining the number of endmembers appropriate for a sequence of frames.

This is a subtly different problem to typical approaches that concentrate on individual frames

and is required when considering temporally-aware algorithms such as A-AGES, T-AGES and

R-AGES.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.2: Relationship between frames and the overall scene. (a) Overall scene. (b) A frame
frame captured at the blue location in (a). (c) A frame captured at the green location in (a).
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7.3 Abundance Maps

Interpretation of abundance maps in video-rate hyperspectral imaging is sensitive to rapid

changes that occur between subsequent video frames. Ideally, an imaging system would have

consistent display between frames but not sacrifice technical accuracy. Since abundance maps

represent the morphological structure of the detected endmembers physical distribution, this

structure should be preserved between frames. Given that morphological structures are already

used in hyperspectral image exploitation, it is likely this structure is useful in optimising video

systems [176, 54, 177, 178]. Figure 7.3 shows the changes in morphological structure after a

single endmember replacement. Figure 7.3a and 7.3b show how an individual abundance map

is affected by changes in another endmember. Figure 7.3c and 7.3d show the abundance map

of the changed endmember. Here, we can see how the morphological structure of the first end-

member’s abundance map is changed. It has adopted some of the structural elements present

in the replaced endmember’s abundance map. While it is unrealistic to expect no changes in

abundance map display when considering endmember replacements, it is also counter-intuitive

when maps that represent physical material distribution are rapidly changing.

7.3.1 Regularisation

One possible approach to increase inter-frame abundance map consistency is to add some form of

regularisation to the unmixing problem. This regularisation would serve two purposes. Firstly, it

would ensure continuity of the abundance maps, allowing for smoother video display. Secondly,

when coupled with an AGES or SAGES algorithm, it would slow down rapid changes in end-

member selection. This can be achieved by changing the unmixing problem definition to

ui [n] = argmina (‖Ea − xi‖2 + α ‖a − ui [n− 1]‖)

where α ∈ R is the regularisation parameter that controls how similar each pixel must be to

its previous frame. This obviously has limitations unless corrected using image registration. A

more promising idea is to apply similar reasoning to the endmember replacement routine. That

is, endmembers are not immediately replaced but slowly adjusted. If ei [n] ∈ R
λ represents an

endmember at time n, instead of an immediate replacement, an endmember could gradually

adjust i.e.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.3: The effect of changing endmembers. (a) Original abundance map for endmember
1. (b) Abundance map for endmember 1 after endmember 10 replaced. (c) Abundance map for
endmember 10. (d) Abundance map for endmember 10 after replacement. Red represents high
abundance, blue represents low abundance.

en [n] = (1− β) en [n− 1] + βer

where er ∈ R
λ represents the new endmember and β is the change significance. β = 0 rep-

resents fixed endmembers that never change and β = 1 represents an immediate replacement

as per all methods explored thus far. Endmembers created using this system would not neces-

sarily be directly observable in the data itself. This contradicts with the general assumption

that N-FINDR and AGES require endmembers to be present in the observed data. We had

some success with this approach but due to time restraints we did not extensively investigate its

application in a hyperspectral video context.
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7.3.2 Non-negativity Constrained Inversion

Abundance maps are highly dependant on the endmembers selected by the endmember determ-

ination algorithms such as AGES or N-FINDR. This makes any direct frame-to-frame correlation

hard to exploit, as a small change in selected endmembers can drastically change the displayed

abundance map. Non-negatively constrained inversion has less variation due to these changes.

However, any inversion problem with the non-negativity constraint requires an iterative process

to generate the optimised results. The results of the previous frame, after correction by image

registration, could be used to seed the initial solution of the non-negative solver. Indeed, any

method that reduced the number of iterations required for non-negative constrained inversion

would benefit these systems. However, accurate image registration is difficult for scenes which

have significant perspective effects (such as the inside of a room).

Ideally, a method to initialise the results of the non-negative inversion process without image

registration would be more appropriate. Considering this approach would also need to be com-

putationally simple to have any benefit, one naïve solution is to assume that camera movement

is relatively low. Pixels could be directly used to initialise the inversion routine for the next

frame. This would only work in cases where camera movement was low and spatial redundancy

high. Here a neighbouring pixel is likely to have a similar spectral signature. A method that can

estimate or update the non-negative abundance fractions using known changes to pixels and end-

members would be preferable. Consider two endmember sets E [n− 1] and E [n] in subsequent

frames that differ by only one endmember. There may be a way to determine an approximate

relationship between the solutions to non-negativity constrained inversion in both cases. That

is, solving

δa = argmina ‖E [n− 1] a − x [n− 1]‖2 − argmina ‖E [n] a − x [n]‖2

subject to a � 0 where δa represents the expected change between the non-negatively con-

strained solutions. Either way, improvements to non-negative solvers that utilise redundancies

in hyperspectral video frames is a worthwhile pursuit.
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7.3.3 Endmember Cycling in AGES

Our real-time implementation of AGES on CUDA showed the AGES algorithm tends to exhibit

a cycling behaviour. This is when endmembers selected by AGES cycle over sequential frames

i.e. AGES never completely converges on a single endmember set. If we define 2-cycling as

2 endmembers (e1 and e2) continually swapping into position en in sequential frames, then

3-cycling is when 3 endmembers cycle over a 3 frame period. Practically, 3-cycling involves 3

distinct endmembers and 2 endmember locations. While the incidence of endmember cycling can

be reduced by choosing a higher replacement threshold (ethresh), this means poorer endmember

selection. Cycling can be reduced by coding replacement limitations. These limitations prevent

previously seen combinations of endmembers from occurring. Dowler prevents some issues with

2-cycling by ensuring an endmember location cannot be replaced in two sequential frames [33].

However, while this reduces 2-cycling, it does not address the endmember cycling problem in its

entirety.

Endmember cycling is a considerable problem in a noisy scene. Noise can cause unneces-

sary endmember replacements that are immediately superseded in the following frame. This

replacement may be another pixel with different noise and reflectance characteristics. The most

dramatic effect of endmember cycling is seen when viewing video sequences of AGES abund-

ance maps. When this cycling occurs these abundance maps can radically change. This change

can mean the video sequence is rendered largely unusable to a human operator. This problem

occurs much less often when using AGES techniques that are initialised from previous frame’s

endmembers but still remains a problem. Using N-FINDR in a video sequence has a similar

issue, but is less prevalent than in AGES. In this author’s opinion, endmember cycling is a sig-

nificant unresolved problem that is largely restricted to hyperspectral video systems. Resolving

endmember cycling issues should be a priority for future work on AGES/SAGES.

7.4 Practical Considerations

Capture of hyperspectral video frame aside, there are a considerable number of engineering

challenges that must be addressed before commercial production of hyperspectral video systems

is realisable. While these issues are not necessarily the domain of academic research they are

essential in any real-world application of this technology.
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7.4.1 Further GPU Development

The GPU implementation of the AGES unmixing chain discussed in this thesis illustrates AGES’

suitability to such systems. Our implementation achieved similar performance results to existing

GPU hyperspectral algorithms. While these results were promising, they do not represent a

final optimised variant of AGES and did not address SAGES∗. When considering the future

development of kernels and libraries to support SAGES deployment, we must consider how this

software can be re-used by industry partners. Creating a custom kernel to provide highly tuned

SAGES support is an admirable goal, indeed it would provide the best performance. However,

it does not adapt readily to future updated and related algorithms. In order to future-proof

any algorithm development and to provide easy integration for future system builders, a more

generic approach is beneficial. By expanding the optimised set of functions available in CUBLAS

a near-optimal solution can likely be achieved. This would retain the adaptive nature of simple

linear algebra libraries.

Improvements to GEMM in CUBLAS that allow the matrix multiplication to return the

lp norm would be beneficial to all who use these libraries. Additionally, an expanded GEMM

function that handles integer and floating pointer data-type conversions would also be useful.

Such additions would significantly aid in the rapid deployment of AGES-like algorithms. The

rationale behind creating these advanced CUBLAS functions it that a matrix multiplication

often takes place prior to a norm calculation. Within CUDA it is senseless to save the result of

this matrix multiplication to global (slow) memory and then immediately re-load it to calculate

the norm. Since the matrix multiplication must access and address each element of the matrix, it

is logical to combine these common operations into a single kernel. This process is similar to the

multiply-add instruction included in many microprocessors, since multiplication and addition

are common operations they justify a single optimised variant.

Additionally, with the expanded capabilities of the GK110 GPU devices, it seems that new

methods for handling data on the GPU will become available. GK110 kernels can call and

create other kernels (Dynamic Parallelisation) and indeed run in a truly simultaneous fashion

(Hyper-Q). This means there are further opportunities for creative deployment of hyperspectral

imaging algorithms to these devices [172].

∗The work on GPU-enabled AGES was completed prior to work on SAGES starting. Time limitations
precluded SAGES deployment to the GPU system.
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7.4.2 Portable Device

Throughout this thesis we have discussed portable hyperspectral video systems. However, we

have not specifically addressed the implementation on portable platforms. Portable platforms

generally have tighter constraints on size, weight, processing power and memory availability

when compared to desktop and server hardware. The development of mobile processors with

GPU support such as Tegra, provide a highly suitable platform for future portable hyperspectral

video systems. Further optimisations to the AGES or SAGES imaging chains for GPU systems

should also specifically consider the nature of these portable devices. It is not unreasonable to

expect that portable platforms can keep pace with the developments in imaging sensors. This

makes field-deployable hyperspectral video systems realisable in the near future.

7.4.3 Material Matching

Another topic not discussed within this thesis is matching detected endmembers and materials

to a reference database. This is problematic when considering the lighting conditions of each

scene could be significantly different. Matching known reflectance samples is comparatively easy

when reflectance spectra are collected using a known light source. However, we cannot guarantee

control over scene illumination. While the use of a hyperspectral system to identify interesting

regions within a scene might not require matching to a database, quantitative evaluation of ma-

terial types is a useful feature of such a system. Any portable hyperspectral video system would

have to operate in differing lighting conditions. We have addressed intra-frame illumination dif-

ferences and assumed that lighting could be unchanging over the short term in a realistic scene.

However, different scenes are likely to contain a variety of sources, e.g. natural, fluorescent or

incandescent light. In order to relate detected spectra to laboratory spectra, the effect of chan-

ging lighting conditions should be eliminated. This can be achieved with accurate measurement

of the lighting conditions within the scene or controlling this lighting. One example where these

lighting effects are relevant is the indoor use of hyperspectral video. In an individual room, most

illumination will arrive from either artificial or natural lighting. Generally, for indoor scenes,

sources of illumination will have numerous reflections, making pure lighting difficult to achieve

(this is important for the linear mixing model). For this reason, this author recommends future

portable systems for indoor use have their own lighting sources and are used without interfering

light present. Since only the section of the scene directly in front of the camera lens requires

illumination, it is reasonable to assume that a directional light co-axial with the lens would be
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suitable. Nischan et al. investigated illumination suitable for hyperspectral systems using a

white-light laser [20].

Ultimately, full consideration of how to reconstruct spectral signatures in a portable device

should be investigated. This will likely involve practical considerations such as how to provide

sufficient lighting on a portable platform or how to compensate for widely varying scene lighting.

7.4.4 User Interface

While we have discussed how to visualise hyperspectral data sets in a video system, we have

not discussed the potential user interface of such a system. An easily operated system is just

as important as a complete visualisation algorithm. When considering a user interface we must

consider the environment and ultimate application of the system. In addition to raw abundance

map display, should there be any further statistical highlighting of objects in the scene? Cai’s

method of double-layer display shows that indeed further statistical information is useful for

interpretation of abundance maps [105]. Perhaps it, or a similar method, should be adapted to

use the reduced colour-spaces as outlined in §4? Visualisation methods aside, what other user

interface features are required? The scope for user interface is large, and effective design would

require input from stakeholders involved in using these devices. Indeed, this makes development

more difficult until real-time hyperspectral video systems are readily available.

One important consideration in any user interface is what options should be provided to the

users. This is especially important when considering lay users. For example, should the user

be able to select endmembers as known good endmembers in a specific scene? i.e. if indoors,

perhaps letting the user select the wall and floor as known endmembers is of benefit. This could

enhance both their experience and improve results from methods such as AGES/SAGES. These

features would require both an investigation into efficacy and suitability for lay users. Existing

supervised hyperspectral unmixing techniques will likely not be useful here, as rapid analysis of

each frame is required. However, these methods could provide clues as how best to utilise this

human interaction.

User interface design is a challenging problem for the deployment of any new technology.

This is further complicated by the wide array of suitable applications of hyperspectral video

systems. The user interface and interactivity requirements of a medical imaging devices, military

applications and geological surveying are somewhat independent. Without a specific end-use

application in mind, future work should concentrate on the aspects of interactivity that are
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relevant to hyperspectral unmixing techniques used in video applications.





Chapter 8

Conclusion

Hyperspectral imaging systems offer significantly more information than typical colour or mono-

chrome cameras. While originally confined to single image capture, high-resolution video-

streaming systems are becoming a realistic prospect. With increasing spatial, spectral and

temporal resolutions, new strategies for efficient processing of hyperspectral video streams are

required. In addition to minimising computational requirements, hyperspectral video systems

have their own unique demands for processing and display. The primary goal of this research

was to investigate barriers to real-time hyperspectral video-stream processing. The contribu-

tions in this thesis fall into four main subject areas: exploitation of inter-frame redundancies,

unmixing of real-world video streams, visualisation of hyperspectral video and practical hardware

deployment.

Chapter 2 investigated the relationship between sequential frames in hyperspectral video

sequences. This research was motivated by the high correlation between video frames. This

indicated that computationally complex operations, like the covariance matrix calculation, are

not required every frame. The investigation showed that principal component subspaces are

highly related in sequential hyperspectral video frames. This high correlation means that geo-

metric algorithms, such as AGES and N-FINDR, produce accurate results when using principal

component vectors built from estimates of previous frames. Estimates and updated covariance

matrices were found to provide effective alternatives to complete covariance calculations. De-

tected endmembers were also evaluated as a basis for principal components and were found to

provide reasonable subspaces at little computational cost.

The temporal relationship between detected endmembers was investigated. In typical ap-

plications, sequential video frames will show almost the same image information. This means

the endmembers between frames should be highly correlated. By acknowledging that a hyper-

221
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spectral video system images a small section of an overall scene, we expanded the definition

of relevant endmembers to this wider environment. Practically, this means endmembers could

be directly reused once collected in a previous frame. This is counter to the typical imple-

mentations of N-FINDR and AGES that require endmembers to be acquired from within the

current frame. These modifications allowed for a video system to build a more accurate and

stable picture of the endmembers present. Reusing endmembers also solves another ongoing

issue with N-FINDR/AGES, where initialisation is needed in each frame to generate consistent

results. Overall, these modifications to AGES further promote it as a promising platform for

future hyperspectral video processing.

Building on recent work in shadowing of hyperspectral images, chapter 3 examined the least

squares methods for unmixing hyperspectral data. Shadowing is prevalent in almost all applic-

ations of image processing. The effect of shadow on hyperspectral algorithms is often incom-

pletely modelled. In particular, varying illumination levels within a scene mean the additivity

constraint is often inappropriate. This is because recovered reflectance spectra require different

total abundance energy to account for this changing illumination. While endmember abund-

ances may change under non-uniform lighting conditions, the underlying material ground truth

does not. In addition to shadowing, imaging applications must accommodate varying levels of

induced or recorded noise. This noise, or improper endmember selection, can cause abundance

maps to contain negative abundance fractions. Typically, these are removed through the compu-

tationally expensive non-negative constrained inversion process. The existing shadow-correction

technique CSP does not account for this possibility. We show that a normalised unconstrained

least squares (NUCLS) algorithm is a suitable improvement over CSP. Its normalisation process

achieves the perspective projection used in CSP but additionally removes negative abundances.

This means NUCLS is an effective method for unmixing shadowed hyperspectral scenes quickly.

NUCLS is shown to be more noise immune than methods that do not account for these negative

abundance fractions. However, optimising using the non-negativity constraint remains the most

effective method.

AGES uses the results from additivity-constrained inversion to determine endmembers in

a single unmixing and abundance map display step. Additivity-constrained inversion has a

direct geometric relationship to changes in simplex volume. Despite this, the limitations of

additivity-constrained inversion indicate that AGES is not suitable in a scene with significant

shadowing. Acknowledging that an effective method to model shadowing is with an endmember

at the origin, we expanded on the AGES algorithm to account for shadowing. We have shown
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there is a geometric relationship between the results of unconstrained inversion and a modified

shadow-corrected simplex. This simplex has an endmember fixed at the origin as recommended

by recent shadow-correction techniques. This technique, Shadow-corrected AGES (SAGES), is

shown to be more effective than AGES in a typical scene with shadowing. SAGES is also shown

to have reduced computational complexity in typical applications compared to AGES. Thus

SAGES is recommended for future work in video-rate hyperspectral imaging.

Chapter 4 addressed the visualisation of abundance maps. Existing techniques often rely

on using unique colours to display endmember prevalence. While this is an effective technique,

it is flawed for two primary reasons. Firstly, the number of uniquely discernible colours is

very limited. This has roots in the trichromatic nature of human vision and is exacerbated

when visual impairments such as colour-blindness are present. In addition, this problem is

compounded when soft classifiers are required and mixtures or fractional abundance must also

be accurately displayed. Secondly, this limited set of colours is complicated by the demands of

real-time video. A scientist, or operator of a static hyperspectral imaging system, has significant

time to make decisions about class membership. This is not true for video systems where only a

fraction of a second is available to make these decisions. To resolve these issues we developed a

new visualisation method for quick scene analysis. This method fuses all abundance maps into

two separate metrics, background/foreground prevalence and pixel purity. Both these metrics

have known fixed bounds, meaning that calibration and mapping onto realisable colour-spaces

is a trivial matter. This new display method is shown to be effective at fusing abundance maps

produced by SAGES and uses only a bi-colour gradient (blue-yellow).

The inter-frame consistency of visualisation methods is also shown to be a considerable

problem in a hyperspectral video sequence. Without utilisation of information contained in

previous frame’s images, the display of abundance maps can vary significantly between frames.

This means the image sequence varies considerably, making interpretation or analysis of the

data difficult for a human operator. By utilising previous frames endmembers as initialisers of

AGES-like methods, this problem is largely eliminated. However, it still remains a problem for

algorithms that cannot use endmembers in this way. To correct for these inter-frame differences

an endmember matching method was proposed. This method matches endmembers between

frames using inversion of two endmember sets. This organises spectrally similar endmembers so

they are represented in the same location of the endmember matrix. This method is shown to

be effective at reducing these inter-frame visualisation differences. However, it is not as effective

as utilising redundant information such as endmembers between sequential frames.
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Several issues surrounding the practical deployment and development of commercial hyper-

spectral video streaming solutions are identified. These problems are mostly related to existing

libraries and limitations in their implementations. Specifically, existing linear algebra libraries

were developed for a different style of problem that does not always suit hyperspectral algorithms.

An improvement to the GEMM and SYRK matrix multiplication functions was presented, which

bridges a gap in performance for fat matrices. This method uses spare global memory to further

increase parallelism in the matrix multiplication.

An implementation of AGES on the Tesla C2070 is discussed. This implementation outlines

some difficulties with streaming video applications on CUDA. These difficulties centre around

host/device synchronisation of streaming data. Ultimately, this GPU implementation is shown

to have performance suitable for small real-time systems. Additionally, an investigation into

the required precision of the SAGES algorithm was undertaken. This investigation showed that

single-precision calculations are sufficient for accurate operation of SAGES. Given the relative

increase in performance of single-precision arithmetic, a recommendation to use single precision

data structures in future SAGES developments is made.

Finally, recommendations are made for future implementations of hyperspectral video sys-

tems. These recommendations underline the importance of exploiting inter-frame redundancy,

the SAGES algorithm and visualisation techniques not affected by limitations in perceivable

colours. However, there are still many aspects of hyperspectral video that need to be addressed.

Firstly, using results in this thesis, N-FINDR should be adapted for video-processing. This is

important for comparison to existing work and with the AGES methods in this thesis. Secondly,

SAGES and AGES-like algorithms are still comparatively new and there are significant oppor-

tunities in improving their efficacy. One consideration is whether sparsity should be included

in SAGES unmixing techniques. Thirdly, there are still a number of unresolved problems with

the display and calculation of material abundance maps. These limitations centre around keep-

ing inter-frame abundance changes minimal. Finally, there are a number of improvements to

hardware implementations that are readily achievable in future research.



Appendix A

Covariance Update

Consider the area representing an image f1. If this image were made up of infinitely small pixels,

we could express the mean as a function of the reflectance ρ as

E [ρ (f1)] =
1

Vol (f1)

ˆ

f1

ρ (f1) df1

where ρ (f1) is the reflectance of the surface f1. Vol (f1) is the volume operator i.e. the area

of the plane. If we define surfaces as illustrated in Figure A.1 where f1 = x ∪ z and f2 = y ∪ x.

f1 and f2 represent the images of a scene before and after the camera and associated lenses have

undergone rotation, scaling and translation. Here y is the area corresponding to new pixels in

f2, x is the area corresponding to pixels that stay in both frames and z is pixels that leave the

scene as they are not present in f2.

Figure A.1: Visual representation of imaging surfaces showing overlap. x represents the area
contained in both frames, y is information only in f2, z is information only in f1.

Then we can write the mean as the sum of two integrals

ˆ

f1

ρ (f1) df1 =

ˆ

x

ρ (x) .dx +

ˆ

z

ρ (z) dz
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E [ρ (f1)] =
1

Vol (f1)

(
ˆ

x

ρ (x) dx +

ˆ

z

ρ (z) dz

)

E [ρ (f2)] =
1

Vol (f2)

(

ˆ

x

ρ (x) dx +

ˆ

y

ρ (y) dy

)

then E [ρ (f2)] could also be expressed as

E [ρ (f2)] =
1

Vol (f2)

(
ˆ

y

ρ (y) dy +

ˆ

f1

ρ (f1) df1 −

ˆ

z

ρ (z) dz

)

E [ρ (f2)] =
1

Vol (f2)
(E [ρ (y)] Vol (y) + E [ρ (f1)] Vol (f1)− E [ρ (z)] Vol (z))

where number of pixels in image f1, N must equal the number of pixels in image f2. To convert

this to a digital system we must replace with discrete equivalents i.e E [ρ (f1)] = 1
N

∑

f1
ρ [f1].

However, pixels in each image correspond to a different amount of absolute area (or volume). If

image f2 is zoomed in by a factor s this means every pixel in image f1 needs s2 pixels in image f2

to equal the same volume (assuming square pixels). If we call Volf1
(v) the number of pixels in

area v from image f1 then Volf1
(f1) = Volf2

(f2) = N . Volf1
(z) is the number of pixels in image

f1 representing region z and Volf2
(y) is the number of pixels in image f2 representing region y.

This means Volf2
(v) = α2Volf1

(v) as area v would require s2 as many pixels in image f2 after

zooming as it would in image f1. When calculating the volumes discretely we must calculate

them using the same equivalent pixel area. This gives

E [ρ (f2)] =
1

Volf2
(f2)

(E [ρ (y)] Volf2
(y) + E [ρ (f1)] Volf2

(f1)− E [ρ (z)] Volf2
(z))

Note, we do not readily have Volf2
(z) as this represents how many pixels in image f2 are

needed to cover area z, this is only known in f1. Substituting for values we do have

E [ρ (f2)] =
1

Volf2
(f2)

(

E [ρ (y)] Volf2
(y) + s2

E [ρ (f1)] Volf1
(f1)− s2

E [ρ (z)] Volf1
(z)
)

we know that Volf2
(f2) = Volf1 (f1) as the images must have the same number of pixels.
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E [ρ (f2)] = s2
E [ρ (f1)] +

1

Volf2
(f2)

(

E [ρ (y)] Volf2
(y)− s2

E [ρ (z)] Volf1
(z)
)

since E [ρ (y)] Volf2
(y) =

∑

y ρ (y)

E [ρ (f2)] = s2
E [ρ (f1)] +

1

N

(

∑

y

ρ (y)− s2
∑

z

ρ (z)

)

(A.1)

It is easy to see that if there is no scaling (α = 1) then the relationship between the means

is a simple adjustment based on the number of pixels that have changed.

E [ρ (f2)] = E [ρ (f1)] +
1

N

(

∑

y

ρ (y)−
∑

z

ρ (z)

)

In much the same way that the mean can theoretically be updated using only the information

that changes between frames, the same approach could be used to update the covariance matrix.

Recall that

Cov (ρ1 (f1) , ρ2 (f1)) = E [ρ1 (f1) ρ2 (f1)]− E [ρ1 (f1)]E [ρ2 (f1)]

Σfn
= E

[

FnF⊤
n

]

− E [Fn]E [Fn]⊤

By substituting ρ (f1) with ρ1 (f1) ρ2 (f1) where ρn (f1) represents the reflectance of band n

of hyperspectral image f1, we can obtain the following

E [ρ1 (f2) ρ2 (f2)] = s2
E [ρ1 (f1) ρ2 (f1)] +

1

N

(

∑

y

ρ1 (y) ρ2 (y)− s2
∑

z

ρ1 (z) ρ2 (z)

)

E

[

F2F
⊤
2

]

= s2
E

[

F1F⊤
1

]

+
1

N

(

YY⊤ − s2ZZ⊤
)

The covariance matrix can then be written as

Σf2
= E

[

F2F⊤
2

]

− E [F2] E [F2]⊤
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E

[

F1F
⊤
1

]

= Σf1
+ E [F1]E [F1]⊤

Σf2
= s2

E

[

F1F⊤
1

]

+
1

N

(

YY⊤ − s2ZZ⊤
)

− E [F2]E [F2]⊤
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Calculation of Camera Angle

Redundancies

Camera properties are nx = ny = 1024 pixels, dx = dy = 5mm and a focal length of f = 6mm.

xp =
fpxnx

2pzdx

δxp

δpx

=
fnx

2pzdx

δxp

δpz

= −
fpxnx

2p2
zdx

δxp

δf
=

pxnx

2pzdx

B.1 Calculation of terrestrial movement

Terrestrial system where pz = 1m, 10m and δpz, δpx = 0.023m− 0.053m. Movement in the x or

z axis.

δxp =
fnx

2pzdx

δpx

14 pixels =
6mm× 1024

2× 1m× 5mm
× 0.023m

1.4 pixels =
6mm× 1024

2× 10m× 5mm
× 0.023m

32.5 pixels =
6mm× 1024

2× 1m× 5mm
× 0.053m
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3.25 pixels =
6mm× 1024

2× 10m× 5mm
× 0.053m

When calculating the effect of movement in the z-axis we need information about where the

pixel is in the x-axis. We consider an object at the centre of the image xp = 32 and at the edge

xp = 512

xp =
fpxnx

2pzdx

px =
2pzdxxp

fnx

521mm =
2× 10m× 5mm× 32

6mm× 1024

52.1mm =
2× 1m× 5mm× 32

6mm× 1024

8.33m =
2× 10m× 5mm× 512

6mm× 1024

833mm =
2× 1m× 5mm× 512

6mm× 1024

Using these values for px in

δxp = −
fpxnx

2p2
zdx

δpz

0.74 pixels = −
6mm× 52.1mm× 1024

2× (1m)2 × 5mm
× 0.023m

0.074 pixels = −
6mm× 521mm× 1024

2× (10m)2 × 5mm
× 0.023m

11.7 pixels = −
6mm× 833mm× 1024

2× (1m)2 × 5mm
× 0.023m

2.9 pixels = −
6mm× 8.33m× 1024

2× (10m)2 × 5mm
× 0.023m

B.2 Calculation of airborne movement

Airborne system where pz = 4km, 10m and δpz, δpx = 3.61m. For a 30 degree angle of view

pφ = 2arctan

(

dx

2f

)
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f =
dx

2tan
(

pφ

2

)

9.3mm =
5mm

2tan
(

30
2

)

Movement in the x-axis.

δxp =
fnx

2pzdx

δpx

0.56 pixels =
6mm× 1024

2× 4km× 5mm
× 3.61m

26.7 pixels =
9.3mm× 1024

2× 4km× 5mm
× 3.61m

0.86 pixels =
6mm× 1024

2× 100m× 5mm
× 3.61m

34 pixels =
9.3mm× 1024

2× 100m× 5mm
× 3.61m

Movement in the z-axis we need information about where the pixel is in the x-axis. We

consider an object at the centre of the image xp = 32 and at the edge xp = 512

xp =
fpxnx

2pzdx

Px =
2pzdxxp

fnx

208m =
2× 4km× 5mm× 32

6mm× 1024

5.2m =
2× 100m× 5mm× 32

6mm× 1024

134m =
2× 4km× 5mm× 512

9.3mm× 1024

3.4mm =
2× 100m× 5mm× 512

9.3mm× 1024

Using these values for Px in

δxp = −
fpxnx

2p2
zdx

δpz

0.029 pixels = −
6mm× 208m× 1024

2× (4km)2 × 5mm
× 3.61m
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1.15 pixels = −
6mm× 5.2m× 1024

2× (100m)2 × 5mm
× 3.61m

0.029 pixels = −
9.3mm× 134m× 1024

2× (4km)2 × 5mm
× 3.61m

1.17 pixels = −
9.3mm× 3.4m× 1024

2× (100m)2 × 5mm
× 3.61m
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First Order Eigenvalue Update

Eigenvalue decomposition is described using

Σvp = λpvp

where in this thesis Σ ∈ R
n×n is a symmetric covariance matrix with eigenvectors (vp ∈ R

n)

and eigenvalues (λp). Change in Σ (δΣ ∈ R
n×n) results in changes to λp (δλp) and vp (δvp ∈ R

n).

(Σ + δΣ) (vp + δvp) = (λp + δλp) (vp + δvp)

Σvp + Σδvp + δΣvp + δΣδvp = λpvp + λpδvp + δλpvp + δλpδvp

recalling that Σvp = λpvp and substituting gives

Σδvp + δΣvp + δΣδvp = λpδvp + δλpvp + δλpδvp

We ignore the 2nd order terms (δΣδvp, δλpδvp ) giving

Σδvp + δΣvp ≃ λpδvp + δλpvp

Since eigenvectors are orthonormal and {vp} spans all of Rn and forms a basis we can express

a given δvp as a combination of these basis vectors.
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∴ δvp =
n
∑

i=1

apivi

where api is the perturbation amount of vector vp in the direction of vi.

∑

i

apiΣvi + δΣvp ≃ λp

∑

i

apivi + δλpvp

For a given eigenvector/eigenvalue pair Σvi = λivi giving

∑

i

apiλivi + δΣvp ≃ λp

∑

i

apivi + δλpvp (C.1)

multiply everything by v⊤
p which is constant w.r.t i

∑

i

apiλiv
⊤
p vi + v⊤

p δΣvp ≃ λp

∑

i

apiv
⊤
p vi + δλpv

⊤
p vp

but v⊤
p vi will be 0 except in case of p = i where it equals 1 as all vi are orthogonal.

appλp + v⊤
p δΣvp ≃ λpapp + δλp

giving an expression for δλp

δλp = v⊤
p δΣvp

by substituting δλp into Equation C.1 we can show

api =
v⊤

p δΣvi

λi − λp

app = 0
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